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Chapter One: 

Introduction
Objectives:

1. To introduce you to this book, its contents, its organization and its

layout.

2. To point you to the WCI Development Styles™ self-descriptive

instrument.

3. To clarify the distinction among knowing that, knowing how and

knowing why and to describe how they are used to structure the

rest of the material in the book. 

To relate them to the competency acquisition process, which uses

feedback, practice and feedback on practice.

4. To present the basic adult learning model that underlies this book.

5. To describe the way in which the professional development exer-

cises are integrated into the text.
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Why This Program and This Book?

F
acilitation is one of those skills that every business professional

needs. Successful status, problem solving, planning and work-

ing meetings are part of every day business life.  The designat-

ed or formal meeting leader and all of the participants are jointly

responsible for the success of these meetings. We need to know

both how to  facilitate meetings and how to be facilitated in them.

In business, people are generally well intentioned.  We all want to get

things done.  We all want to achieve results of which we can be

proud.  That allows us to work with one another in reasonably effec-

tive ways.  When there are problems, they are usually the result of

ineffective communication and  poor activity coordination. Successful

meetings require both effective communication and clear
activity coordination.

When these problems involve clients, we are often embarrassed.

Everyone assumes that competent professionals automatically have

good facilitation skills.  Yet we very seldom get an opportunity to

develop such competencies in a systematic and progressive way. 

Most professionals who work in service settings interact with clients.

This book addresses small group meetings, including those that

involve clients.  These meetings normally are attended by 3 to 20

people.  Both client and service provider individuals may be present.

These clients may be internal or external.  Internal clients are often

the members of another group or department in the organization that

depends on the work that your group or department does. 

This book, and the professional development program activities in it,

address meeting facilitation competencies. It talks about effective

behaviours on the part of both the designated meeting leader and the

meeting attendees. It provides typical agendas and preparation

checklists for a variety of types of meeting.  Its goal is to improve

meetings by helping both meeting leaders and meeting attendees

behave more effectively. 

This book is intended for use by all business professionals.  We all

attend meetings constantly.  We often complain about the amount of

time we spent in them.  We think that many of them are a waste of

time. This book is intended to help us reduce that frustration.

The reality is that meetings can be effective. But effective meetings

require that both designated meeting leaders and meeting attendees

accept the need for some disciplined process and preparation.

Without this, no meeting can be effective. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction

The Layout and the Structure of this Book
A variety of page layouts are used to present various types of materi-

al in this book.  

1. The Basic Content Page

The Basic Content page simply

presents written material.

Content often flows from page to

page.  Green headings identify

chapter sections that will be

included in the book’s Table of

Contents. 

2. The Concept Pages

Concept pages are a two page

spread that have a graphic or bul-

leted list on the right hand side

page and commentary on the left

hand side page.  In order to make

this work, concept presentations

pages may or may not be preced-

ed a page that is intentionally left

blank.  These blank pages have

the word Notes as a heading,

and provide space for you to add

your thoughts and and ideas.

3. The Learning Exercise or Role Play Page

These pages present activities

intended to allow you to practice

meeting facilitation skills and

receive feedback on that practice. 

Effective meetings require effec-

tive behaviour from both the des-

ignated meeting leader and the

meeting participants.

Consequently, these exercises

provide you an opportunity to

engage in both roles. The instruc-

tions often provide for several cycle of the activities, so that
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more than one person gets a chance to practice.   

These pages also provide instructions on how to get feedback

after the activity.  Specific pages for recording this feedback

may be provided.  If you need more space to do this, please

feel free to insert extra sheets where this is useful. 

Exercise or Role Play pages present hints on how individuals

with different Development Styles preferences can benefit from

the exercise.  More on this later in he Development Styles sec-

tion in this Introduction.

Appendix Pages are formatted in ways that best suit their content. 

This book has been printed in a spiral bound 8.5” wide by 11” high

format so that it that can lie flat.  You will be able to place it flat on a

desk or table top when attending meeting, so that it can act as a ref-

erence for you.

Or you can open it to a specific page and fold the rest of the book

back on itself, so that you  can hold it easily as you participant in an

exercise or role play.  
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Who is Responsible for Ensuring that Meetings
are Effective?

E
veryone who attends a meeting is responsible for its success.

One of the ideas that you will be exploring later is the concept

of facilitating behaviours and participating behaviours.  This is

simply a different way of repeating the well known process - content

distinction.  Process addresses how people behave when working

together.  Content deals with what they are working on.  Facilitating

behaviours help the process. Participating behaviours deal with the

content.  Both are essential to any meeting.  

Everyone who attends a meeting needs clarity around who is respon-

sible for facilitating and who is responsible for content.  That clarity is

essential.  

A common practice in existing meeting procedures is that one person

deal with both.  This works when a group has been meeting regularly

for some time, and has developed a set of effective patterns through

previous effective facilitation, or through trial and error.  However,

asking one person, or even more confusing, asking all attendees, to

deal with both process and content often clouds the communication

and activity coordination clarity needed in most meetings.

Clearly communicating who is responsible for the lead facilitation role

in the first meetings of a working group dramatically increases the

early effectiveness of the group.  At the same time, its allows that

person to concentrate on facilitating and lets the other attendees take

on the content responsibilities. If those attending the meeting can

agree to and discipline themselves to do these two things, the effec-

tiveness and efficiency of the meeting will improve dramatically.

Of course, the facilitator must still facilitate appropriately.  The other

attendees must do the content work in a reasonable way.  But simply

allowing one person to put all of their energy into facilitating will allow

that person to ensure that the process used to work on the content is

the right one.  It also allows that person to stay focused on the

process pulse of the meeting.

In what follows, this recommendation is repeated again and again.

This single step, aligning the lead facilitation responsibility with 1 per-

son, and removing content participation responsibility from that per-

son, is the single most efficient way to improve all types of meetings,

including client meetings. 

This book starts will with the assumption that it is to do this is.  There

will be specific suggestions later on for handling those circumstances

in which it is not. 

Allowing one person to be the lead process facilitator requires active

behaviour agreement from all of the attendees at a meeting. They
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must follow the facilitator’s process lead. Doing so has the benefit of

allowing them to focus on content.  

Of course, attendees can still contribute to the process needs of the

meeting by engaging in facilitating behaviour during the course of the

meeting.  But this must be done in a way which supports the lead

facilitator’s process, not competes with or undermines it. Later parts

of the book address this.

Over the course of the following pages, you will discover many spe-

cific process suggestions for various kind of meetings.  These

process steps must be implemented in effective behaviour on the part

of the person with the facilitation responsibility.  They must move off

the page, and come alive in the moment to  moment talking, active

listening, and movement that makes up facilitating behaviour.

Consequently, this book may be your first step in beginning the jour-

ney that will help you acquire these competencies.

Feedback and the Acquisition of Smart Habits
or Competencies

F
eedback is an essential process for increasing both self aware-

ness and behavioural effectiveness.  Without it, we have no

way of knowing how we currently behave, or what impact our

behaviour has on others.  

Feedback brings awareness,
Awareness brings choice,

Choice brings freedom,
Freedom brings effectiveness.

The more you have choices about how to behave, the more effective

you can be.  To have choices, you need to:

º be aware of what is happening in a situation,

º be aware of how others see you and your behaviour in that sit-

uation,

º be capable of doing what it takes to be effective in that situa-

tion, i.e. have an appropriate response in your behaviour

repertoire,

º choose the effective behaviour and carry it out.  

If you have the ability to make such choices, you have more freedom

than the person who does not, whatever the reason.  Their freedom

is limited because:

º they are not aware of what is happening, or their perceptions

become distorted as a result of their need to fit what they see

to internal needs,
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or

º they do not know how others see them, 

or

º they are not capable of doing what it takes to be effective in

the situation.

Acquiring meeting facilitation competencies is simply one of the many

ways in which you can increase your personal business effective-

ness. Personal effectiveness increases by moving:

º from unconscious 

incompetence,  

º to conscious 

incompetence,

º to conscious competence,

º to unconscious 

competence.

That is, you move through the

following cycle:

º you don't know that you

are ineffective,

º you do know that you are ineffective - you accept it,

º you become more effective, but the new behaviour takes con-

scious thought and practice,

º you are more effective, because the new behaviour has

become a smart habit that you can do without a great deal of

conscious thought.

Feedback is the key to beginning this cycle.  But feedback, whether

from other individuals, or from self-descriptive or 360° instruments,

from video tapes, or from any other source, will not have any useful

impact unless:

º it makes sense to you,

º you are ready to accept it, 

º you are ready to act on it. 

Feedback, practice, and feedback on practice, is crucial to the

process of acquiring new competencies.  It is critical to being able to

turn knowing that something works into knowing how to behave in

order to make it happen. 

How Do You Acquire Facilitation Competencies?
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F
acilitation is not a competency that is acquired by reading.  It

involves knowing how (having the ability to behave effectively)

as well as knowing that (understanding concepts, ideas, princi-

ples, frameworks, checklists and techniques).  It requires knowing

why (comprehending the reasons not to do or to avoid something;

having insight into underlying dynamics that allow you to anticipate or

predict events). 

Reading helps some people acquire new competencies - particularly

knowing that competencies. Others learn know that material best

through dialogue with others.  Most of us need active participation to

succeed at knowing how and knowing why.

Consequently, there are many exercises throughout this book.  They

are intended to allow a “facilitator of facilitators”, or trainer, to guide a

group through a professional development experience that helps peo-

ple acquire these abilities. 

If you are not part of such a professional development group, you

can still benefit from this book.  You can certainly increase your

“knowing that” knowledge of better ways to behave in a meeting.

Often implementing these behaviours simply means adapting some-

way you already know how to behave in a one on one situation to the

requirements of a meeting, where you will be in a one on group situa-

tion. This means that you can start acquiring these new competen-

cies by simply reading and deciding to change your behaviour in

meetings. 

Ultimately, acquiring meeting facilitation competencies means devel-

oping smart habits for meetings.  Smart habits allow us to respond

rapidly and seemingly effortlessly to the changing needs of a situa-

tion.  

However, smart habits don’t just happen.  They come about as a

result of practice and feedback.  Feedback and practice are an

essential component of effective meeting facilitation competency

development.  

In the following pages, you will find a  variety of suggested learning

exercises and role plays. They are intended to allow you to focus on

the practice component that you need to do in order to begin to

acquire meeting facilitation competencies.  You also will discover

many suggestions on how to collect feedback throughout the book.

This feedback is an important part of the competency acquisition

cycle.  Do not neglect it.  Make collecting systematic feedback part of

your day-to-day meting facilitator behaviour. 

As you begin to transfer these new capabilities from your learning

environment to the day-to-day world of your job, take the feedback

habit with you.  Arrange to meet with one or more of your peers after

meetings.  Discuss what went well. Look at alternative behaviours or
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techniques that might have lead to better results. If you were the des-

ignated facilitator, look at your own behaviour and ask other people if

they saw that behaviour achieve what you intended to accomplish.

This post meeting processing habit is one that all accomplished facili-

tators practice continuously. 

If you are part of a group of individuals participating in the profession-

al development program based on this book, please do the learning

exercises and collect the feedback.  The person running the program

will have responsibility for ensuring that you get opportunities to do

so. Use these opportunities as a way to acquire the feedback smart

habit.

If you are an individual working by yourself, think about forming a

learning collective of peers.  Work through the the practical learning

material together.  Use a video camera to tape yourselves.  When

you do this, remember that you are not out to make a skillfully edited

movie. All you want the camera to do is to act as a recording and

play back device. Simply place the camera in a corner where it can

record what it happening in the exercise.  Turn it on, and forget it until

you are through. 

Use a  video play back unit to watch yourselves immediately after

you complete the exercise.  Discuss what went well.  Analyze what

did not work. Then do the exercise again.  Watch the second video

tape.  

After you have done this once or twice, you will often find that you

are on your way to changing your behaviour.  The process of watch-

ing and discussing the videotape is a form of effective feedback,

practice and feedback on practice.  It also helps you acquire the post

meeting processing smart habit that is part of the repertoire of effec-

tive meeting facilitators. 

Your Professional Development Program Style

A
mong many other things, WCI (Workplace Competence

International) helps business professionals understand their

preferred, and therefore often most effective, Professional

Development Style.

The WCI Development Styles™ self-descriptive instrument guides

individuals in uncovering their preferred type of professional develop-

ment activity or program.  You can go to the WCI web site

(www.wciltd.com) to complete the instrument on the Internet.

Alternatively, Appendix 3 contains a complete paper copy that that

you can use. 

Through out this book, there will often be hints on how individuals

with different Development Styles can best participate in the learning

exercises and role plays. These hints can help you get the most out
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of your participation.  However, you will need to know what your

Development Style is in order to benefit from these hints.  By com-

pleting the WCI Development Styles™ self descriptive instrument you

will know this. 

Do not limit your involvement in the various learning exercises and

role plays to your preferred professional development style.  Follow

some of the hints for individuals whose style differs from your own.  It

is a great way to expand your own competency repertoire and to

acquire insight into others. 

Finally, you do not always need to be practicing facilitation to be

become more skilled at it.  Individuals with an active component

(Practical Active and Conceptual Active) in their professional

Development Style may find that doing the following is a bit of a

stretch.  On the other hand, it may be an effective way to turn a bor-

ing or wasteful meeting into a useful one.  Individuals with a reflective

component in their professional development style (Practical

Reflective and Conceptual Reflective) may take to these suggestions

naturally. 

Meeting Observation and What-If Visualization

This is a learning process for use during meetings you are

attending but in which you find yourself un-engaged.

As you attend a meeting, especially if the meeting is not one in

which you are that keeps your interest, do one of the following.

Acquiring these habits will help you increase your meeting

facilitation skills and help make it easier to get value of these

meetings. 

Possibility One: Observation - 
If the designated meeting leader is moving the meeting for-

ward well ... ... 

1. Is the person participating in the content work of the meet-

ing?  If yes, observe the individual’s behaviour.  Is it differ-

ent from that of other attendees?  If so, how?

2. Does every one at the meeting know how you are going to

work together?  If yes, how do they know?  Was it explicitly

discussed?  Who introduced the discussion? Is it the right

way to be working on the issue or the content of this meet-

ing?  Is it working?

3. When the designated meeting leader speaks or moves,
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what happens next?  Did this behaviour move things for-

ward?  How do you know?

Possibility Two: Observation and Analysis - 
If the meeting is not going forward well and you are dis-

engaged from the content so that you have the energy to do

something else ... ... 

1. If you were the designated meeting leader, what could you

do at this point to get the meeting on a better, more pro-

ductive track?  If you have an idea, is there any way that

you could make a contribution that could achieve this with-

out being disruptive?  

2. If you make this contribution, what happens next?  How

does this tell you whether you were successful at achieving

your intent?  Or not?

Possibility Three: Observation, Analysis and
Alternative Visualization - 
If the meeting is moving forward well but you are not involved

in the content at the moment ... ... 

1. Observe the designated meeting leader.  Whenever this

person says something or makes a non-verbal intervention,

observe what happens next?  Based on what you perceive,

decide if the meeting leader’s intervention was effective or

ineffective?

2. If you decide it was effective, how would you have accom-

plished the same result?  What words would you have spo-

ken? In what tone and pace?  What movements would you

have made? Visualize (see and hear) yourself doing this in

your own imagination.

3. If you decide that it was ineffective, can you think of an

alternate intervention that would have accomplished the

intended result?  What words would you have spoken? In

what tone and pace?  What movements would you have

made? What would have happened in the group? Visualize

(see and hear) yourself doing this in your own imagination.  

There Are No Right Facilitation Behaviours,
Only Effective Ones

O
ne of the paradoxes that the fact that individuals have differ-

ent styles presents us with is that there are no right facilitation

behaviours, only effective ones.  Different people accomplish
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the same results when facilitating meetings using different behav-

iours.  The only standard that is useful in evaluating meeting facilita-

tion behaviours is an observable one. The effectiveness of a facilitat-

ing intervention is evaluated by observing what happens next. If the

facilitator’s behaviour leads to a result that moves the meeting for-

ward, it was effective.

The Development Styles instrument shows us that people have differ-

ent professional development preferences.  In much the same way,

people have different facilitation styles.  These styles are a reflection

of who they are - their personalities -  and how they have learned to

behave in meetings. 

It is not possible to say that one person’s behaviour is the right way

to do a facilitation technique. Instead, each of us must achieve the

intended result using behaviour that works for us personally.  Each of

us must experiment with the new meeting facilitation behaviours that

are suggested throughout this book and determine how to achieve

the intended result in our own personal way. 

That is one of the reasons why practice and feedback on practice are

so important.  It is also one of the reasons why it is not possible to

simply read a book and become a more competent meeting facilita-

tor.  Finally, it is why is it is not possible to simply copy the behaviour

of someone we regard as an effective facilitator.  

Instead, when we use effective facilitators as model, we have to

understand in what they are doing, and translate it into a behaviour

pattern that works for us.  With practice and feedback, we develop

our own way of achieving the same facilitation result as that person.

The behaviour patterns becomes our facilitation smart habit.  It

becomes part of our behaviour repertoire, and coming into play as

circumstances require.

To simply our language, we will start to refer to a piece of meeting

facilitator behaviour as an “intervention”. Learning to look at what

happens next after a facilitator intervention is a key facilitation skill.  It

is a smart habit that we need to develop with respect to our own facil-

itation interventions, as well as those of others.

The more you can develop the habit of behaving as if you were a

thoughtful video camera after you complete an intervention, the more

effective you will become over time.  You will begin to distinguish

between effective interventions and ineffective ones.  You will devel-

op the ability to recognize when a normally effective facilitation inter-

vention does not work in some particular meeting because of the

unique dynamics of that particular group of people.  You will start to

develop the competencies needed to deal with difficult meetings situ-

ations and difficult people in meetings. 
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The Freeze - Refreeze Model of Competency
Acquisition

P
eople do not just

behave in new

ways.  They have

to go through a process

which moves them from

current behavioural

habits to new smart
habits. Careful train-

ers move their learning

experience participants

through this process in

a systematic way.  They structure professional development experi-

ences so each individual has an excellent chance of successfully

transferring the new skills they acquire back to the job.   

Ensuring motivation is the first step.  This applies to both learning

experiences and meetings.  People who are well motivated tend to

want things to succeed.  They will adapt their behaviour toward this

end, if anxiety levels are productive for them.

Anxiety is energy.  Mild anxiety un-freezes people and opens them

up to the possibility of doing things in new ways.  Professional devel-

opment thrives on mild anxiety - the level of anxiety associated with

doing something new (but non-threatening) or working with a new

group of people when they all know that the group will have time to

become more effective.

Experiences that are for “keep” or for “real” are full of higher levels of

anxiety. Such experiences have substantial or lasting consequences. 

Professional development programs benefit from two well established

ways of reducing the anxiety for participants to useful mild levels.  

First, the participants in such programs are often strangers - people

who meet for the purpose of sharing a learning experience.  This

allows participants to try on new  behaviours, receive feedback and

abandon the behaviours if they do not work.  Making a mistake with

people with whom you are not likely to interact with in future, espe-

cially when they are going through the same learning dynamic, is

often an energizing experience. The stakes may be very different if

you are making mistakes in the presence of someone with whom you

have to work with in the future.  

Professional development programs may put this dynamic to one

side if the team building aspects of the program are extremely impor-

tant. Team building programs may also involve co-workers if the

whole group is in the process of acquiring new new skills that involve

day-to-day interaction among them. However, the group dynamic
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Motivation

Valuing the opportunity to acquire new behaviour and skills

Un-freezing

Mild anxiety to produce energy for change

Learning Experience 
(“not for real” opportunity to try things on)

1 New models for new behaviour

2 New behaviour trials - practice to develop skills

3 Feedback on impact and effectiveness

Generalization to “Back on the Job” - 
Visualization

1 Anticipating / planning changes to behaviour

2 Contracts - committing to changes at work

Refreezing

Making it work where it counts - back on-the-job

Things to Consider:

1 Unless the person values the new behaviour, there will be no learning. Motivation

is key.  Without motivation, the professional development experience becomes

mechanical and has no lasting impact. Self-selection into professional devel-

opment programs is the single most effective way to ensure motivation.

2 Mild anxiety is energy. Energy is needed for learning.  It allows the person to

mobilize their resources, to learn new things and to try new behaviours.

3 Professional development is all about transferring the new competencies back to

the job.  Actually having the time during a program to visualize change in person-

al behaviour in “on-the-job” situations greatly helps achieve such a transfer.

4 Contracting with other learners about specific times and situations in which a per-

son will utilize the new skills also deeply increases the commitment to change

behaviour back on-the-job.

5 Early success with the new behaviour on the job helps re-freeze the new smart
habit back on-the-job so that it becomes part of the person’s on-going behav-

iour repertoire.
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facilitation demands on the learning experience leaders are substan-

tially higher in both cases.

Second, roles plays and learning exercises that do not produce real

results create appropriate levels of anxiety for learning. Combining

learning with the need to produce real results increases the anxiety

levels to ones that are unproductive for individual learning.

Participants focus on the required results and not learning in these

situations. This defeats the purpose of the professional development

program.  

Because people have different Development Styles preferences, they

often will learn in different ways. Some individuals need to be actively

involved to benefit.  Others need an opportunity to observe and

reflect.  Some individuals need a conceptual model or framework in

order to integrate the new behaviours into their repertoire.  Others

need to be able to apply the behaviour to practical situations.  (See

Appendix 3, The WCI Development Styles™ instrument for more

details.)

Regardless of an individual’s personal Development Style, visualiza-

tion is an effective way of transferring new effective behaviours back

to the job. If you can imagine yourself (see or hear yourself in your

own mind) doing the new behaviours in an on-the-job situation, there

is a good chance that you will behave in this way.  

Generalizing deepens the likelihood of effective transfer.  Once you

have imagined yourself doing the new behaviour in one on-th-job sit-

uation, imagine several more. Visualize yourself behaving in the new

way in 3 or more different circumstances.  This will help you form the

smart habit that allows you to respond immediately to these and

other similar situations.

Visualization and generalization also allows you to leave the behav-

iours that did not work behind.  Simply don’t visualize yourself behav-

ing in this way when you get back on-the-job.

Contracting is another way to help competency transfer. Talking

through a back on-the-job application with another participant, and

committing, contracting with this person, to doing the new behaviour,

is often the key to motivating yourself to take the risk to try the new

behaviour.

In fact, contracting to change is such a powerful way of transferring

skills that professional development trainers often encourage people

from one organization to attend programs in two’s.  

Trainers then take steps to have the two people from the same work

group participate in different sub-groups during the learning exercises

and role plays.  However, they encourage them to do all the back on-

the-job planning together, so that they form a mutual contracting and

support pair.  This allows them to continue the process of competen-
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cy acquisition once they leave the professional development pro-

gram. 

Notes: 
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The Sports Training Model and Meeting
Facilitation Competencies

F
acilitating meetings is a complex composite competen-
cy. Complex composite competencies are best learned in

much the same way as we learn to play sports. A team sport

requires individual players to have very complex capabilities. They

must be able to do a variety of behaviours individual.  At the same

time,  they must rapidly adapt their personal behaviour to changing

circumstances. They must be able to almost instantly integrate their

behaviour with that of their team-mates. 

Designated meeting leaders need to have a wide range of behav-

iours in their competency repertoire.  They need to be able to:

º pick the right process for each meeting, 

º prepare themselves and the other attendees for the meeting

for in an appropriate way, 

º manage the interaction of the meeting participants during the

meeting, 

º close the meeting effectively,

º create appropriate documentation, or have it produced,

º carry out the follow up necessary after the meeting.

Meeting facilitation is a complex composite competency made up of

many smaller behavioural competencies that can be combined in an

infinite number of ways, depending on circumstance. It involves

knowing that, knowing how and knowing why.  Different individuals

carry out the individual competency behaviours that make meeting

facilitation up in very different ways.  

Adapting the Sports Training Model is an effective way to help individ-

uals acquire the meeting facilitation competency. The rest of this

book does that.  Combined with the Un-freeze / Re-freeze Model of

Competency Acquisition, the adapted Sports Training Model make up

the learning model that underlies the way in which the material in this

book is presented.

However, this book is only the beginning.  Just as high level sport

athletes never stop doing skills drills and scrimmages, effective meet-

ing facilitators never stop doing post meeting process reviews.  They

are constantly collecting feedback.  They consistently observe what

happens next. They never stop refining and expanding their meeting

facilitation competencies.

If you start on this journey, you never reach its end.  For many people

however, a resting place partway along is all they want to reach.

Once they are more effective at facilitating the normal meetings that

happen in their current work environment, they are satisfied with their

progress on this journey. 
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The Sports Training Model

º Break the sport into small skills 

that can be learned independently.

º Sequences the skills in a way so that 

they move from the less difficult to the more difficult.

º Explain each skill separately.  Provide models of how to do it well. 

Teach people to visualize themselves doing it successfully.

º Provide drills for each skill.  Use the drills to provide practice 

and begin the process of creating muscle memory and habit.

º Play for fun or scrimmage periodically to allow

individuals to integrate the individuals skills into

effective game responses and behaviours.

º Never stop doing the drills, the scrimmages or real games.

Modify the Sport Training Model for Interaction Skills 
(including Facilitation Skills)

º Break complex competencies into smaller competency behaviours 

that can be learned independently.

º Sequences the smaller competency behaviours so that 

they move from the less difficult to the more difficult.

º Explain each competency behaviour separately.  

Provide models or explanations of how to do it well.  

Focus on the intended result or the desired What Happens Next?
Get participants to visualize themselves doing it successfully back on-the-job.

º Provide learning exercises or role plays for each competency 

behaviour. Allow individuals to participate in ways that accept the differences in

their individual Development Style. Use the exercises to provide opportunities for 

practice. Let people can examine the impact of their new behaviours on others

through this feedback. Encourage them to modify the models to suit their person-

al style.

º Schedule more complex role plays at times to allow the individuals the

opportunity to integrate competency behaviours into smart habits.

º Help people to develop the habits of doing process reviews

and constantly observing what happens next.
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The 80/20 Model Applied to Meeting Facilitation
Competencies

W
e are lucky.  Most of the time we work in business meetings

that are normal, even if such meetings frustrate us. People

are well intentioned. Everyone wants to produce useful

results. Anxiety levels are normal to the ones we find in day-to-day

business. People are fairly tolerant of reasonable disruption and diffi-

culties in moving the meeting's agenda forward. 

The meeting facilitation competencies covered in this book address

these kinds of meetings. You have a good chance of acquiring these

competencies in the kind of professional development activities

described in this book. You will most probably have the listening skills

and interaction skills required to achieve results in the interpersonal

environment of day-to-day work. 

Once you have acquired the meeting facilitation competencies

described in the following pages, you may still get into difficulty in

some of the meetings that you facilitate. When you do, some thought-

ful analysis and willingness to ask for a little help from the partici-

pants will probably pull you through. Or to put in another way, 80% of

the business meetings we attend require 20% of the meeting facilita-

tion skills. 

With a bit of luck, you can probably pick up these skills in a profes-

sional development program that lasts 2 to 3 days. After several

weeks of thoughtful application back on-the-job, they will begin to

become second nature to you - they have become smart habits. 

However, the remaining 20% of business meetings are not so easy.

They involve participants and content that is full of conflict and diffi-

culty. The motivations of the participants may well be mixed, and may

even be negative. The content may be troublesome for some or all of

the participants. Anxiety levels will be high. Individuals or sub-group

agendas will be hidden and may never come into the open. Individual

participants may not want the meeting to succeed.  Conflict may be

open or be underground. 

The facilitation competencies to manage these kinds of meetings are

beyond the scope of this book. They require a different kind of pro-

fessional development activity that takes substantial periods of time

(months and years). They involve supervised practice with extensive

post meeting process review with experienced trainers who either

attended the meetings or have access to videotapes of the meetings.

This training never really comes to an end. It includes explicit training

in coping with failure, because even the most skilled meeting facilita-

tor will fail from time to time in these situations. 

When they do succeed in such circumstances, such meeting facilita-

tors demonstrate:
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20%
80%

allow

you to

deal

with

Characteristics

of Meeting
Characteristics

of Training

º all participants are well 

motivated

º involves day-to-day type of

interactions among participants

º all participants have normal 

levels of anxiety

º all participants are normally 

tolerant of each other

º straight forward models and 

concepts

º peer practice / feedback sufficient

acquire competencies

º day to day listening and 

conflict resolution skills sufficient

perquisite

20% OF THE COMPETENCIES ALLOW YOU TO MANAGE
80% OF THE MEETINGS

20%
80%

require

advanced

abilities

Characteristics

of Meeting
Characteristics

of Training

º participants have mixed positive

and negative motivations

º involves extraordinary types of

interaction among participants

º participants may have very high

levels of anxiety

º conflicts of goals, values, ethics,

personality present

º advanced concepts and 

models

º case history review needed

º observation of practice of 

“masters”

º extensive supervised practice in

“real” situations

º extraordinary listening and conflict

resolution skills required

20% OF THE MEETINGS REQUIRE 
80% OF THE COMPETENCIES
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º extraordinary individual and group listening skills, 

º the capability to grasp group dynamics on both the surface

and sub-surface levels, 

º the ability to re-invent meeting process on the fly, as demand-

ed by the changing situation,

º the ability to handle difficult conflict resolution situations,

between individuals and among multiple sub-groups,

º the ability to effectively confront difficult individuals or sub-

groups in ways that are productive for the meeting purposes,

º the ability to surface hidden dynamics in ways and at times

that allow this surfacing to contribute to the forward movement

of the meeting,

º the personal maturity and experience to act as a calming

anchor in group situations of high and ever escalating stress.

Standing on the Shoulders of Others
The material in this book comes from experience.  It derives from

attending thousands of meetings in both profit and non-profit organi-

zations.  It builds on the teachings of many fine group facilitators and

teachers who delivered both the academic and professional develop-

ment programs. 

However, this book is unique in that it focuses on on meeting facilita-

tion competencies that professionals use in their day to day work.  Its

sole focus to help working people develop the ability to facilitate and

to participate in meetings more effectively. 

In talking about this philisophy, Immanuel Kant said that one can see

further by standing on the shoulders of others.  This book is a tribute

to all of the teachers and writers allow us to see further when we

facilitate working meetings.  
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Chapter Two:
Foundations
Objectives:

1. To present a role model for meeting leaders.

2. To introduce you to the the first learning exercises, so that you can

become familiar with their structure.

3. To clarify that meeting facilitation needs vary with the type of meet-

ing being facilitated.

4. To make a clear difference between information communication

and content creation meetings.

4. To explain the “Critical Success Factors” for all kinds of meetings,

and show how they apply to information communication and con-

tent creation meetings.  
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A Role Model for Effective Meeting Facilitators

G
roups have regular meetings.  Some groups come together

on a regular basis, either as a work group or as a project

team over an extended period of time. The dynamics of these

meetings are deeply impacted by the development life of the group.  

Group dynamics and group facilitation are topics that are not covered

in this book. However, the characteristics of effective facilitators of

counselling and personal growth groups do provide a useful role

model for meeting facilitators. 

Effective group facilitators have the following characteristics.

1. They tell stories to illustrate their points and convey the appli-

cation of principles. Through these stories, they provide partici-

pants with useful ways of solving problems that the partici-

pants can use in the group and in their lives away from the

group.

If you have worked through the WCI Development Styles™

material in Appendix 3, you will realize that this form of

facilitator behaviour covers all 4 of the professional devel-

opment style preferences. Principles will be meaningful to

the Conceptuals. Illustrative stories will make sense to the

the Practicals.  Both Actives and Reflectives are given the

choice how how they want to apply them.

2. They demonstrate empathy for all the participants. They can

put themselves in the shoes of individual participants and see

group or life events from that person’s point of view.

3. They are fair. Over time, it is clear that they do not take the

side of one or more participants against other participants.

They behave in the same way with all of the participants, not

showing favoritism or special warmth to some compared to

others. 

4. They protect individuals. They will intervene in interactions

among participants to protect individuals from attacks and the

pressures of others in the group when this is inappropriate to

the current content or dynamics in the group.

5. They demonstrate interpersonal competence . They listen well

and have insight into individuals and groups. They can

express themselves clearly. They can resolve conflicts

between themselves and others, and among others. They

maintain this interpersonal competence at high levels of

stress, acting as a calming influence when things get difficult
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in the group.

6. They come from a wide variety of business and personal back-

grounds. It is their abilities as group facilitators rather than

their technical knowledge or expertise that gains them the

respect of group participants.

These characteristics are a succinct role model for meeting facilita-

tors.  Good meeting facilitators will share many of these characteris-

tics.

1. They will provide meeting attendees with useful processes for

doing valued work in meetings. They will communicate this

process in practical ways, employing graphics and examples

whenever appropriate. 

2. They will be able to put themselves in the shoes of any of the

attendees.  Doing so will give them insight into the interper-

sonal and content dynamics that will impact the pace of the

meeting. 

3. They will be fair.  The fact that they facilitate the meeting’s

process and stay out of the meeting’s content, makes this eas-

ier for them.  

4. They intervene when individuals do things that are inappropri-

ate to the way in which the attendees are working together.

They ensure that everyone gets a chance to participate by qui-

etly but consistently enforcing some simple meeting rules.

5. They demonstrate interpersonal competence in a meeting

facilitation context. They intervene effectively, as evaluated by

what happens next? They demonstrate accurate listening in

their verbal summaries and flip chart recordings. They give

directions clearly. They effectively use flip charts, overheads,

room layout and all of the other tools available to meeting

facilitators.

6. They gain the working respect of meeting attendees by the

way they facilitate the attendees’ ability to work on the content,

rather than by their personal content contributions. 

As a meeting facilitator, you will be applying both your existing inter-

personal skills and the new competencies  that you acquire as you

work through the material in this book. The six points listed above

work as an evaluation checklist that you can use during your process

reviews after a meeting.  See Appendix 1: Facilitation Techniques and

Checklists.
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Please go to Appendix One

and 

Do 

Learning Package 1:
What Makes A Meeting Go Well or Badly?
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Meeting Facilitation Needs are Situational

D
ifferent kinds of meetings need different kinds and levels of

facilitation.The designated meeting leader needs to under-

stand what is required and take responsibility for providing the

right kind and level of facilitation for each type of meeting. As well,

the meeting facilitator needs to ensure that the room layout, the

agenda,the attendee pre-work, and the meeting follow up are all

appropriate to the type of meeting. 

The diagram on the rights shows a number of different kinds of meet-

ings.  They are arranged spatially in a way that that indicates the

amount of energy that must be devoted to how the group works

together - process concerns - as compared to how much energy is

spent working on the issues that make up the content concerns of

the meeting. Some meetings have relatively low process energy

requirements.  Other have relatively low formal content requirements.

Some need an appropriate balance of both. 

Each specific meeting requires its own balance between facilitating or

process behaviours and participating or content behaviours. Process

behaviours structure the way in which the participants relate to one

another during the meeting.  Verbal and non-verbal behaviours that

aid or structure the way that meeting participants work together are

facilitating behaviours. The majority of them will be made by the des-

ignated meeting leader.

Facilitating behaviours start well before the actual meeting.  They

start with meeting planning.  If there is no meeting planning, then this

part of the required facilitation has simply not been done.

Of course, the amount of energy spent on planning a meeting is a

function of a number of things:

1. the smart habits or competencies of the meeting facilitator,

2. the smart habits or competencies of the meeting participants,

3. the type of meeting that will be held,

4. the complexity of the content that will be dealt with during the

meeting,

5. the existing relationships, if any, between the meeting atten-

dees.

Similarly, facilitating behaviours do not end when the meeting ends.

Structuring appropriate follow up is also the responsibility of the

meeting facilitator.  The actual follow up work may be delegated to

and done by others. However, ensuring that attendees understand

what they are expected to do is the responsibility of the meeting facil-

itator. 

continued on 30
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Facilitating behaviours address process needs.  Participating behav-
iours address content material. 

The relationship between these two factors - process and content - can be very com-

plex, depending on:

1. the purpose of the meeting,

2. the number of people present,

3. the number of times that they have met as a group,

4. the content of the meeting 

-  the degree to which it consists of pre-prepared material as compared to materi-

al that the group must create out of its dialogue and decision making,

- its technical nature and complexity.

The designated meeting leader is responsible for understanding these requirements.

But understanding is not enough.  This comprehension must turn into action before,

during and after the meeting. 

In each meeting, the required balance between facilitating behaviours and participating

behaviours is situational.  However, the more the content requires creativity
and communication among the attendees, the greater the need for
effective facilitation. 
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Meeting Facilitation Needs are Situational
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Finally, the meeting facilitator has responsibility for making facilitating

interventions during the meeting. Any meeting requires explicit or

implicit decisions about:

º what gets worked on when, 

º how it gets worked on, 

º who works on it, 

º how long they have to work on it,

º what happens if their work gets off track,

If these decisions are not explicitly managed, attendees need to put

energy into dealing with these issues as well as with the content

material of the meeting. Attendees call upon their past experience at

past meetings and simply start to make things happen. Individuals

with active personal styles take leading roles. Different ideas about

how to work together may become more important than the actual

content issues that were the reason for the meeting in the first place.  

This may work for meetings in an organization where there is a well

established sense of how certain kinds of meetings should be struc-

tured. In fact, such a culture about meetings often occurs inside

organizations to address the fact that meetings require facilitation.

When reliance on meeting culture works well, people are pleased.

When things go badly, or when meetings have facilitation needs that

are not covered by the culture, people talk about the large number of

wasteful meetings that occur.

Mix people from two or more different organizations and things may

deteriorate quickly. Culturally learned ways of behaving in certain

types of meetings may very well be different in each organization.

When some of the attendees are clients of the other attendees, there

is additional pressure.  Clients expect service providers to handle

meetings effectively. Leaving facilitation to the know how transmitted

by culture risking for embarrassment in the presence of clients.

The framework on the facing page moves us from the how how infor-

mally available in many organizations’ culture to to an explicit model

that help us make practical decisions about how to plan and to facili-

tate meetings.  

This framework asks us to be clear on the major expectation that we

have of the attendees. We must decide whether we expect them to-

receive information or contribute creatively to the meeting’s content.

Once we have made this decision, we can begin to

continued from 28

continued on 32

Note:

The Attendees Receive / Attendees Contribute model is strongly influenced by the

situational group leadership needs model in Fran Rees’ “How to Lead Work Teams:

Facilitation Skills”.  See Appendix Three for more details on her book. 
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50%

90%

90%

10%

10%

Different Attendee Behaviours Yield Different Meetings

A
tt
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de

es
“r
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ve
”

A
ttendees

“contribute”

Information
Communication

º  one way communication -

from presenter to attendees

- a few to many attendees 

(possibly hundreds)

º no or limited attendee 

contribution- limited to 

questions

º clear authority structure for

meeting - every one knows

who is “in charge” of the

meeting - often signalled by

who is where in the room

º need for facilitating 

behaviours met by formal

interventions - what’s next,

who speaks when, next

topic etc.

º pre-prepared presentation 

material, often using over-

heads, slides and hand-outs

º response - reaction - 

decision making deferred to

other meetings or sub-meet-

ings

º explicit timing of events with

changes signalled by

change of presenter and

master of ceremonies

events

Content Creation

º many way communication -

one to one, one to several,

several to several

º extensive attendee 

contribution - the real pur-

pose of the meeting

º meeting effectiveness

requires attendees to hear

one another’s contributions

accurately

º greatest group creativity,

greatest potential for group

chaos 

º number of attendees a limit-

ing factor - more than small

group of 10 to 12 requires

effective sub-group meet-

ings with periodic whole

group gatherings

º need for facilitating 

behaviours best met by 

having a designated group

leader or facilitation team

who are not contributors to

the content

º pacing, coordination, next

steps require a facilitation

plan that can be adapted in

the face of meeting events

“Mixed”
meetings
require an
effective
balance
between

these two
possibili-
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clarify what we need to do in order to plan and to

facilitate an effective meeting. 

The Information Communication and the
Content Creation Meeting 
The Information Presentation Meeting - one end of the variable

receive-contribute scale, requires the least amount of facilitation and

the greatest amount of content preparation.  

The Content Creation Meeting - at the other end of the receive-con-

tribute scale, requires the greatest amount of facilitation and the least

amount of content preparation. 

Of course, any particular meeting can be anywhere in between the

two ends of the scale.  Often we can look at the particular sub-parts

of the meeting and see each sub-part more simply.  For example, a

decision making meeting often consists of one or more information

communication sub--parts, followed by a relatively structured content

creation sub-part in which the decision actually gets made.  

Meetings at either end of this scale can still be very complicated.  An

information communication meeting or a content creation meeting

involving hundreds of attendees is a vastly more complicated affair

than one involving a small group of 5 to 12. 

Sorting out these in-between meeting requirements is made easier if

you have a set of general critical success factors for all meetings.

They provide a way of gauging just how much emphasis you must

place on facilitating versus content needs of the meeting.  By working

through what you need to do to meet each critical success factor dur-

ing the planning of a meeting, you will begin to have the insight you

need to manage the meeting.

Using the critical success factors repetitively over time will lead to

their use becoming a smart habit. Once this happen, you will find that

it takes less and less conscious energy and effort to prepare for

meetings.

continued from 30
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Notes:
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Critical Success Factors for All Types of
Meetings

C
ritical success factors are the things that must go right in the

meeting if the attendees are to consider it a good meeting.

Failing to achieve any one of them may disrupt the meeting.

However, some are easier to achieve for some types of meetings

than others.  Using meeting critical success factors during the plan-

ning of allows a meeting facilitator to sort out where to put energy for

the best pay back.

What are critical success factors (abbreviated to CSF)?

CSFs are the few things that must go right if an effort or activity is to

succeed.  It is important that CSFs be kept to as few as possible.

Since adult human short term memory is most comfortable with lists

shorter than 5 to 7 items, CSFs are usually limited to 5 or fewer. That

way they can be counted off on the fingers of one hand. This makes

it easier for people to remember them. 

It also forces focus.  A list of CSFs that is limited to 5 or fewer

ensures that only the factors that truly impact the success of a meet-

ing make it to the list.  The CSFs themselves need to be described in

as few words as possible.

Besides focus, critical success factors are meant to allow people to

observe if they are being met as they work on the endeavor for which

the list was established.  A CSF, in order to be a CSF, must be asso-

ciated with an observable measure that is obvious to all of the

people who shared the CSF.  This way, two important results are

achieved.  

First, each and every person can tell right away where things stood

on each CSF.  Second, because all of the people involved share this

ability, the CSFs help coordinate the people’s activity. Individuals can

shape their contribution towards achieving the desired results. People

can see whether or not things are progressing on reaching the objec-

tives.  If they are not, they can take steps to address the problem. 

Meeting Critical Success Factors

Each of the 5 CSF's for meetings is presented separately on the fac-

ing  page.  Following this, they applied to the two meetings at the end

of the receive-contribute scale - the information communication

meeting and the content creation meetings - in order to illustrate how

they work in working out the needs of a particular meeting.
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The Five Critical Success Factors for Meetings
CSF 1: Shared objectives or expectations
All of the meeting attendees must have compatible objectives for, or similar expec-

tations of, the meeting.

Measure:

Attendees state their expectations when asked or behave in ways that make

their expectations clear.  When asked, their statements are similar. Or they

behave as expected.

CSF 2:  Shared process
All of the meeting attendees must be following the procedure, agenda or working

methodology during the meeting.

Measure:

Attendees behave in a coordinated way during the meeting. Or there is

explicit dialogue about the process to be used, and attendees agree to follow

it.

CSF 3: Appropriate process
The procedure, agenda or working methodology being followed during the meeting

must match and be effective for the working content of the meeting.

Measure:

The process works.  It is obvious to all attendees that progress is being

made on the content work.

CSF 4:  Coordinated process
Everyone must be at the same point in the procedure, agenda or working method-

ology that is being followed during the meeting.

Measure:

Attendees behave in a coordinated way during the meeting. 

When lack of coordination is obvious or is made explicit by the meeting facili-

tator, attendees change their behaviour to get back on track with the steps of

the explicit process. 

CSF 5: Action Follow up
Each individual attending the meeting must know what they are going to do as a

result of the meeting.

Measure:

Each attendee can state what they must do after the meeting.
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The CSF’s applied to Information
Communication Meetings
Compatible Objectives or Similar Expectations

In a communication meeting, the presenters expect to transmit infor-

mation to the members of the audience and the attendees expect to

receive it.

Shared process

The format, the agenda, and the physical layout of the room go a

long way to ensuring that the the process is shared by all the atten-

dees, both presenters and audience. Where people sit or stand

defines their role in the meeting.  How they behave (present or listen)

confirm their roles.

Appropriate process

In a communication meeting, one of the challenges for the meeting

facilitator is to ensure that the presentation formats are compati-

ble with one another. Arrangements must be made to ensure that

presentation equipment is shared or that the switch from machine

type to another machine type is largely transparent to the audience.

Much of the planning and communication before the meeting is

directed towards presentation content, format and timing. Since the

intent is to effectively present, issues of material quality, graph-
ic effectiveness and presenter skill all need to be addressed

before the meeting commences, or they could have a negative

impact on its effectiveness. Ensuring that these factors are appropri-

ate for the audience at this particular meeting can be complicated if

the audience attendees have a wide range of backgrounds, a variety

of organizational roles or come from different organizational cultures. 

Coordinated process

Once the meeting starts, the communication processes is reasonably

straight forward. Coordinating it is mostly a matter of managing
the presenters. They must be kept to their allocated times. If

questions are part of the meeting, then process for addressing them

to the presenters must be set out. If the presenters answer questions

at the end of each presentation, bringing the question portion to an

end in a reasonable time cutting people off may be an issue. 

Adjusting the meeting’s pace must be managed when individ-

ual presenters go over their allotted agenda times, or questions and

answers take more time than anticipated. 

Action Follow-up

Presentation meetings seldom involve complicated follow-up.

Audience attendees may be requested to act differently after the
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meeting, but if they are, this is usually an explicit part of the presenta-

tion content.  Often, audience attendees are simply informed, and fol-

low-up action is the content of further, but different types of meetings.

The CSF’s applied to Content Creation Meetings
Compatible Objectives or Similar Expectations

In a content creation meeting, shared objectives or similar expecta-

tions are crucial. They need to exist in two different arenas.

Attendees must be compatible on both the what and the how of

the anticipated meeting.  They need to agree or have compatible

expectations about what they will work on.  Once this is established,

they must have consensus on how they will work on it, even if this

simply means leaving the how up to the meeting facili-
tator.

Disagreements on both these issues need to be resolved before the

meeting can move forward effectively. Consequently, the first crucial

responsibility of the meeting facilitator is to test for shared content

objectives and process expectations. Failure to deal with differ-
ences in either arena among the participants early in the meeting

can have dramatic and upsetting consequences for the meeting’s

progress.

Numbers of attendees have a huge impact of the difficulty of

these meetings.  The more people in attendance, the harder it

becomes to ensure shared content objectives and process expecta-

tions. Large numbers of attendees greatly increase the potential for

disruption of the meeting. It is magnified exponentially as the num-

bers get above 20 to 30.

One way in which this dynamic is managed is to reduce the size of

content creation groups to small numbers of attendees.  Much

research and experience have shown that the dynamics of meetings

change significantly when more than 12 people are in attendance.

Adults work best in content creations groups of 10 or
fewer. Even then, unless the meeting involves an established

group using a well understood process, the meeting can easily falter

unless a capable person takes the meeting facilitator role. 

Shared process

A content creation group will often extend process trust to a

meeting facilitator.  Essentially, early in the planning of the meeting,

either the meeting sponsor, or the group as a whole, creates a con-
tract with the person in this role.  This contract says “we will extend

trust to you on the way that we work together, as long as the manner

in which you direct us and personally behave during the meeting

allows us to make progress on the content. Please direct us in the

how of this meeting.  We will allow you to mediate differences
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among us, and act as a dispute resolver. We will maintain our side of

this contract so long as each of us perceives that you are managing

the process effectively and doing so in an content disinterested way.”

In effect, the meeting facilitator becomes a process dictator role

with respect to the attendees. The word dictator has been chosen

carefully. The meeting facilitator gets to dictate the way in which

individuals work together.  But the power to dictate is a direct function

of the personal effectiveness of the person in the meeting facilitation

role.  

The meeting facilitator must not be perceived to have a special inter-

est in any of the content issues, or support one or some of the atten-

dees in an unfair way. Any attendee who senses that the meeting

facilitator has lost content or attendee neutrality can rapidly and

effectively, open or implicitly, undermine the ability of the meeting

facilitator to dictate process.  Once this occurs, process is no
longer shared among the attendees and the meeting no

longer meets this CSF.

Appropriate process

Of course, the meeting facilitator must select and implement a

process that works for the content issues on which the attendees

want to work.  This is the beginning of a difficult dynamic for the

meeting facilitator.  

In order to select and to implement a useful process, the meeting

facilitator must almost always have experience with the con-
tent that the meeting is addressing.  

This experience is a double edged sword.  On one hand, it

allows the meeting facilitator to select and to manage the process

effectively.  On the other hand, if the facilitator’s interest in the con-

tent or level of stress in the meeting increases, it is extremely easy

for the meeting facilitator to get “sucked” into the content.  

Once this happens, it is impossible for the meeting facilitator to be

perceived as content or attendee neutral by the other attendees. This

means that the meeting facilitator will have broken the
shared process contract, and must address this lapse before

the attendees will again extend “how we work together” trust to the

meeting facilitator.

Coordinated process

An appropriate process must still be coordinated. Process that has

multiple steps, requiring accepted decision or attendee consensus to

conclude one or more steps, makes it more difficult to keep the atten-

dees in sync.  

The WCI Development Styles™  self-descriptive instrument has

already shown that people have different professional development
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program activity preferences. Similarly, people have different partici-

pant styles in meetings. As well, people come into the meeting with

different levels of preparedness. They have varying degrees of

understanding of the issue being addressed. People have different

preferences for decision making and rates of information comprehen-

sion. during the meeting.  

All of this means that attendees tend to get out of sync on meet-

ing process.  Once this happens, coordinated process is lost, and

must be explicitly re-established through intervention by the meeting

facilitator.

In most meetings, where people are well intended, re-establishing

synchronization is mostly a matter of asking attendees where they

think they are in the process. This creates the shared data needed to

re-orienting them back to the same step of the process.  Shared

graphic depictions of the process help immensely in doing so.  

The desires of attendees to accomplish results motivates their willing-

ness to extend tolerance to one another, and to repeat a previ-
ous step in the process if that is useful for some of the attendees.

Often cycling back once or twice increases the quality of the content

being created.  

However, cycling back can also cause great frustration, especially

if it is not an open and accepted decision in the group.  Individuals

can start to resist progress on the content if they are uncomfortable

with the way in which it is progressing. Their resistance many be sig-

nalled by behaviour that clearly cycles back to previous steps in the

process. Others may interpret this in different ways. It may lead to

the attendees getting stuck on some content issue without any appar-

ent way to resolve the differences and move forward.

Identifying and addressing such dynamics is part of the

task of coordinating the process. Doing so requires significant energy

on the part of the meeting facilitator.  The meeting facilitator must

address resistance while maintaining the contract of content and

attendee neutrality. This may be difficult to do. It certainly requires full

time attention of the part of the facilitator. As a result, content cre-
ation meetings of all kinds invariably need a dedicated
meeting facilitator who does not take part in the con-
tent component of the meeting.

Action Follow-up

Content creation meetings never end without people having to go

away and do something more. Even if the meeting is several hours or

days long, it invariably identifies more work to be done.  This means

that follow up is key to eventual success. Ensuring that the

follow up work is understood by each attendee is the responsibility of

the meeting facilitator. This is not the same as taking responsibility for
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managing the follow up work. In fact, management is part of the

required follow up. It does mean structuring and pacing the meeting

so that each attendee has time to become clear on what they must

do as an individual once the meeting is over. It means getting each
attendee to communicate this understanding to the others in atten-

dance so that there is public commitment to doing the work. 

It may mean creating, or managing someone else’s creation, of

action list documentation that communicates these agreements to the

attendees and others as appropriate.
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Chapter
Three: 

The Process -
Content
Distinction
Objectives:

1. To clarify the process - content distinction.

2. To describe content behaviour in meetings.

3. To describe process behaviour in meetings

4. To allow you to apply this understanding in practical ways.
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The Process - Content Distinction

T
he information presentation / content creation concept and the

Meeting Critical Success Factors incorporate the idea of meet-

ing process.  In simple terms, process has to do with how
people work together in meetings. By contrast, content is

the material or the ideas that they work on by following the

process. 

Meeting leaders are responsible for a meeting’s process.  Meeting

attendees are responsible for the content. However, this simple sepa-

ration of responsibility is only useful as a starting point.  

In a pure information communication meeting, this simple separation

of responsibilities often describes the reality of the meeting quite well.

Attendees listen. Their content responsibility is to absurd.  Presenters

present. Their content responsibility is to be clear and effective in

presenting their content. Meeting leaders plan, prepare, direct the

meeting’s pace and make sure that appropriate follow actions are

communicated. Their process responsibility and their visible master

of ceremony role makes it relatively easy for them to achieve these

responsibilities. 

The simple separation of responsibility does not reflect the reality of

content creation meetings. Process responsibility is shared between

the meeting leader and the attendees. Even if the meeting leader

meets the CSF’s of Shared Objectives or Expectations, Shared

Process, Appropriate Process and Coordinated Process, it is possible

for the meeting to fail for process reasons. 

In order to understand why this is so, the process - content distinction

must be expanded into specific process and content behav-
iours.

Process behaviours help the attendees of a meeting work togeth-
er. Content behaviours allow individual attendees to contribute
to the material or ideas that make up the “stuff” of the meeting.

Both process and content behaviours can be I statements or be

questions directed to one or more other attendees. 

Evaluating Your Meeting Participation
Effectiveness 
In any particular meeting ,at any particular point in time, an individ-

ual’s content or process statement can be effective or ineffective.

Words that work well in one meeting may not do so in the next. The

key to evaluating the effectiveness of any attendee’s statements in

any meeting is observing what happens next. Individuals must

judge their meeting participation effectiveness by this standard. 

Developing this standard is often difficult for an individual. We tend to
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take our intentions into account when we judge our own behaviour.

But there may be no relationship between your intention and

the impact of a piece of your person’s behaviour on the other atten-

dees in the meeting. Being able to let go of intent, and focus on

impact when evaluation meeting participation effectiveness is a key

competency for both meeting facilitators and participants. 

Very few meeting attendees are consciously aware of when they

engage in process behaviours or when they participate through con-

tent behaviours. Individuals often develop patterns of meeting

behaviour that their past participation in meetings. They are

unaware that they have these behaviour patterns. This uncon-

scious learning is very normal. 

Individuals may consciously model some part of their behaviour on

the patterns exhibited by individuals they see as effective meeting

participants or leaders. Such behaviour patterns may work in some

meetings and not others. Learning through modeling does not give us

frameworks that we can use to know why things work. As a result, we

are often restricted to the pattern we have acquired, and do not have

the flexibility to adapt them to changing circumstances.

Finally, meetings often follow a formula or sets of steps that is con-

veyed through the culture of an organization. Newcomers to

the organization learn to how to behave in such meetings through

observing and adopting the behaviours of older mem-
bers of the culture. As long as such meetings stay on track, and do

not involve difficult interpersonal dynamics or stressful content

issues, such meetings may work reasonably well. 

Regular status meetings on projects or in working / department

groups fall into this pattern in most organizations. Individuals are free

to focus on content, since the process requirements of the meeting

are handled by rote and group tradition. Individual attendance effec-

tiveness is a function of how well they handle their content responsi-

bilities. The meeting generally goes well as long as it does not move

outside its normal process, or as long as the content does not result

in greater than normal amounts of stress. 

Learning Meeting Participation Flexibility
Many of us have never been exposed to the idea that meet-

ings involve both process and content behaviour on the part of both

the designated leader and the meeting attendees. As a result, we are

not in a position to identify when we do one as opposed to the other. 

When we are asked to lead meetings, we try to move the meeting

forward by concentrating our energy on content. For content creation

meetings, this tactic is generally ineffective. It may work in informa-

tion communication meetings, since the balance between required
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process facilitation behaviours and content presentation behaviours is

strongly slanted in favour of content. 

However, the freedom to choose how to participate in meetings

requires explicit awareness of our personal patterns of behaviour. We

need to know how we typically deal with both content and process

issues. This is especially true when a meeting is going badly. Under

stress, we all tend to do more of what we believe we are good at,

rather than what the meeting dynamics require. If what we are good

as does not meet the requirements, we may get frustrated with our

increased efforts simply make the meeting dynamics worst. We are in

a situation where our best intentions and our increased behaviours

lead to progressively more frustration and ineffectiveness.  However,,

remember intentions and behaviour are the the best standard for

judging our meeting participation. What happens next is the only

standard that works for evaluating our behaviour in meetings. 

Responding effectively to the changing dynamics and process needs

of a meeting requires that individuals:

1. know whether they are doing content or process behaviours,

2. know whether other attendees, including the designated

leader, are doing content or process behaviours,

3. judge the effectiveness of attendees’ process and content

behaviours by what happens next rather than personal intent

or organizational status of the meeting attendees,

3. have the ability to change their personal pattern of behaviour

to address the needs of the meeting at any particular point in

time.  

That is, you must be able to take on a facilitating role when

that is required, even if you are not the designated leader. You

must also be able to coordinate your process behaviours with

those of other attendees who are also attempting to facilitate

the meeting. This allows you to effectively support one anoth-

er, rather than creating implicit process competition. Such

implicit process competition almost always results in the meet-

ing becoming ever more ineffectual. 

Developing these competencies starts with a acquiring a framework

that clarifies the difference between content participation and process

behaviours in a meeting. The first step in this process is moving from

unconscious incompetence to conscious incompetence and con-

scious competence. This is accomplished through explicit considera-

tion of the nature of content and process behaviours and through

practice and feedback. 
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Content Behaviours
Content behaviours have 1 clear conscious or unaware intention:

contribute to the ideas being considered or the results required of the

meeting. Individuals exhibit content behaviours when they speak or

dialogue with others about the information, the problems or the deci-

sions that are the reason for having the meeting in the first place. 

Content statements take 3 main forms: giving, seeking and testing.

Individuals either seek or give information or opinions. Information

consists of facts. Opinions are ideas and beliefs that originate with

the individual presenting them. Attendees test possibility when they

ask others if they are willing to go along with a conclusion or deci-

sion. 

The top part of the facing page describes both the form and the intent

of the 5 types of content statement. The chart on the bottom is an

observation guide that can be used to identify those behaviours in

the other attendees of a meeting. 

One practical way to develop the smart habits needed to rapidly iden-

tify the content behaviours of others in meetings is to take the

Content Behaviour Checklist in Appendix Two to meetings where you

expect to play a partial or non-participative role. By keeping it in front

of you as you listen to and observe the behaviours of others you will

start to identify the various types of content behaviour. Over time, this

ability will become ingrained as a smart habit that you can call into

explicit play whenever you need it in stressful meetings. 

One of the difficulties that you will encounter when is that meeting

participants do not often make simple or one type only content contri-

butions. For example, a person may start by giving information, flow

into giving an opinion and end by testing the feasibility of making a

decision that agrees with their opinion, all in the same verbal state-

ment.   Examine the following meeting fragment made by a sales

manager in a meeting called to discuss a new marketing plan for a

new product.

“Lets look at what we have here. This product was

designed to appeal to the male teenager between 16

and 19 with middle or upper middle class parents. We

know from our market research that such individuals

are interested in owning the product and have the ready

cash to be able to afford it in the price range we are

contemplating. I believe that the most effective way to

introduce the product to market is to start in the western

part of the country. We have had good success with

product introduction there in the past.  We will have it

again this time around. Lets start with a 3 month intro-

duction in the major cities on the west coast.”
continued on 50
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Keys to Identifying Content Behaviours
Behaviour Signs to Look For

Seek Information 1. Did you hear a question?

2. Can you identify who it was directed to?

3. Did it ask that person(s) for factual information?

Give Information 1. Did the person make a statement?

2. Did you hear facts?

Seek Opinion 1. Did you hear a question?

2. Can you identify who it was directed to?

3. Did it ask that person(s) what they think or believe?

Give Opinion 1. Did the person make a statement?

2. Did you hear what the person thought or believes?

Test Feasibility 1. Did you hear a question or a suggestion?

2. Can you identify who it was directed to?

3. Did it ask that person(s) to consider possibilities or 

practical consequences? 
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Content Behaviours

1. Seek Information
Form:  A question directed at one or more attendees.

Intent: Request factual or other information about the current topic or

other work content.

Seek clarification of current dialogue or issue.

2. Give Information
Form: “I” statement.

Intent: Give information or facts.

Clarify a statement.

3. Seek Opinion
Form: A question directed at one or more attendees.

Intent: Ask for the opinion of another attendee on the current topic.

4. Give Opinion
Form: “I” statement.

Intent: Communicate an opinion or belief to other attendees.

5. Test Feasibility
Form: A question or suggestion directed at one or more attendees.

Intent: Question the realism of a possibility, a conclusion or a decision.

Ask a question that checks out the practicality of something.
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Lets analyze this piece of content behaviour.  The

first part gives information.

“... ... This product was designed to appeal to the male

teenager between 16 and 19 with middle or upper mid-

dle class parents. We know from our market research

that such individuals are interested in owning the prod-

uct and have the ready cash to be able to afford it in the

price range we are contemplating.”

The manager then moves on to giving an opinion.

“I believe that the most effective way to introduce the

product to market is to start in the western part of the

country. 

The manager shifts back to giving information.

“We have had good success with product introduction

there in the past.”

This is followed by another quick shift to stating an opinion.

“We will have it again this time around.”

The manager concludes by testing the feasibility of a proposed action

plan.

“Lets start with a 3 month introduction in the major cities

on the west coast.”

This kind of mixed content contribution is the norm in most meetings.

A more effective meeting participant might have made much the

same contribution, but have signalled these content contribution type

changes explicitly in words. Examine the following meeting fragment

and see if you can spot the words used to signal the shifts.

“Lets look at the information we have here. This product

was designed to appeal to the male teenager between

16 and 19 with middle or upper middle class parents.

We know from our market research that such individu-

als are interested in owning the product and have the

ready cash to be able to afford it in the price range we

are contemplating. In my opinion, the effective way to

introduce the product to market is to start in the western

part of the country.  We know from our tracking of past

product introductions that we have always had good

success with product introduction there. I believe that

the past will repeat itself.  We will have it again this time

around. So I propose that we consider starting with a 3

month introduction in the major cities on the west

coast.”

This meeting fragment is repeated below. The words that explicitly

continued from 48
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signal the various kinds of content contribution type shifts are high-

lighted.

“Lets look at the information we have here. This product

was designed to appeal to the male teenager between

16 and 19 with middle or upper middle class parents.

We know from our market research that such individu-

als are motivated to own this product and have the

ready cash to be able to afford it in the price range we

are contemplating. In my opinion, the effective way to

introduce the product to market is to start in the western

part of the country. Our tracking of past product intro-

ductions have shown that we have always had good

success with product introduction there. I believe that

the past will repeat itself.  We will have it again this time

around. So I propose that we consider starting with a 3

month introduction in the major cities on the west

coast.”

Effective meeting participants use such explicit language to label the

kind of content contributions that they are making. This allows them

to make multi-faceted contributions clearly. Their language communi-

cates their intentions and makes them part of the content available to

the other attendees. Signaling intent as well as contributing content

results in rich and explicit communication on several levels that is

easy for others to follow. 

Please go to Appendix One

and 

Do 

Learning Package 3:

The Missing Cheque Meeting:
Identifying Content Behaviours
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Process Behaviours 

T
hrough process management, meeting leaders shape the way

in which meeting attendees work with one another. Process

structures how participants work with one another. Content is

all about what they are working on. 

At the simplest level, process is the responsibility of the meeting

leader or facilitator.  However, this person can only shape the general

outlines of the process before the meeting actually starts.  Later on in

the book, you will find a number of process recipes for structuring

various types of meeting. These recipes are a useful starting point for

planning the process outlines of the meetings for which you may be

responsible as designated meeting leader.

Process extends into the actual dynamics of the meeting as well.

Process interventions, either by the meeting leader or by individual

attendees, keep the meeting moving forward. At this level, partici-

pants carry some part of the responsibility for meeting process.

Clarifying this joint responsibility is best done in light of the frame-

work on the facing page. It describes 5 kinds of in-meeting process

behaviours.  They can be done by either the designated meeting

leader or any of the attendees.  

Process behaviours may be simple or complex. They may involve a

single statement by an individual, or a number of statements woven

into the content contribution statements of other individuals. Process

behaviours are best thought of as process interventions. That is, an

attendee intervenes into the content flow of a meeting with the intent

of improving the way in which the attendees are working. The effec-

tiveness of that intervention is completely and solely judged by what

happens next.

Acquiring process intervention competencies requires that individuals

be prepared to fail with respect to their intent on occasion. The most

skilled process facilitator may not achieve an intended outcome at

some point in time in a meeting. Often, such a process intervention

leads to an outcome that was not intended by the intervener.

However, as judged by the what happens next criteria, the interven-

tion might be highly effective. 

This reality simply points out that the complex interaction dynamics

that occur in any meeting. Any one individual may not grasp them all.

There may be dimensions that are beyond the conscious comprehen-

sion of all of the attendees. However, moving a meeting forward does

not require that the intervener have a conscious continued on 54
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Process Behaviours

1. Coordinate
Form:  One or more impersonal statements.

Intent: 1. Clarify a statement someone has made - naming the person.

2. Relate a statement one person has made to those made by

one or more others - naming the individuals.

3. Tie a number of statements together in a way that clarifies it for

the attendees - naming the individuals.

2. Mediate - Harmonize
Form: One or more statements that directly refer to exchanges between

two or more participants.

Intent: 1. Intercede in a dispute or disagreement, and attempt to recon-

cile or mediate among the individuals involved.

2. Point out or highlight the similarities in the views or statements

of a number of attendees in a way that produces consensus or

agreement.

3. Orient
Form: One or more statements directed to the whole group, or to one or

more attendees, that direct the process traffic.

Intent: 1. Keep the group on track by relating current activity to the

process being used in the meeting.

2. Point out deviations from the process being used in the

meeting.

3. Point out deviations from current topic, in a way that suggests

coming back to this issue at an appropriate time if this is 

appropriate.

4. Clarify where the meeting is at in the steps (process) that is

being followed, often with reference to an explicit statement or

schematic of that process.

4. Support - Encourage
Form: An explicit or implicit “I” statement that clearly refers to one or

more attendees.

Intent: 1. Express support for and encouragement of another’s ideas or 

contributions.

2. Praise another’s contribution.

3. Be warm and accepting of one or more other attendees’ contri-

bution.

5. Follow
Form: An explicit or implicit “I” statement that clearly refers to one or

more attendees.

Intent: 1. Go along with one or more attendee’s suggestions, without

contributing any personal content. 

2. Accept the ideas of another, especially when this indicates a

change from a previous personal statement.
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comprehension of all of the dynamics. It does

require that the person have good intentions and

an ability to make each of these five types of process interventions. It

also acquires a sense of timing. Process interventions are most

effective if made at the point in the meeting when they are likely to

have a positive impact. This sense of timing is best achieved through

practice and experience rather than conscious thought. 

The best to start this competency acquisition process is to assume

that your are consciously incompetency. You decide that you do have

the smart habits that allow you to make such interventions effectively

in the flow of the meetings you attend. Even if you already have

some of these abilities, this decision will simply allow you to start the

smart habit acquisition process. It will either re-affirm what you can

already do, and probably expand it, or allow you to acquire new

process intervention smart habits. 

The process starts with understanding. Whether or not your personal

professional development style is conceptual or practical, knowing

that is the basis of knowing how and knowing why. Consequently,

each of these 5 process behaviours will be examined in turn. Each

examination will:

1. explains the process behaviour, 

2. provides a meeting fragment that provides an example of a

well structured process behaviour of this kind,

3. comments on the example, making explicit the things that

make it work .

This sequence will result in both a conceptual and practical explana-

tion o f the process behaviour.

Clearly, these examples in the meeting fragments are somewhat arti-

ficial. Their intent is to start to clarify the components of an effective

intervention of each type in a practical way. In a real meeting, the

flow of the intervention may be more disjointed. As you move to per-

sonal practice later in the learning exercises, you may experience

this more realistic situation.

continued from 52
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Chapter Four: 

Tying People
and Ideas
Together
The Coordinate Process
Intervention
Objectives:

1. To clarify the dynamics and requirements of the coordinate

process intervention.

2. To provide practical examples of the intervention.
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The Coordinate Process Behaviour

C
oordination literally means helping other attendees be aware

of and make use of the contributions of one or more atten-

dees. The intent of the intervention is to coordinate content

through acknowledging other attendees.  The individual making the

intervention works with the content contributed by others. No new

content is added. It may be restated, but this restatement is not the

grounds or the framework for adding additional content material. A

designated facilitator must be very careful about think, otherwise that

individual will lose their perceived content neutrality. Another attendee

who uses another person’s content in order to make their own is first

following, and then contributing, not coordinating. 

The contributions of other attendees are openly acknowledged in

coordinating interventions. This is best done by actually naming the

individuals. Their content is clarified or tied together in a way that

may result in new meaning or increased significance for the atten-

dees. If this is so, it results in as a result of their response to the

coordinating intervention. It results in a different what happens next

than the one that would have occurred before the intervention was

made. 

Ineffective coordinating interventions are generally simply ignored.

The meeting goes on as if nothing happened.  Or one or more of the

participants may show verbal or non-verbal irritation at being taken

off track for a short period of time

The following meeting fragment is is based on the beginning of a

meeting of 5 consultants that are planning a presentation to a large

client on a new computer software package that will be implemented

to handle the client firm’s accounting. They are meeting in one of

their company’s small conference rooms. It is outfitted with a round

meeting table and white boards on the wall. The meeting was called

by an email from Don saying that they need to work out who will

present what in the actual client presentation. 

As you read it, do the following.

1. Classify each person’s content contributions. Use the Content

Behaviour Checklist from Appendix 2 if this helps.

2. Pay attention to the impact of each person’s statement on the

next speaker.

3. See if individuals use the content contribution of others. This is

a first sign that they may be attempting a coordination inter-

vention.  Check if they acknowledge the other person if they

do. continued on 58
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The Coordinate Process Behaviour

Form:  
One or more impersonal statements.

Intent: 
1. Clarify a statement someone has made - naming the person.

2. Relate a statement one person has made to those made by one or more

others - naming the individuals.

3. Tie a number of statements together in a way that clarifies it for the atten-

dees - naming the individuals.

Key Requirements:

1. Be able to name the individuals who made the statements that are the

focus of the coordinating behaviour.  

Name tent cards are very helpful for this purpose in meetings composed of

strangers. 

2. Accurate listening - distorting the meaning contained in the statements

of the individuals who are being coordinated is likely to disrupt the process

intervention or negate its effectiveness.

3. Well structured communication:

º  consisting of clear words, 

º  messages that convey intent as well as content, 

º  messages that are broken into segments so that the message sent =

message received status of each segment can be validated through

reading the non-verbal reactions in each recipient,

º  non-verbal gestures on the part of the person making the coordinating

intervention that shape the flow of the communication and direct the other

attendees’s attention to the original contributors and their reaction to

each part of the coordinating intervention.

What happens next:
1. The attendees become more productive in their content work as a result of

the intervention. They move on to creating new content or shape what they

have been working on differently.
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4. Focus on what happens next in order to eval-

uate the effectiveness of each person’s contributions. 

An Effective Coordination Intervention
Start of the Meeting Fragment

(1) Don: Ok, we now know that this meeting with the

client will be at 9AM next Monday morning. They

are expecting us to outline the new accounting

software package that we are implementing.  

(2) Sun: So we need to cover what it does, and how we

are planning to implement it. Are we ready to do

that?  Do we have a complete project plan that

covers all of the required activities, project

staffing, roles and responsibilities, dependencies,

time lines and anticipated costs?

(3) Jasmine: We are going to have to tell them what they have

to do as well. Putting this package in will have a

substantial impact on their accounting staff, and

on producing this years’ year end statements.

(4) Don: Yes Sun, we have a plan. Its part of the material

that I sent out to you all yesterday via e-mail.

Didn’t you get it?

(5) Arman: We are also going to have talk with their comput-

er folks to determine if they have the hardware,

operating system, and network to support the

package. As well, we will need to get insight into

their daily, weekly, monthly and year end produc-

tion schedule so that we can figure out if the

package will run well in their time frames. 

(6) Don: Right, we also have to make sure that their inter-

nal and external auditors are on board.

(7) Phyllis: (Going to the white board, and picking up a

marker. )

I need to get clear here. Let me try to summarize

what I have heard so far. It will help me if I can

jot down a word or two besides each of your

names as a kind of summary. Is that o.k?

(She quickly looks around the room, scanning

each of them in turn. The whole process takes

just a second or two. Everyone either nods, or

don’t not object non-verbally.)

continued from 56
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Don, in your email, you said that we needed to

plan the presentation to them that we have to

make on next Monday. 

(Don nods. Phyllis, turns, writes Don on the white

board, followed by a dash and the words - pres-

entation plan. She then turns to Jasmine.)

Jasmine, you think that we need to communicate

the impact that implementing the package will

have on this year’s current and year end

accounting activities.

(Jasmine’s non-verbals agrees with what Phyllis

has said, so Phyllis turns from Jasmine and

writes Jasmine - accounting impact on the

board).

(8) Sun: Don’t forget the project plan?

(9) Phyllis: (Phyllis turns, and looks at Sun) 

Thanks, Sun. I was planning to come to it at the

end of my list. O.K.?

(Sun’s non-verbals relax. Phyllis turns to face

Arman.)

O.k. Arman, you are concerned about coordinat-

ing with their computer folks, both in terms of the

package’s operating fix and the need to integrate

it into their production schedules.

(10) Arman: I think that is key. I looked at the plan Don, and I

think that this has been completely forgotten. 

(11) Phyllis: Thanks Arman. Let me get that up here. 

(She turns to the board, writes Arman - computer

integration issues - in plan? and turns back to

him - he nods. She then looks at Sun.

Sun, I think that I heard two concerns - first that

we need to present some level of the plan in the

presentation that Don told us we need to make

next Monday, and second, you are asking if the

plan is complete. Let me just acknowledge that

Arman has already said that he thinks that the

computer integration issues are missing in the

plan that Don sent us by email. Sun, did I get

your concerns?

(12) Sun: Yes, and yes Don, I did get the plan and I did

look at it, o.k?
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(13) Phyllis: (Turning her back to Sun in order to write Sun -

plan part of presentation - complete ? on the

white board. Then she turns around and sits

back down at her seat at the table.)

Now I am a bit confused. We seem to be talking

about two things here. One is what we are going

to do at Monday’s presentation. The second is

whether or not the plan is complete? Don, you

called the meeting. Which do you think that we

should concentrate on?

(14) Don: The presentation. We must do a good job, even

if we need to revisit and update the plan at some

point. This meeting is key to getting their go

ahead on the next phase of the project. Their

CFO, CIO and senior folks in both accounting

and computers will be there. It is our chance to

both present what we are up to and what needs

we have of them. We have 60 minutes to get the

support of the CFO and the CIO in a way that

makes it clear to the other folks in the room that

they need to work with us on making this a suc-

cess. 

(15) Sun: O.k. Don, then lets start with an outline of the

presentation and its pieces. Maybe you can tell

us how you see it going ,what we will each cover.

Once we have a sense of the presentation,  we

can come back to what we need to do on the

plan itself.

The others look at Don. 

(16) Don: Let me outline my thoughts on the presentation

on the board. Its just my first cut. I need your

help in finalizing it. O.k? ... 

End of the Meeting Fragment

Dialogue 1 through 6 are content contributions. Generally, people

provide information or opinions. Information is simply factual.

Opinions represent what people think should happen. Notice that

much of the content is opinion.  Given the purpose of the meeting,

develop a specific presentation outline, this is clearly a content cre-

ation meeting. However, there is little explicit energy put into the

meeting critical success factors. If this team has been working

together in the past, following a well understood consulting methodol-

ogy or project structure, this may work. However, in this meeting, this

is not the case. 

As is often the case in meetings that start without a shared expecta-
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tions and a clear process structure or recipe, the opinions contributed

by the attendees start to broaden the focus of the meeting. Since the

content of the presentation, the details of the implementation plan,

and the concern for impact on client stakeholders are all related, this

happens quickly. Without shared expectations and an explicit shared

and coordinated process, individuals tend to contribute by adding to

what they believe needs to be considered. They intent well. The

result is diffusion in the meeting’s focus. Good intentions alone are

not enough to produce effective meetings.

Phyllis starts a coordination intervention in dialogue 7. The fact that

she stands up signals that something different is about to happen.

She states her intent “I need to get clear here”. She then proceeds to

communicate how she is going to move forward.

“Let me try to summarize what I have heard so far. It

will help me if I can jot down a word or two besides

each of your names as a kind of summary.”

She concludes by testing feasibility,” Is that o.k?” and does a non-

verbal check to see if there are any objections. 

She breaks her statements into segments, and uses non-verbals to

signal transition from one segment to another. Although her words

are not exactly those used by the other attendees, she continually

confirms that her summarizes and understandings are accurate. She

acknowledges Sun’s interruption in dialogue, and effectively contracts

with her that she will come back to her at a later point. 

“Thanks, Sun. I was planning to come to it at the end of

my list. O.K.?”

The fact that Phyllis is writing her points on a generally visible white

board acts as a coordinating device. The other attendees can quickly

see and anticipate the steps in her coordinating process: 

º look at you, 

º summarize your statement, 

º watch you to see if there is any nonverbal indication of inaccu-

racy, 

º turn from you to signal the end of the summary,

º record,

º and then go onto the next person. 

This type of integrated verbal and non-verbal messaging is very

effective in human interaction. The non-verbals punctuate the

exchange between the individuals and act as message sent = mes-

sage received confirmations. Effective communicators in all human

settings often display this integration of verbal and non-verbal mes-

saging in their behaviour.

Phyllis signals the end of her coordinating interventions by sitting
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down. In dialogue 13, she then provides information about her per-

sonal internal state, ventures an opinion and then orients the process

responsibility back to Don, who as the person who called the meeting

has implicit responsibility for it. 

“Now I am a bit confused.” Gives information

“We seem to be talking about two things here. One is

what we are going to do at Monday’s presentation. The

second is whether or not the plan is complete?” Gives

opinion

“Don, you called the meeting. Which do you think that

we should concentrate on?” Orients

The fact that she sits down to do this signals that she is moving out

of a process facilitation role. Judged by what happens next, this is

effective. Don takes up the process role in dialogue 14. He immedi-

ately moves on to provide much more information about the actual

meeting. Sun follows Don in in the beginning of dialogue 15. She

immediately makes an orientation intervention to the group on a gen-

eral sequence for the rest of the meeting. Don follows her suggestion

in dialogue 16. 

The most important aspect of this example is the way in which it illus-

trates the sequencing of Phyllis’ coordinating statements. Through

them, she takes an unstructured meeting and creates the possibility

of structure. She also establishes the norm that each person’s contri-

bution is to be acknowledged and worked on. By quickly writing the

name of each individual and a few words on the white board, which

is visible to all, she sorts the two issues that are present in the meet-

ing into separate agenda items and allows the attendees to work on

one at a time. She shows that both Sue and Arman have project plan

issues as well as presentation content concerns. This list acts as a

visible flag list, that will remind all in attendance of what has been

done so far in this meeting and what still needs to be accomplished. 

Since we do not have access to Phyllis’ s thoughts, we do not know if

this was her intent. Regardless of her intent, by looking at what hap-

pens next, we can see that her process intervention was an effective

one. 

Some Simpler Coordinating Interventions
Phyllis intervened in a fairly complex way in this coordination exam-

ple. You can do so much more simply in your meetings. The following

two examples provide some insight into less structured coordination

interventions. 

Example One: Start of Meeting Fragment

(1) Charles: I think that we need to spend some time examin-
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ing the details of the operating plan, and seeing if

we have missed anything obvious.

(2) Andree: When I met with Suzanne yesterday, we could

not remember when we are planning to spend

time doing quality control.

(3) Chen: You know Charles and Andree are pointing out

that we are not fully familiar with the details of

the plan. Maybe we should review them together. 

End of Meeting Fragment

In this fragment, Chen does two things. First, he makes a coordinat-

ing statement - “Charles and Andree are pointing out ... ...”. He imme-

diately follows with an opinion - “Maybe we should review ... ...”.

Example Two: Start of Meeting Fragment

(1) Inna: Looking at the patient’s chart, I believe that we

could be seeing the beginnings of a progressive

post surgery infection. We need to pay attention

to this.

(2) David: I am not sure that we are seeing signs of a pro-

gressive infection here. We have seen this kind

of slow temperature increase and deteriorating

cell counts over a 24 hour period before in this

patient before, only to find that he is doing very

nicely 12 hours later.

(3) Sarah: The one thing that you are both saying is that

there is something not quite normal here, and

that it bears watching closely in the next 12 to 24

hours. 

End of Meeting Fragment

In this small meeting, Sarah can coordinate without naming names

because it is obvious whose contributions she is tying together. 

Coordinating interventions need not be limited to these short time

frames. Sometimes, a participant or meeting leader can point out a

pattern of similarity in content that provides new focus to the dialogue

in a meeting. The following intervention illustrates this.

Meeting Leader:

Over the past 30 minutes, several of you have

commented on the issues that we are seeing

with the drilling tower on this ocean platform. If I

remember correctly, Charlie brought it up first in

the context of last month’s drilling results.  Than

Jane commented on the tower when she sum-

Chapter 4: The Coordinate Process Intervention
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marized this quarter’s maintenance activity. Bill

mentioned the tower when he talked about pend-

ing material deliveries to the platform. Chuck

mentioned the tower as the most frequent entry

in last month’s operating problem logs. Do we

have an issue or pattern here?

This intervention ties together content material and tests the feasibili-

ty of putting more energy into this issue.

Coordinating interventions or statements help organize content for

the attention of meeting attendees. If the organization proves useful,

they will direct attention towards this content. If not, they will simply

move onto other matters, and not much is lost. What happens next

will tell you whether or not your coordinating interventions are useful

to other participants.
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Chapter Five: 

Working
Through
Content
Differences
The Mediate - Harmonize
Process Intervention
Objectives:

1. To clarify the dynamics and requirements of the mediate - harmo-

nize process intervention.

2. To provide practical examples of the intervention.
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The Mediate - Harmonize Process Behaviour

C
onflict seldom occurs in pure information communication meet-

ings. The clear structure of the meeting, and the visible roles

tend to limit the opportunity for content conflict to the question

and answer portion of such meetings. 

Content conflict is normal in content creation meetings. Without such

differences about content, it is not likely that a meeting can be cre-

ative in its content processing. Content conflicts are part of the rich-

ness that allows such meetings to produce their results. The differ-

ences contribute to the forward progress of the meeting. Because of

the good intentions of all of the attendees, they normally work easily

with such differences. Their dialogue deals with differences in one of

3 ways:

1. The attendees select one of the differing points of view as

most relevant and useful. The others are simply left behind.

2. Different points of view are synthesized into more creative

stances that are useful in reaching the objectives of the meet-

ing. 

3. The different sides of the conflict simply don’t prove useful in

moving forward on the desired results of the meeting. /T left

behind as the work of the meeting progresses.

Not all differences are handled in these ways in the normal course of

all meetings however. Sometimes, the different points of view are

held strongly enough that process help from the meeting leader or

other attendees can help those involved get value from the difference

rather than staying stuck in it. 

A common sign of such conflicts is the feeling that same things are

being said again and again. Attendees feel like they are cycling over

the same material repeatedly. 

Other things are simply difficult to do. Some decisions are complex

and require more than one point of view. The differences uncovered

in the dialogue among attendees clarify consequences and concerns

that need to pursued with some degree of energy and vigour. Such

dialogue often benefits from Mediate - Harmonize process interven-

tions that help structure the dialogue among the meeting attendees.

Mediate - Harmonize process behaviours help clarify, reconcile,

process, move beyond or resolve useful content differences that

occur in meetings where all of the participants are well motivated to

produce a useful outcome. Attendees tend to wel- continued on 68
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The Mediate - Harmonize Process Behaviour

Form:
One or more statements that directly refer to exchanges between two or

more participants.

Intent: 
1. Intercede in a dispute or disagreement, and attempt to reconcile or mediate

among the individuals involved.

2. Point out or highlight the similarities in the views or statements of a number

of attendees in a way that produces consensus or agreement.

Key Signs that the Conflict is Grounded in the Content Relevant to the Meeting
1. The attendees work with the content naturally in the process of the meeting.

It contributes value to the content objectives on which they are working.

2. The attendees work with effective mediate-harmonize interventions that allow

the content conflict to contribute to the forward progress of the meeting.

Key Requirements:

1. Be able to accurately present the point of view of each of the attendees

involved. 

2. The ability to stay outside of the dispute. Individuals do not readily accept

mediation from individuals who they perceive as taking a side in the dis-

agreement.

3. The ability to focus on the content of the dispute, not any underlying deeper

differences or outstanding interpersonal conflicts that may exist among those

involved. 

4. The ability to structure and to control the communication in the meeting for

the period of time that it takes to move beyond the content of the dispute.

5. The ability to leave the dispute alone, un-resolved or unprocessed, if resolv-

ing or processing it will not add any value to the content objectives of the

meeting. 

What happens next:
1. The attendees move beyond the content of the dispute because resolving it

has added to their achievement of the objectives of the meeting, or because

resolving it will not add value to their progress on achieving their objectives. 
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come effective mediate - harmonize interventions.

They working read with them precisely because the

person making the intervention is contributing by helping the atten-

dees to work together. 

Resistance on the part of attendees is a sign of 1 of 3 possibilities.

1. The intervention is ineffective. It does not allow the attendees

to work together on the conflict in a way that moves the meet-

ing forward. Observing what happens next clearly indicates

this.

2. The attendees involved in the conflict cannot let the issue go.

They go back to it, even when the other attendees are not will-

ing to work with the content any longer. 

3. Two or more attendees may be in constant conflict with one

another about a variety of issues. The others in the meeting

may become reluctant to work with the content issues they

raise in these exchanges.  

Behaviour patterns 2 and 3 are signs that the basis for the conflict

may be in past history or events outside of this meeting, rather than

arising as part of the normal content work of the meeting. 

Dispute resolution between participants who are in personal conflict

with one another over a number of issues, or who have a history of

open conflict, are beyond the normal scope of any meeting leader or

participant’s role. Such conflict is often based on deeply held person-

al values. It may have been built up over a number of interactions

between those involved. 

Resolving such interpersonal conflict requires more skill and dedica-

tion than can be expected of the average individual attending a work-

ing meeting. A variety of mediation and dispute resolution profession-

al development programs, some with a legal bent, others with a

counselling or therapy underpinning, are available to individuals who

want to acquire such competencies. 

Making Mediate - Harmonize interventions that work with the type of

content differences that are a normal part of content creation meet-

ings is an essential competency for meeting leaders. Meeting partici-

pants need it as well. 

This level of the Mediate - Harmonize competency consists of the fol-

lowing behavioural components.

1. An ability to take an outside point of view to the differences

under discussion, and to be an honest broker. 

continued from 66
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This means fairly dealing with each side of the issue without

favouring any one. For the meeting leader, it is a way of man-

aging content without becoming involved in it. For meeting

attendees, this it is a way of contributing effectively to the

meeting at a time when the content is not personally energiz-

ing.

2. An ability to listen accurately.

The test of accurate listening is being able to repeat back what

was just said in a way that results in a “That is what I said”

confirmation from the original speaker. It is not simple tape-

recorder like repetition. Rather, it involves mental processing

and the re-statement of what was heard in words that increase

the clarity of the original message. It requires insight into the

original speaker’s intentions as well as the words actually spo-

ken. 

3. An ability to speak effectively. 

Deep comprehension without effective articulation will not

allow a meeting participant to mediate - harmonize effectively. 

It is not possible to mediate-harmonize among others in a meeting if

you cannot get your message across and have it received in exactly

the way that you intended. The ability to confirm that message

intended = message sent = message received, through reading oth-

ers’ non-verbals, or asking questions that allow others to articulate

what they have heard, is a key component of managing the commu-

nication steps in mediating - harmonizing.

Speaking effectively when mediating-harmonizing means breaking a

message into right sized components, communicating them one at a

time, and ensuring that each once is received accurately. Intervenors

need to weave in some of the significant words used by attendees in

conflict into their personal statements. Doing so actively confirms

accurate listening. The intervener also needs to shape the communi-

cation among attendees and intervenor into a set of progressive seg-

ments that build towards effective processing of the conflict.

In many cases, this does nor require the speaker to say a lot. Rather,

effective mediate-harmonize interventions work because the inter-

venor says a few things in the right way at the right time using the

right non-verbal gestures. Multi-purpose statements by the intervenor

tend to confuse the other attendees. Keeping each statement to one

purpose or to one point or idea is essential.

Mediating-harmonizing intervention orchestrate communication and
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understanding among the other attendees. They shape the way in

which the attendees make a behavioural decision about the content

of the conflict. 

This is one of the keys to effective mediate-harmonize interventions.

The intervenor does not decide how to deal the the conflict. The

intervenor simply creates the dialogue structure that allows the atten-

dees to deal with the conflict effectively. 

Making a mediate-harmonize intervention requires the intervenor to

give up control over the result of the conflict. Do not make one if you

are uncomfortable with this. If you have a stake in the outcome of the

conflict in a meeting, participate in it on the content level. Do not try

to mediate or harmonize it. 

Effective conflict processing does not necessary mean that the con-

flict is resolved. The intervener intent must work with the content con-

flict so that it is processed in a way that adds value to the content

creation objectives of the meeting. The other attendees must be free

to:

1. select the most useful side of an issue, 

2. synthesize the differences into a more useful stance,

3. or leave the conflict behind as not useful to the desired out-

come of the meeting. 

The instance that the mediate-harmonize intervener limits this free-

dom, the intervenor moves from being a facilitator to being a content

participant. 

An example meeting fragments follow. A meeting leader becomes a

participant in the conflict, rather than mediating-harmonizing. An alter-

native ending provides another option in which she could have cho-

sen to behave. 

An Ineffective Mediate-Harmonize Intervention
Jill has called a meeting to decide on how to deal with Karen, a

teenager in a group home who has left for several days without per-

mission from any of the folks in charge. Jill is the head of the home.

In addition to Jill, the following are at the meeting. 

1. Karen’s counselor - Manuel.

2. Margitte - the shift supervisor in charge of the home when

Karen left.

3. Donelle - the community social worker who eventually brought
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Karen back to the home are at the meeting.  

These folks are sitting around a table in the kitchen of the group

home at a time when they will be assured of privacy. 

As you read the fragment, pay attention the kind of content or

process contribution each person is making to this meeting. 

Start of Meeting Fragment

(1) Jill Let me just review why we are here and what we

have to do. We all know that Karen took off two

nights ago without permission. We need to

understand what happened and what the conse-

quences for Karen will be. We have to determine

how to communicate these consequences to

Karen. Does anyone have any questions on this

or anything thing to add to our agenda?

(2) Manuel (Jumping in energetically,)

Yes, we have to do this in a way that adds to

Karen’s development. That is why she is here in

the first place. Its important that we don’t dam-

age the results that we have achieved with her

so far.

(3) Margitte (Sitting up straight and looking straight at

Manuel.)

That is all well and good. But she has got to

learn that there are consequences to her behav-

iours. After all, she is 19 and not a child. And we

need to make sure that others here are treated

fairy as well. We can’t make a special case of

Karen just because she is Karen.

(4) Manuel (Talking as he stands up and walks over to the

stove, where he pours himself a cup of coffee)

Karen’s development is my prime concern. I

have got to help her deal effectively with her

whole life and the life she will have beyond this

home. I can put up with some ups and downs

here and now in order to get longer term results.

(5) Donelle (Turning to Manuel who is standing at the stove

and looking at the others around the table)

I think it is a little more complex than than. What

Karen’s learns from her time here is the base on

which she is going to build her future life. One of

the reasons she got into this home was because

she agreed that she needed to live in a relatively
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structured place for a period of time. She wants

to acquire better personal discipline habits. 

(Donelle stops and looks that Margitte and Jill to

see if there non-verbals provide any indication

that they disagree. Not seeing any, she turns

back to Manuel.)

I believe that leaving the way she did is a sign

that she is beginning to realize that there are lim-

itations inherent in being here. That created

some stress for her. Instead of choosing to deal

with that through talking to others, she just took

off. When I got to her, she was immediately clear

with me that she knew that she should not have

left the way she did. She also said that she was

concerned about the consequences, and hoped

that this did not mean that she could not come

back.  Whatever else we decide, we have got to

take all of this into account. She needs to learn

about  work through choices and options and

consequences before the fact, not after behaving

impulsively.

(She gets up and gets herself a cup of coffee.)

(6) Jill Sorry, I should have given us a chance to get

coffee before we started. Lets do so now. 

(She and Margitte get their coffee. Everyone sits

back down).

It will help me if I have a better picture of what

happened two nights ago, and what happened

when you found her, Donelle. Can each of you

please just tell us your part in a few words?

(7) Margitte (Looking at Jill.)

Just after supper two nights ago, I came into the

kitchen to see about the wash up as usual.

Karen and 3 others were on the duty list. When I

walked in, they were standing around not doing

much. I asked what the plan was. Karen turned

away from me. One of the others said “O.k. lets

get to it”. Karen turned and said “Not me, babe -

not tonight” and walked out of the kitchen. The

others just started at her. I followed her into the

hall, called her name and asked her to wait. She

swore at me using the F work and walked out the

door. She did not come back that night, or the

next two days, until Donelle brought her back last
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night. 

(8) Manuel (Looking at Jill.)

When Karen did not turn up for her normal ses-

sion at 9 on the day following this, I went looking

for her. Giselle told me that she has taken off the

night before. I tried to find out why but could not.

We had been talking about her concerns about

her boyfriend in the last couple of sessions. She

knew that he has started to see another girl back

in their neighbour. 

(Turning to Margitte.)

I tried to contact Margitte, but did not get her till

she came to work at 4 that afternoon. She told

what had happened in the kitchen. She thought

Karen had come back later that night and did not

know that she had not.

(Turning to Donelle.)

In the meantime, I called Donelle, who had

worked with Karen before she had come here.

Donelle told me she would try to find out where

Karen was from her regular contacts in Karen’s

neighbourhood. We agreed that if Karen did not

show up in 3 days, we would contact the local

police. 

(Turning back to Margitte.)

I told Margitte this that night when I talked to her. 

(Turning back to Jill.)

Next morning, Donelle left me a message that

Karen was staying with a friend in her neighbour-

hood and was out looking for her boyfriend.

Donelle said that if Karen did not come back by

herself in day or so, she would go get her.

(9) Donelle (Moving eye contact naturally from one to anoth-

er as she speaks.)

I knew she was o.k. but upset from people in her

neighbourhood who know her well. The bit with

the boyfriend was really upsetting her. The friend

she was with was someone that she had gone to

in the past in times of trouble and had helped her

then. I finally managed to get in touch with Karen

by phone there the day after Manuel called me.

We talked and she agreed to meet me and come
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back with me. Like I said, she was perfectly

aware that she had not done the smartest thing. 

(10) Jill (Looking down at the table.)

So what now?

(11) Manuel (Looking at Margitte.)

Nothing. She is back. I pick it up with her in her

sessions and we work it through. 

(12) Margitte (Staring at Jill and raising her voice tone a notch

or two.)

No way. It sets a bad example. It says anyone

can walk from their responsibilities here at any

time them they think that they have personal

problems. There have got to be some visible

consequences that the others can see. She has

got to lose some privileges for some period of

time to make this point. I insist on it.

(Manuel and Margitte sit saying nothing, looking

at one another. Jill continues to look at the table.

Donelle pushes her chair back a bit and makes

no comment. The silence intensifies over the

next 30 seconds.)

(13) Jill (Looking up at Manuel.)

I agree with Margitte. There have be conse-

quences. Karen loses weekend out visit privi-

leges for a month. Manuel, will you please tell

her this tomorrow morning?.

(14) Manuel (Standing up and pacing.)

No. I don’t agree. I don’t think that this is the best

way to handle it. It will not allow Karen to work

through the fact that she needs to learn alterna-

tives to the way she acted. She will simply get

pissed off at me. I don’t want to be in that posi-

tion. It will compromise my ability to work with

her.

(Turning to Jill and raising his hands and his

voice.)

Besides Jill, you should not have started this

meeting by saying we have to decide if you are

now simply going to decide for me.

End of Meeting Fragment 
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The process in this meeting is relatively straight forward until dia-

logue 13. In dialogue one, Jill does an shared expectation check.

She lays out a simple process agenda for the meeting.

'We need to understand what happened and what the

consequences for Karen will be. We have to determine

how to communicate these consequences to Karen.”

The differences in point of view between Manual and Margitte come

clear in dialogues 3 and 4. But Karen gets things back on track by

orienting the meeting back to her process in dialogue 6.

“It will help me if I have a better picture of what hap-

pened two nights ago, and what happened when you

found her, Donelle. Can each of you please just tell us

your part in a few words?”

In dialogue 10, Jill sets the stage for the difference between Manuel

and Margitte to re-surfaces. She asks an open-ended content ques-

tion  without providing any process for answering it.  Her non-verbals

reinforce the open-endedness.

(Looking down at the table.)

“So what now?”

What happens next indicates that all of the factual information that

came out in the previous dialogues did not really change the nature

of disagreement between Manuel and Margitte. Without any process

guidance, this conflict has no way to get resolved. 

In dialogue 13, Jill escalates the stress in the meeting by breaking

the process contract that she set with the other 3 in dialogue 1. She

moves into the content and makes the decision. They lose the free-

dom to process their difference. Instead of helping, her behaviour

creates conflict between her and Manuel as well, as is clear in the

beginning of dialogue 14. At the end of 14, Manuel points out to her

that she has broken her process contract with them. 

Again, without access to Jill’s internal intentions and thoughts, we do

no really know why the meeting went the way it did. However, we can

imagine an alternative path. The meeting fragment below starts at the

end of dialogue 12 in the previous one. 

Staying out of Content, the Key to Mediate-
Harmonize Interventions
Alternative Ending to Meeting Fragment (starting after dialogue 12)

(13) Jill (Looking first at Manuel and then at Margitte and

then keeping both eye contact with both.)
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That puts us at a bit of an impasse, Manuel and

Margitte. I think that I understand each of your

points of view. Manuel, you want to work this

through in private because you think that is

where the biggest learning for Karen to be.

Margitte, you want to things to be fair not just to

Karen but to everyone and you want to make

sure that Karen’s behaviour is not a signal for

similar behaviour on the part of others. Have I

got that right?

(14) Margitte (Nodding)

Yes

(15) Manuel (Sitting up and speaking quickly, making eye

contact with first with Jill and then with Donelle

as he mentions her name and then will Jill

again.)

I think that is very important that Karen have the

positive energy to learn here. Donelle has told us

that she is already aware that what she did is not

the best thing to have done. I want to explore

alternatives with Karen so that she has choices

in the future when is faced with emotions like

these that conflict with her here and now respon-

sibilities.

(Looking at and making eye contact with

Margitte.)

I don’t want to make it o.k. for her. I want to

make sure that she learns from this, not runs

from the opportunity to learn because she is

angry at me or at the home. 

(16) Donelle (Making eye contact with Margitte and Manuel.)

So why don’t we make her deal with the reality of

all this? I think that Karen should hear what

Margitte has to say. I think that Margitte’s per-

spective is part of the reality of Karen’s new

world. At the same time, she can hear all of

Manuel’s concerns - including the one that she

will use anger to inappropriately deflect the

opportunity to deal with the responsibilities of

her day to day work at the home once again. I

think we see how she deals with this dilemma

her behaviour has created, and don’t give her an

opportunity to walk away from helping resolve it

in a way that meets Margitte’s concerns as well
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as helps Karen learn. 

(17) Jill (Making eye contact with Manuel and Margitte as

she asks ... ... )

What do you think of Donelle’s suggestion,

Manuel and Margitte?

End  of Alternative Ending to Meeting Fragment 

This time, Jill stays on the process level in dialogue 13. She identifies

the difference between Manuel and Margitte and makes it their issue

rather than hers through her play back of their previous statements.

With the freedom to deal with the content difference comes responsi-

bility for moving beyond it. This leaves Manuel room in dialogue 15

re-assert what he is trying to accomplish but also not disagree with

Margitte for the sake of disagreeing with Margitte. Donelle responds

with a synthesizing content suggestion in dialogue 16. Jill reinforces

her process management by asking Manuel and Margitte to work

with Donelle’s suggestion in her orienting intervention in dialogue 17. 

Mediating-harmonizing intervenors requires an ability to stay out of

the out of the content in order to be effective. Individuals who take on

a facilitator role in a meeting have almost no room to break this

requirement. The other attendees implicitly and explicitly expect them

to manage how they work together, not what they are working on. 

Meeting leaders do not always have this choice. Individuals in Jill’s

position may very well have to move back into making content deci-

sions if the other attendees cannot process the conflict, or if the

authority structure of the organization requires that the meeting

leader make the conflict processing decision. When placed in that sit-

uation, such individuals must explicitly verbally signal what they are

doing in order for it to be clear to the other attendees.

The following continuation to the alternative ending to the above

meeting fragment illustrates this. 

Continuation of Alternative Ending to Meeting Fragment 

Manuel and Margitte have been dialoguing back and forth for about

10 minutes, getting no further on resolving the issue. Donelle has

tried to reconcile their differences twice without success. Finally, Jill

intervenes.  

... ... 

(37) Jill (Standing up and stretching and then sitting back

down)

O.k. let me summarize what I have been hearing

first. Then, I want to go onto where I think we

need to go. I know that this is a change from

what I said when I started to the meeting, but I
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believe that we have to move forward on this. 

Margitte, you are really clear that whatever we

do, there has to be a visible consequence for

Karen. Its got to be clear to the others in the

home that she is experiencing negative conse-

quences of some kind for her leaving the way

she did.

Manuel, you insist that any kind of punishment -

punishment is your word - will simply divert her

from this learning opportunity and turn the whole

thing negative for all of us.

We have gone around this several times now try-

ing to find a way to meet both your views and

Karen’s needs but don’t seem to be able to move

forward in a way that you both agree on.

Before I go on, let me see if you each think that

is a reasonable summary of the last ten minutes

or so ... ... 

(See looks at each in turn - they both do not say

anything - although neither looks very happy.)

(She turns to Donelle and asks ... ... )

Donelle, do you have any thing to add that you

think will be helpful?

(38) Donelle (Sighing ... ...  and turning to Manuel and

Margitte)

Look, I don’t work here on a day to day basis.

You both do. You have be concerned about your

ability to doing your day to day job here. I think I

understand where each of you is coming from.

Manuel has be able to work openly with the peo-

ple who he counsels. He needs personal open-

ness and trust with them. That kind of means

that it is tough for him to take on an authority role

for the home as a whole. Margitte on the other

hand has to manage the whole home and all of

the folks who live here and work  when she is in

charge on her shifts. She has got to have clear

home authority to do her job. Anything that

undermines that makes it harder for her to do her

job. 

I think both your needs are legitimate. But I also

think that Karen’s needs have to be equally

important here. I believe that she has to learn
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that she must be take into account Manuel’s

needs and Margitte’s needs and her own needs

and the needs of the others around her when

she does things that have the kind of impact like

she did the other night. That’s why I suggested

we work this whole thing out with her, without

allowing her to get away anything or excusing it

away.

(Both Manuel and Margitte start to talk but Jill

interrupts.)

(39) Jill Hold on, I wasn’t through with what I wanted to

say. I started the meeting by saying that we have

to decide. I am part of that we. I have overall

responsibility for the home. So far I have pretty

well listened to what you have had to say. Now I

need to get back into the issue. 

(She stops for a second and looks directly at

Manuel and Margitte.)

My problem is that I can see where each of you

is coming from Margitte and Manuel. But I mostly

agree with Donelle. We have to work together to

create a growth experience for Karen out of this.

That learning cannot just happen with you in pri-

vate, Manuel. Her behaviour here impacts the

others who live and work here. She has got to

deal with that. At the same time, I don’t just want

to punish her because I agree with you Manuel

that she would just react negatively to that. 

(She stops again for a second and looks around

a the 3 of them). 

So here is what I want to do. Donelle, thanks  for

your willingness to be involved so far but since

you are not really going be part of the day to day

on-going situation, I think that you are not part of

the next step. Are you o.k. with that?

(She looks at Donelle who nods)

Manuel and Margitte, I want to meet with Karen

and you during her normal next counseling ses-

sion tomorrow morning. I know it means coming

in early Margitte, but I hope you will agree. By

doing it at session time, in the counseling room, I

hope that she will a get signal that it is meant to

be a working growth session rather than an on-

the-carpet meeting. My and Margitte being there
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will be enough to send a this-is-not-a-normal-pri-

vate session with Michael. I want to start things

off.I will say that we are here to work through the

consequences of the other night. I will tell her

about this meeting in a few words and then ask

her what she thinks should happen. If Donelle is

right, she will be willing to work with us on figur-

ing out some reasonable way to signal to the rest

of the home that she is not just getting away with

it. At the same time, we will begin to help her do

the things that she needs to learn - thinking

through impacts on all involved before acting

impulsively .

Do either of you have problem with my intention

here?

End of Continuation of Alternative Ending to Meeting Fragment 

Clearly, Jill has moved totally into the content b the middle of dia-

logue 39. She makes the final decision, even though she opens it to

comment in her last question. 

She is using the authority given by her role as home head in doing

so. She might very well have issues to deal with in future with eitehr

Manuel or Margitte as a result of this step. That is her choice. Her

words clearly signal what she is about. 

Watch how she does this in the following commentary on her state-

ments. Remember that her behaviour is all most likely the result of

smart habits that she has developed over time. There may or may

not have been conscious thought on her part about each of these

steps. We cannot not know. Since we concerned about what hap-

pens next, we do not really need to know how she gets to her behav-

iour.

(37) Jill (Standing up and stretching and then sitting back

down)

These non-verbals clearly signal that a change of some

kind is about to happen.

O.k. let me summarize what I have been hearing

first. Then, I want to go onto where I think we

need to go. I know that this is a change from

what I said when I started to the meeting, but I

believe that we have to move forward on this. 

She communicates the change in meeting process that

she is about to initiate. This is an orienting statement.

Margitte, you are really clear that whatever we

do, there has to be a visible consequence for
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Karen. Its got to be clear to the others in the

home that she is experiencing negative conse-

quences of some kind for her leaving the way

she did.

She acknowledges Margitte’s needs with a coordinating

statement.

Manuel, you insist that any kind of punishment -

punishment is your word - will simply divert her

from this learning opportunity and turn the whole

thing negative for all of us.

She acknowledges Manuel’s core point of view with a coor-

dinating statement.

We have gone around this several times now try-

ing to find a way to meet both your views and

Karen’s needs but don’t seem to be able to move

forward in a way that you both agree on.

She makes a process comment on the progress of the last

part of the meeting. This is an orienting statement.

Before I go on, let me see if you each think that

is a reasonable summary of the last ten minutes

or so ... ... 

(See looks at each in turn - they both do not say

anything - although neither looks very happy.)

She checks if her message sent = message received, even

though her taking on her home head authority role is likely

to keep rebuttal to a minimum at this point.

(She turns to Donelle and asks ... ... )

Donelle, do you have any thing to add that you

think will be helpful?

She gives an orienting direction, asking Donelle who has

remained outside of the conflicto provide an independent

perspective on it, if she wants to do so. 

(Skipping Donelle’s gives opinion response  ... ... )

(39) Jill Hold on, I wasn’t through with what I wanted to

say. 

She maintains control of the process by giving an orienting

directive that keeps Manuel and Margitte from responding

to Donelle.

I started the meeting by saying that we have to

decide. I am part of that we. I have overall

responsibility for the home. So far I have pretty
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well listened to what you have had to say. Now I

need to get back into the issue. 

(She stops for a second and looks directly at

Manuel and Margitte). 

She refers back to her original process contract - an orient-

ing statement- and modifies it - another orienting state-

ment.

By doing so, she announces that she is going to move per-

sonally into the content of the meeting in her role as home

head. 

Such behavioural choices are always available to individuals in meet-

ings who have authority roles that the other attendees at the meeting

acknowledge. As a simple attendee, without any process responsibili-

ty, individuals can exercise such authority through their content con-

tributions. When the person is also the meeting leader in a content

creation meeting, careful communications must make such shifts

from one role to the other clear and explicit to the other attendees.

Jill does so above. 
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Chapter Six: 

Planning
Meetings 
Objectives:

1. To explain the basis for in-meeting orientation interventions, that

direct the forward progress of a meeting. All orientation interven-

tions require a meeting plan in order to be effective. 

2. Each successful meeting requires either an explicit or implicit

answer to the following questions. These answers  make up the

plan for the meeting. 

a. Why meet?

b. Who will attend?

c. When will the attendees meet?

d. How will they work together?

e. Where will they meet?

f. What material, if any, will they need?
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Orientation Behaviours Depend On Meeting
Plans

I
n the comments on the last meeting fragment in the last chapter,

several of Jill’s statements were described as orienting statements

or directives. Orienting interventions direct the flow of process traf-

fic in a meeting. They allow the meeting leader or facilitator meet the

needs of the in-meeting critical success factor of coordinated

process. 

The meeting CSFs of shared process and appropriate process can

be addressed in the planning activities that occur before the meeting

actually starts. Decisions about why, who, when, where, how and

what are all made explicitly or implicitly before any meeting starts.

Each of these decisions will have a large impact on the eventual suc-

cess of the meeting. Each has consequences for the orienting that

the meeting leader and other attendees can do during the meeting. 

In-meeting orienting interventions derive from this plan.

Consequently, planning the meeting will be addressed in this chapter.

The next chapter will describe in-meeting orienting behaviours. 

Planning the Meeting - Why

Why deals with the objectives of the meeting. Meetings in which

attendees do not share expectations, or have different or contradicto-

ry ones, are much more difficult to manage than ones where they

have a common understanding of objectives. Shared expectations is

one of the critical success factors for effective meetings. 

Why determines where the meeting lies on the on the information

communication - content creation meeting continuum. Content cre-

ation activities in meetings require dynamic process facilitation.

Orientation directives are crucial in this facilitation. They cannot be

made up on the fly. They must be made based on a plan for the

meeting. That plan may be the result of explicit planning work that

takes time and energy on the part of the meeting leader and others.

On the other hand, it may also be based  the meeting leader’s  past

experience, or on know know derived from past experience with simi-

lar meeting in this organization’s culture. In the latter case, it may

appear as if the meeting is unplanned. However, an implicit plan is

still a plan, even though it does not take much energy to create.

Explicit meeting planning gets done before the meeting starts.

Agendas, pre-meetings with individuals who will be attending, the cir-

culation of material and other resources are all handled prior to the

meeting’s scheduled start. The way in which each continued on 86
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Planning Meetings: Why, Who, When, Where, How and
What

Why = the reason for the meeting

Meetings in which the attendees do not have shared or common expecta-

tions about the reason for the meeting are not meetings, but a gathering of

people with different, and likely contradictory, personal agendas.

Who = the people who are in attendance

The right people must be present to make a meeting. Expectations and

attendance must be aligned.  Expectations determine planned attendance,

but actual attendance can dramatically alter expectations.

When the right people for a particular set of expectations are not in atten-

dance, a meeting is simply a prelude for the one in which they are.

When = first the planned, 
and then the actual, start and stop time 

Getting the right people to attend means:

1. scheduling the meeting when they can attend,     or

2. having the authority to get them to adjust their schedules to fit the sched-

uled meeting time.

How = the process or the structure for the meeting;
it describes the way the attendees will work together

in the meeting

Why, Who, When and How must all line up. Why - the reason for the meet-

ing - its outcome if it is successful - determines the how. But the process

must also be realistic given who is attending and how long they are meeting

for.

Where = the locale and layout of the meeting room

The physical layout of the room must meet the requirements of how the

attendees will work together. Room layout does make a difference. 

What = the material used in the meeting

The material distributed before, during and after the meeting to the atten-

dees and others must align with why, who, when, how and where in order to

contribute effectively.
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is done may make a vital contribution to the meet-

ing’s eventual success.

Meetings often are called to make decisions. That may be the major

shared expectation. Sometimes, meeting leaders find it helpful to

know where people stand on such decisions before the meeting.

Difficult decisions, either because of their complexity, or the nature of

their impact, can lead to difficult meetings. A meeting leader or facili-

tator may meet or phone each major decision maker before the actu-

al meeting to get a sense of where they stand. This information will

help in planning the process or the meeting. It helps the meeting

leader prepare for the coordinating and mediate-harmonizing inter-

ventions that make decision making meetings move forward more

effectively. 

Meeting that involve large numbers of attendees may require coordi-

nated effort from a meeting leader or facilitation team. These individu-

als may have to hold preparatory meetings of their own to plan and to

develop the the process recipe that will be used during the meeting. 

For multiple individual content creation meeting facilitation teams,

these preparation meetings will involve an element of team building.

These teams need to know that they can work smoothly together

based on anticipated signals and shared insight into their interperson-

al dynamics. 

Sometimes, meeting planning work may not take much energy. A

group that meets regularly may not seem to plan its meetings.  The

repetitive nature of the meeting will communicate much of the need-

ed process information to attendees. The fact that the group meet-

ings regularly will provide a general framework for shared expecta-

tions that can be quickly refined in each meeting. The meeting leader

may explicitly communicate these expectations at the beginning of

the meeting. Or the meeting may start with a short agenda building

segment where each member gets a chance to state their objectives

or concerns for the meeting. Listing these on a flip chart or white

board is often creates a shared agenda that acts as an orientation

device. Some meeting leaders poll the attendees before the regular

meeting starts and issue a paper or email version of such an agenda.

Project team, departmental or work group, or regular operational sta-

tus meetings are often managed in this fashion. Once the meeting

starts, the designated leader can simply refer to simple list like agen-

da in making in-meeting orienting interventions. 

Why dominates the rest of the decisions that have to be made during

the meeting planning activities. However, it is closely followed by who

in importance.

continued from 84
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An In-Meeting Agenda Setting Meeting Segment

The  MEGS  (Municipal Energy Governance System) software project

team meets every Monday morning in a regularly scheduled project

team meeting from 8:30 AM to 10:00 AM. It is a the one chance that

the team of 22 software professionals and city managers have each

week to meet in the same place. 

Andy, the project team manager, has established a regular process

for setting the specific agenda at the start of each week’s meeting.

Andy seldom tries to resolve issues and make decisions in this meet-

ing. There are simply too many people in attendance. There is also

not enough time. Andy always bring this meeting to a close by 10

AM. People can and do count on this to manage their schedules.

Instead, Andy uses the meeting as a way to make sure that the right

people get together to do the right things during the rest of the week.

The project plan almost never brings activities down to durations of

less than several weeks. Andy wants to ensure that there is clear

work coordination happening down below this level. He believes that

if he creates a framework for it to happen, this team members will

large manage the details themselves, getting together when and as

they need to get work done or information communicated. Andy

wants everyone to be there every week. It is the only regular meeting

that he holds for the whole team. People attend most of the time. If

they cannot, and they have items that must be raised, they know that

is their responsibility to dialogue with a person who will attend and

arrange for that person to cover the item. Andy follows up privately

afterwards with every person who does so, and finds out why they

could not attend themselves to cover off the item.

Andy holds the meeting in a big room that has chairs of all 22 people.

He has the chairs arranged in a big circle. His own chair has a flip

chart stand on each side of his chair. People bring their calendars

and little else. Andy emails a short action list (a page or two), sum-

marizing who is going to do what with whom by when in the coming

week by noon to all of project team members. 

Start of Meeting Fragment

(1) Andy O.K. folks, get your coffees or what ever lets set-

tle down and get started. You know the way we

work this meeting. We set an agenda quickly.

Then we figure out who has be be involved in

each item.

He waits for everyone to take a chair as he stands at at the

flip chart to the left of this chair. 
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O.K. lets just refresh what happens. In the first

part of this meeting, I go around the room and

ask each person if they have any thing that

needs action or communication. If they do, I list it

on this flip chart - naming who raised it, describ-

ing what it is in a few words, put a H, M, L beside

it to reflect that person’s sense of impact on the

team, and put a C for communication that needs

to be shared or A for action that needs to happen

this week. I try to keep the list making to 15 min-

utes or less. 

Once we have gone around the room, we start

on the list, High Action and Communication

items first. We figure out what needs to be done

this week by who and list it on the other flip

chart. Any communication item that takes more

than a minute or so, we set up a separate meet-

ing for, and list it as well. We go no later than

9:45 going through the list and see where we are

by them. The last 15 minutes is for me to deal

with with what's left on the list, if anything. If

there is nothing left, or we get done early, people

can use the time till ten to get together with oth-

ers started on their action items or leave. I get

the action list out to everyone by noon.

Last, only one person talks at a time in this meet-

ing. O.K. lets go.

Holding a black marker, he turns to the person in the chair

to the left of the flip chart stand and says ... ... 

Mariel, anything this week ... ... 

End of Meeting Fragment

Andy is totally and completely focused on orienting in this meeting

segment. To allow himself the energy to focus on this role in this

large meeting, he seeds any items that he needs to bring up as proj-

ect manager other meeting participants. He has conversations with

these individuals by the end of the previous week, discussing what

they need to raise. This allows him to stay completely in his meeting

facilitator role. His content concerns are handled through this pre-

planning. He can list himself as a participant in action list items when

and if required. 

As he moves into the second part of the meeting, he flips the pages

back and forth on the left hand flip chart stand moving through high,

medium, and low impact items in order He asks the person who list-

ed it to indicate what has to happen. Since their name is listed, this is
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easy to do. He writes the action down next to the name of this person

on the flip chart stand to the right of his chair, and describes the

action item. When this is done, he asks the whole group who needs

to be involved this week, and list those names under the item.

Decisions that need to be made are treated as actions that need to

happen. He then turns back to the person who raised the issue and

asks by when it needs to be done. He lists this time. 

If it is a communication item, he asks the person who raised if it is a

short item or will take more than a minute or so. Items that take more

than a minute or require follow up are treated as actions that need to

happen. Short information burst happen right then and there. A lot of

information gets shared in a very few minutes as a result.

Over time, people learn that Andy follows up on their participation in

this meeting. If people label things as high impact on the team that

are not really seen to be high impact by the rest of the team, Andy

talks with them privately afterwards. As a result, people tend to use

these labels well.

Since Andy pushes again that is does not need to start this week into

next Monday morning’s meeting, people are also clearly focused in

what list. The total list remains manageable in the time they have

together each week.

This meeting format works for this large number of attendees for sev-

eral reasons. First, their normal concerns about why, who, when,

how, where and what are answered by the repetitive nature of these

meetings and the shared project plan that the project team lives by. 

Second, Andy is very energetic, but also very focused. By staying on

process throughout this meeting, he can move things forward quickly,

and get through 21 people’s concerns in a relatively short space of

time - 90 minutes. 

Finally, he has established a workable process for this meeting that is

oriented by his verbal and flip chart behaviour. This meeting is about

short communications and action planning. Items are dealt with in

high, medium and low impact order. The only real purpose of the

meeting is to figure out who works with whom on what this week.

These actions are listed in a way that is visually available to all of the

attendees. This list is the basis of an action list for the week that is

distributed to them within 2 hours of the meeting’s end. As a result,

they can think about on their own activities, knowing that they can

depend on Andy for managing how 21 people will work together in

this meeting. 
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Planning the Meeting - Who

A
nswering who will means determining both the number and the

nature of the attendees. Who flows from why. Exactly the num-

ber of people needed to accomplish the purpose of the meet-

ing should attend. More precisely, exactly the right individuals to

achieve the objectives should attend. This means who they are,

either as individuals, or as individuals who carry out roles or hold

positions in organizations. Number and nature are completely inter-

linked .

All information communication meetings require structure to succeed.

Large ones simply require more planning energy. Who presents and

who receives is always an issue for thought in these meetings. The

number and nature sides of the who issue usually quickly resolve

themselves as a result.   

Content creation meetings involve more difficult who concerns.

Getting the right people to attend is essential to achieving the desired

outcome of the meeting. Meetings held in an organizational context

mean paying attention to the relative status of attendees in the strati-

fied hierarchy that is the organization. Cultural dynamics can mean

that a meeting with senior players in one organizational will be very

different from one with senior players in another organization. In one,

everyone may participate as equals in planning or problem solving

meetings. In others, some attendees’ contributions will carry more

wait than others, depending on their status in organization. Such cul-

tural norms are organization specific. Each meeting leader must take

such such organization specific dynamics into account, either through

having personal cultural knowledge, or through dialogue with others

who have it. They will impact who attends in significant ways. 

Different meetings will require different responses to the who con-

cerns. Who questions cannot be separated from the question of why

the meeting is being held in the first place. Regularly scheduled

meetings that respond to a pre-defined set of shared expectations

may may not need much thought about who. Other meetings, which

hope to reach important decisions, to create significant new content,

or to achieve significant change or overcome difficult obstacles in an

organization may require one or more pre-meetings among key play-

ers to work through who should attend. 

In either case, an explicit or implicit list of who will be attending

results from thinking about who. This insight into who leads naturally

to the question of when.

Planning the Meeting - When
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M
eetings are deliberately scheduled at some point in the future

in order to allow attendees to manage their calendars and

working time. Generally, people have existing time commit-

ments that can extend months into the future. A new meeting will

have to be fit in  the attendees’ calendars. Sometimes, meeting just

fit.  Mostly though some juggling of calendars is required.

The dialogue needed to schedule a meeting on an individual atten-

dees calendar revolves around 3 vital pieces of information. People

want to know:

º why they are attending, 

º who else will be present and when,

º and how long the meeting will be 

before they commit to attending. Getting key individuals to commit

first is often the key to getting others to come, especially in stratified

organizations. Once more senior individuals have committed, others

tend to adjust their calendars to suit. 

The length of the meeting depends on 3 things:

1. the objectives or why of the meeting, 

2. who will be attending -  the number and nature of the atten-

dees, 

3. and the process that will be followed in the meeting - how the

attendees will work together.

In many profit oriented organizations, norms have developed around

meeting length. Typical meeting length is an hour, with some going to

90 minutes or 2 hours. Time, especially of senior individuals, is often

the single most limited resource in the organization. As a result, there

is open resistance to scheduling meetings will last much longer than

an hour on senior individuals’ calendars. 

When more time is required to achieve meeting objectives and mate-

rial, the importance attached to the meeting by organizational players

goes up. People’s language shifts to talking about workshops and

major presentations, rather than regular meetings. The lead times

required for scheduling such sessions longer than regular meetings.

These longer meetings may last a 1/2 day, a whole day or several

days. Their importance is often signalled by the attendance of one or

more senior players in the organization, or by the use of an outside

facilitator or meeting space. The whole meeting may be scheduled
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around the calendar availability of such key individuals

As an aside, when the presence of senior players is vital to the objec-

tives of the meeting, meeting leaders need to think through what hap-

pens when such players cancel their attendance. Their non-atten-

dance may create some degree of disappointment at an information

communication meeting. It may force the re-scheduling of critical con-

tent creation and decision making meetings. Although this is a who

issue, it once again demonstrates the inter-relationship of why, who,

when, and how.

In other organizations, especially those with a service mission, com-

munication and the development of the common understanding nec-

essary for consensus is of prime importance. The norms around

meeting length will be different in such organizations. People expect

to take the time to let everyone express their views and engage in in-

depth dialogue. Mutual understanding is the key to accomplishing

most things in such organizations. Half day and all meetings are

often expected when these norms define the organization. 

Local knowledge about such norms is a crucial part of planning meet-

ings.  When deals with meeting length. Getting on peoples’ calendars

is vital. However, these considerations must be balanced off against

need to have an appropriate process. A short meeting that does not

achieve its objectives may be remembered as a significant waste of

time. A longer one which does will be more positively regarded.  A

process recipe that will allow the attendees to reach their shared

objectives is crucial to the success of the meeting. How attendees

are asked to work together clearly has an impact on how long they

must work together. When cannot be separated from how.

Planning the Meeting - How
Whether or not the planning process is explicit, or simply one that

depends on the meeting leader’s existing smart habits about running

meetings, all meetings have a process recipe. It may be carefully

articulated and communicated. Or it may unfold through the behav-

iour (including passive behaviour) of the meeting leader in the meet-

ing. 

Good process plans, that are well implemented, are necessary for

meeting success. They are not sufficient however. The best planned

meeting still needs valued content and relevant attendee participa-

tion. It also needs effective in-meeting facilitation. 

Process recipes are often simply the learned habits of the meeting

leader. An organization’s culture often contains a large amount of

received information about the way to run or to manage the various

types of meetings that occur again and again in the organization.

People learn such process recipes through exposure. They attend a
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number of these meetings. The way to run them simply becomes

clear through experience. Or they participate in a “that is the way we

do things here” dialogue as part peer to peer communication, boss to

subordinate direction or development coaching.

Culturally transmitted meeting process recipes are both a strength

and a weakness. Their strength is that they save time and take

advantage of shared knowledge. They make it easier to plan meet-

ings. They pre-condition the expectations of the attendees. Their

weakness lies in the fact that people tend to rely on them even when

the process recipe is not appropriate for a particular meeting’s objec-

tives, attendance and dynamics.

Not all meeting process recipes come into creation in this fashion.

Often, meeting leaders explicitly think through how they will structure

the meeting. They may discuss their intentions with other attendees

or others in the organization. Explicit plans result, particularly for

large information communication meeting and content creation meet-

ings. 

Larger content creation meetings involving more than 10 to 12 atten-

dees are more complex process recipes than smaller ones. Their

process needs go up as the number of attendees increase. At a cer-

tain point, successful content creation may call for splitting the atten-

dees into sub-groups. Group inter-personal dynamics change dramat-

ically when group size exceeds 12 so so. Meeting leaders must plan

in their process designs.

Larger content creation meetings may require sub-dividing the atten-

dees into working small working sub-groups from time to time. These

sub-groups will need to be brought back into a larger community from

time to time for content integration. Each sub-group will need to

report out to the larger group. Explicit time may be set out in the

meeting plan for such content integration. 

Managing the process flow in the sub-groups will require some atten-

dees to be sub-group chairs. Essentially, these individuals are

responsible for managing the process in the sub-groups. But they

usually also have content concerns. Consequently, they cannot avoid 

being involved with both process and content. This may make their

role as sub-group leader difficult. 

These assignments may be carefully considered, or left to the

dynamics of emergent leadership in each sub-group. Both options

have consequences and risks that need consideration in the overall

meeting leader. Once again, this illustrates the inter-relationship of

why, who, when and how. 

Custom facilitation plans, and explicit team building among facilitation
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team members, are essential for complex content creation meetings

involving large numbers of people. It is possible to manage such

meetings for groups as large as several hundred individuals, lasting

from several hours to several days. However, the competencies and

the energy to successfully manage these meeting are beyond the

training and experience than most professionals receive in meeting

facilitation. Outside facilitators who run such meetings often have

extensive training and experience in group dynamics, team building,

conflict resolution and strategic planning, as well as meeting facilita-

tion. 

Organizations often hire an outside meeting facilitator when their cul-

turally transmitted process recipes fail, or cannot meet the needs of

some important meeting. Such facilitation either use a standard set of

process recipes that they have accumulated through experience, or

they engage in explicit meeting process planning. When they engage

organizational members in this activity, they are educating them

about the how of meeting facilitation, as well as addressing the con-

cerns about this particular meeting. This knowledge often makes its

way back into the received information about meetings. As such, it

may become available to future meeting leaders in that culture.

Outside facilitators who work in this way explicitly transmit their know

how to the client organization. 

Outside facilitators often modify existing process recipes in this

process. They have acquired them through experience. They use

such process recipes as a base for planning a particular meeting. 

Later on in this book, you will have access to a set of such general-

ized process recipes. By modifying these frameworks to meet the

why, who, when and other conditions of a specific meeting that you

have to lead, you can develop what appear to be custom facilitation

plans. 

An un-communicated process recipe is available only to the meeting

leader. Coordinating interventions are more difficult for meeting par-

ticipants to do in such circumstances. However, the meeting leader

can bring  a process recipe into the meeting room in a variety of

ways. The meeting leader can use first orienting intervention occurs

at the very start of the meeting to communicate this. By describing

why, what and how, the meeting leader sets up the meeting,

Schematics or step outlines that large enough to be posted on a wall

in the meeting room are an effective way of bringing a process plan

into the meeting room. They have the added advantage of allowing

meeting attendees to self inform themselves about where the meet-

ing is in the process plan at any point in time. They also are a strong

visual reference point for attendees, including the meeting leader, to

use during orienting interventions intended to bring the meeting back

on track later on.
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The inter-action of why, who, when and how in a meeting plan all

determine where the meeting will take place. 

Planning the Meeting - Where 
Many organizations have bookable meeting rooms that are equipped

with round or rectangular tables, white boards or flip chart stands with

flip chart paper.  Offices are often equipped with small meeting

tables. Hotels and conference centers offer off-site meeting facilities,

so that individuals can met away from home or office, when there is a

need to bring a geographically diverse set of attendees together. 

Where is a matter of balancing convenience with effectiveness. Some

process recipes depend upon being to use the meeting space in cer-

tain ways. The space layout is as much a process tool as visual

reminders of how people will work together in the meeting.

Room layout has a strong facilitation impact. It either helps or hinders

the process management. It  The meeting room is the stage on which

the human interaction that makes up the meeting occurs. Meeting

leaders must consider room layout during their planning activity. Can

this meeting work in a conventional meeting space, or must steps be

taken to especially configure the space for this meeting?

Conventional bookable meeting rooms in most organizations and

hotels are organized based on the following assumptions.

1. The meeting will follow a pre-set agenda controlled by a chair

person who will work from the front of the room or sit at the

symbolic head of the table.

2. There will be no need to break into sub-groups during the

meeting. 

3. During the meeting, individuals will work with one another by

sitting at a table, engaging in normal tone conversation, with

possible reference to paper documents that can conveniently

be placed on the table space immediately in front of the indi-

vidual.

4. If flip charts or projection devices will be used during the meet-

ing, then 1 person at a time will use them, and they will move

to the designated front of the room while they use them. 

5. If the meeting lasts longer than an hour or so, people will

return to the place they sat before coffee, lunch or other need-

ed breaks. 

6. Rectangular or square tables make better use of floor space
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than circular or u-shaped ones, and are therefore the norm.

A very large volume of work is accomplished in such rooms in all

parts of the world. 

Some meetings do better in different room layouts, particularly if the

attendees are going to have to be creative in order to achieve the

meeting’s objectives. The room layouts depicted on the facing hand

illustrate some of the options available to meeting leaders. The ones

on the left hand side of this page are less conventional than the ones

on the right hand side You are more likely to find them in artistic or

creative settings where meeting attendees have to work with visual

material. The material is mounted on a wall, or is projected on a

screen, or is being created on one or more easels /flip chart stands.

The visual material is essential to accomplishing the objectives of the

meeting. In such meetings, people tend to arrange themselves spa-

tially so that they can work with a complete or partial view of this

material. By moving themselves forward and backwards, they can go

in to particular elements of the overall visual, or focus on the pattern

of interconnection between the elements. 

Some organizations have created special meeting spaces with move-

able partitions, easily shifted furniture, and conventional and electron-

ic visual display devices. They tend to use these spaces when atten-

dees have to think outside of the box in order to produce the creative

results. Getting attendees to work in an unconventional meeting

space re-inforces the need for unconventional results. These organi-

zations manage the expense of building and staffing such spaces by

using them for as many different meetings as they can. 

Meetings that involve content disputes, particularly between sub-

groups of the attendees, have their own space layout requirements. A

room layout that allows the meeting leader or designated facilitator to

use body movement as a facilitation tool helps manage such meet-

ings. By moving around the room, the facilitator can make many ori-

enting interventions without having to say much. Such physical

moves have the added advantage of being content free as well.

Successful content dispute and resolution is often necessary for work

that creates new content. It is often a major dynamic in implementing

change or overcoming organizational obstacles to new ways of doing

things.

The room layout on the facing page is one that is particularly suited

for meetings that will involve large amounts of content dispute dia-

logue among the attendees. It is relatively easy for each participant to

direct their conversation at anyone else in the room. Flip charts can

be posted on the walls as they are created so that their is a visual

record of progress. The projector table can be used present either

computer based or overhead slide based presentations. 

The green indicates floor space can be used by
continued on 98
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Room Layout Makes A Difference!
The orienting behaviours required by the meeting leader will be different in each of these

room layouts. To a large degree, the room layout itself acts as an orienting device.

Attendees develop expectations around how they will behave based on what they see as

meeting scaffolding and where they sit.

Less Conventional
More Conventional
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the facilitator to use body movement as a very effec-

tive process management facilitation tool. Essentially,

the green space is the facilitator’s meeting management space. The

meeting leader moves in it to send orienting message. 

Hotels will set this arrangement up when requested. That makes it

relatively easy to use for half day or longer off site workshops that will

occur off-site. It is somewhat more difficult to set up in conventional

meeting rooms. Rooms that use a number of smaller tables to make

a large rectangular or square one are often possible to re-arrange in

this fashion. 

Room layout is also an essential process management tool in infor-

mation communication meetings. The physical layout of the room

determines the relative roles of the attendees. People often accept

these spatially determined role definitions, since the physical layout

of the space is completely consistent with their expectations for the

meeting.

Why, who, when, how and where all work together shape the what or

content of the meeting. But sometimes effective dialogue about the

content in the meeting requires content preparation as well.

Planning the Meeting - What

M
any meetings, especially ones in which decisions are going

to be made, require that attendees work through background

content material before the meeting. This material must to

sent to the attendees in a reasonable time frame. They need to be

able to read and to digest the material. They must have the time they

need to talk to whoever they want in order to understand the implica-

tions of this material and the eventual decision.

As you know from your own professional Development Style, individ-

uals have different ways of processing information. Working through

background material is a form of learning. Different individuals will

want to do this in the way that best matches their own way of assimi-

lating material. Conceptual Reflective may simply read and reflect.

Conceptual Actives may want to talk with subordinates, peers and

others in order to place the material and decision in a broader con-

text. Practical Actives may want to talk with people about how the

materials impacts the activities that are currently underway, and

those contemplated for the future. Practical Conceptuals may want to

think through the pragmatic implications of the decision for them-

selves, by thinking variants of the likely outcomes. (See Appendix 4 if

these type labels are unclear to you.) It is important to recognize that

attendees need the ability to determine how they will prepare for such

meeting in personal ways. Getting content material to them in appro-

priate time frame is part of the when of meeting continued on 100

continued from 96
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Meeting Facilitation and the U-Shaped Table
The meeting space shown below allows a meeting facilitator to use the green areas of the

room to control the flow of the meeting in very effective but subtle ways. By moving to the

front of the room, the meeting leader signals a need for process control. By moving to the

sides of the back of the room, the facilitator can move out of the content dialogue that goes

on among the attendees. By moving in the space in the middle of the U-shaped table, the

facilitator can use body language to direct who speaks to who and can literally interrupt a

conversation or argument by moving in between two or more attendees. 

A facilitator who feels comfortable moving in this space can accomplish a great deal of

process management without having to use speech.  As the attendees begin to understand

the intent of the various moves, the facilitator can almost conduct a process management

dance on this meeting stage. 

This kind of space, when well used by the meeting leader, can also be used to allow content

creation meetings with more than 12 participants. 15 are shown below. Around 20 attendees

can be managed in this type of meeting space by a facilitator prepared to actively use the

green space to manage the the exchange among the attendees and the pace of events in

the room. 
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planning.

Sometimes pre-meeting planning is needed to ensure that reference

material relevant to the work of the meeting is readily available during

the meeting. Having copies of such material, in visual, paper or elec-

tronic form) available should such a need arises often requires

preparation activity before the actual start of the meeting.

Meeting leaders have different opinions on when to distribute presen-

tation material that is part of a meeting. Meetings in organizations

often involve information communication portions followed by deci-

sion making content creation portions. One of the issues that meeting

leaders have to work through is whether or not to send out the actual

presentation material before hand. When presentation material is not

sent to the attendees before, meeting leaders have to decide when to

actually give the meeting attendees a copy of the presentation mate-

rial during the meeting.

Issues of confidentiality and the timing of the release of sensitive

information may impact these decisions. However, as indicated earli-

er, different meeting attendees process information differently. Giving

the attendees the ability to control information assimilation personally

is generally a better option.

In addition to the distribution of pre-meeting material and presentation

content, some meetings need to allow the attendees to refer to con-

tent material during the meeting itself. 

Spur of the Moment Meetings

I
n a meeting that is called on the spur of the moment to deal with

an immediate issue, the meeting leader may have to do all of the

necessary planning work in the first few minutes of the meeting.

The meeting leader’s first words are a major orienting intervention.

Establishing shared expectations around meeting objective, content

and process are a critical component of the meeting are the leader’s

early responsibility. Failure to do so brings attendant risk of failure in

the meeting.

Once again, past experience can play a major role in a meeting

leader’s ability to do handle such requirements. Taking some time to

dialogue with the attendees at the beginning of the meeting can go a

long way to addressing the meeting CSFs of shared expectations,

appropriate process, shared process and coordinated process. 

Planning the Meeting - Final Words

A
ll of the concerns about why, who, when, how, what and where

may not take a lot of energy to deal with for a particular meet-

ing. Or they make take more energy from the meeting leader

than the meeting itself. A meeting plan, whether developed explicitly,

continued from 98
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or developed on-the-fly out of the meeting leader’s previous experi-

ence, is an essential component to allowing attendees to focus on

the content. Meetings without meeting plans tend to lose focus and

meander. They are usually remembered as a waste of time, an out-

come no meeting leader wants.

Planning a Meeting - An Example
In the following example, Andy, the Project Manager from the MEGS

(Municipal Energy Governance System) project is get ready for a

steering committee meeting. Normally, 4 people attend this meeting

in addition to Andy himself. They are:

º Martine, the Director of Energy for the municipality.  Martine is

the business sponsor for the project. Its implementation will

completely change the way her department does its work.

º Manuel, the Treasurer. Manuel is the chief financial officer for

the municipality. He is concerned that all expenditures for the

remainder of the year do not threaten the annual budget.

º Honore, the Director of Information Systems. Andy works for

Honore. The Information Systems group will eventually run the

new system for Martine’s people. 

º Miguel, the Chief Administrative Officer.  Miguel is the person

in charge of the Municipal operations. All of the people working

for the city really work for him. He oversees everything in the

city that is not politically oriented.  Martine, Manuel and

Honore work for him. 

The project is about half way through its intended life. This steering

committee meeting will deal with a request from Martine to signifi-

cantly extend the scope of the project. It means a major overhaul of

the anticipated delivery dates and project budget. Andy is very con-

cerned about this meeting. He is concerned that the hour allocated

for it will not give the 4 other attendees enough time to really under-

stand their options. He gets together with Mariel, the technical leader

on their team. Mariel acts as Andy’s backup in his project manager

role.  They meet first thing Tuesday morning. 

Start of Meeting

(1) Andy Hi Mariel. Thanks for coming to my office on

such short notice. I want to take some time to fig-

ure out how we are going to rune the Steering

Committee meeting this Friday.

(2) Mariel Yes, I am concerned about it. Martine’s manage-
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ment team has requested a major scope change

to the project. I don’t think that any of the others

in the steering committee really have a handle on

what is being asked for.

(3) Andy Well, the project team is. We had to work out all

of the implications, both technically and financial-

ly. We just finished the middle of last week and

and spent 4 hours on Friday afternoon going

through it in detail with Martine and her team

while you were away.

(4) Mariel From what  I know, no-one has briefed Honore,

Manuel or Miguel yet. They haven’t a clue about

how large this request really is.

(5) Andy That’s what got me going. We only have an hour

on Friday. That’s not enough time to bring them

up to speed.

(6) Mariel O.k., here’s how I see it. First,of the 4 decision

makers at this meeting, only Martine really

understands the scope extension in any depth.

Second, we don’t have time to do a full briefing

during the meeting. Three, we need a yes or no

decision soon because we can’t do much more

real project work without knowing which way we

are going. Seems to me that the first thing we

better figure out is how to brief Honore, Manuel

and Miguel before the actual steering committee

meeting. 

(7) Andy If we do that, we need to do it in the next two

day. Honore is easy. If I call him ask for a couple

of hours and tell him what it about, he will make

room on this calendar. He is expecting it anyway.

Best thing I can do is simply give him the materi-

al we used with Martine’s team tonight. He will

read through it before I meet with him. He will

also tell me where he stands at the end of my

meeting with him, so I will know where he is

coming from in the steering committee meeting.

(8) Mariel Let me do the same thing with Manuel. You know

that I have meet with him whenever he needs

help with the technical issues on the project. The

guy is really sharp on numbers but does not

understand systems very well. But my relation-

ship with him is such that if I tell him what its

about he will meet with me on short notice. I’ll

have to do it in the early evening, since his cal-
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endar is always chock a bloc. And I will need

some kind of summary presentation that I can

talk to ... ... 

(9) Andy cutting in That’s right you haven’t seen any of the

briefing material we used last Friday - its pretty

detailed both technically and financially.  We real-

ly analyzed the business implications of each

major additional feature and broke down the

costs and benefits by feature.  We are going to

have to figure out what to use at the steering

committee as well ... 

(10) Mariel cutting back in Hold on - stick with Manuel for now.

- I will go through last Friday’s presentation mate-

rial and do something up for Manuel - maybe

that will help with what we need for Friday. I’ll

send it to you later today. With luck, I will be

speaking with Manuel tomorrow evening so I

have to get on it right away anyway.

(11) Andy O.K - that leaves Miguel - he’s going to be tough

to get on such short notice - and I need to get

Martine involved - not a good idea to go see him

without giving her a chance to be there - she will

want to get him on side for sure.

(12) Mariel We better let her know we are pre-briefing

Honore and Manuel as well. I don’t know where

Honore is on this, but I can tell you that if Martine

can’t pay for it out of this year’s funds, Manuel

will want to push the extension into next  fiscal

year. 

(13) Andy She can’t.. Honore will have to pick up some of

her overrun. And I don’t know where he will be

on that. Or Manuel will have to find the money

somewhere else. You know that begins to shape

the steering committee meeting for me. Assume

we can brief Miguel. So now we don’t need to go

into a lot of detail on Friday because we covered

them all off. We can present 3 options in a sum-

mary kind of way. Go with the extension this

year. Put it off till next year. Don’t do it at all. We

need to work out summary technical and busi-

ness implications for each option. No more than

2 slides on each option. That will take about 15 -

20 minutes to present. If you present this stuff, I

can stay in my role as meeting chair. Then I can

open the rest of the Friday meeting for them to
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talk through what they want to do. Martine can

argue her case and I can pull back and simply

stay out of the decision making, which I want to

do anyway. 

(14) Mariel If that is the way we go, we need to do this sum-

mary asap. I will use it with Manuel. I can fill in

the details around this framework for him. You

need to use it with Honore. Don’t want him to be

blind sided about how we run the meeting on

Friday. And we need to get to Martine right away.

She needs to be fully on side with this approach.

She will probably help get us to Miguel then

because she will have a chance to sound him

out on where he stands on this. You and she can

always get to him early in the morning. You know

he keeps early part of his mornings pretty

unstructured so he can fit in stuff like this.  He

won’t want much detail on the technical stuff any-

way. He leaves that to Honore. He will want to

hear out Martine and Manuel on the business

and financial implications. 

(15) Andy O.K.where are we? You will present 3 options at

the steering committee meeting - go with it, post-

pone till next year - don’t do it. You and I will get

the 6 to 8 slides we need to do this done as soon

as you have had a chance to get through last

Friday’s briefing material - say this afternoon. I

get to  Martine asap and get her to help schedule

a background briefing for Miguel before Friday.

I’ll call her right after this. I will drop by Honore’s

office right after that and get my meeting with

him lined up. You will contact Manuel and bring

him up to speed by Friday. We will give everyone

copies of the slides we are putting together this

afternoon. With luck, you won’t even need to

present on Friday, and we can just go into the

dialogue that leads to the decision. Miss any-

thing?

(16) Mariel No - by the way, where are you on this?

(17) Andy If they ask me, I will say do it next year. I really

like delivering systems in clear chunks. My guess

is that Martine’s group will want something some-

what different from what they are asking for now

once they have a couple of months experience

with application we are building now. Extensions

feel too much like scope creep to me. I like
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releases. But as project manager, I will do whatev-

er they are prepared to approve. 

(18) Mariel Thanks. See you at 1 o.k.? I will let you know

when I see Manuel then. And we should plan to

talk each day till Friday to keep each other up to

date on how things are going, o.k.? That way I can

still come on Friday, and act content provider if

they have questions about the extension. That

leaves you free to run the meeting. 

End of Meeting

The dialogue between Andy and Mariel develops a plan for the Friday

steering committee meeting. In speech (6), Mariel really lays out the

purpose - the why- of Friday’s meeting - get a decision. She also

describes the core who - the four decision makers. The when is also

clear by then - this coming Friday for an hour. They spend the rest of

their dialogue creating a how for this meeting. As they do so, they a

large part of the needed process - making sure that Honore, Manuel

and Miguel are are the same place in understanding the background

to the decision as Martine - to a set of smaller more informal pre-brief-

ing meetings. The determine how to deal with each of these. As they

do so, Andy realizes that the how of Friday’s meeting refined to a pres-

entation followed by dialogue. When they plan how to create the what

- presentation slides - to structure this process, they again refine the

how for Friday’s meeting. By using the presentation slides in the pre-

meeting individual briefings, they remove the need to present on

Friday. The entire Friday meeting on now be devoted to dialogue and

decision making. 

Andy will chair Friday’s meeting. By then, he will have a first under-

standing of where each of the decision makers stand.  As Mariel,

makes clear in her last speech, by having her attend to act as informa-

tion provider, Andy can stay completely in meeting facilitator role. This

may help move a difficult dialogue forward. 

Notes
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Chapter
Seven: 

Directing
Meetings
The Orient Process
Intervention
Objectives:

1. To clarify the dynamics and the requirements of the orient process

intervention as they occur in meetings.

2. To show that orientation is a necessary part of every meeting.

3. To present 3 visible orienting tools that help keep meetings on

track.

4. To illustrate orientation interventions in practical examples.
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The Orient Process Behaviour

O
rienting interventions direct the flow of process traffic in a

meeting. They allow the meeting leader or facilitator address

the in-meeting critical success factors of shared process and

coordinated process. The CSF of appropriate process must be han-

dled in the planning activities before the meeting actually starts as

shown in the previous chapter. 

Orientation Means Directing the Process Flow
of the Meeting

A
ll of the time spent planning the meeting has little value unless

it is brought alive during the meeting in the words and the

physical movement of the meeting leader or facilitator. The

meeting leader’s behaviour is key to the creation of an implicit behav-

ioural contract that governs how the attendees will work together to

accomplish the meeting’s objectives. Orienting interventions create

and keep this contract active throughout the meeting.

The first and most fundamental orienting intervention occurs in the

first few minutes of the meeting. Effective meeting leaders behave in

ways that keep quickly signal that they will direct the process flow of

the meeting. If the meeting leader does not orient the other attendees

about why, who, when, how and where, attendees are left on their

own. The process responsibility falls to them, and they must deal with

it as best they can. 

People expect meetings to be structured in some workable fashion.

They will move to create such structure if the meeting leader does

not. In organizational cultures with rich transmitted knowledge about

typical meeting process, they may succeed. In such situations, the

first behaviours of the designated meeting leader may simply confirm

the expectations of the other participants about how the meeting will

move forward.

When this kind of organizational know how is not present, or when it

cannot address the process needs of a particular meeting, the meet-

ing leader must act to orient the participants in the first few minutes

of the meeting. Failing this, one of the other participants might do so.

Without some structure, the meeting is likely to be chaotic or move

forward in fits and starts.

Unstructured T-groups (training groups), or social laboratory training

groups, is the only type of meeting where working structure is con-

sciously withdrawn by the meeting leaders. A group of people of

about 12 people meet for several days with 1 or 2 designated group

leaders. The leaders start the meeting by saying continued on 110
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The Orient Process Behaviour

Form:
One or more statements directed to the whole group, or to one or more

attendees, that direct the process traffic of the meeting 

Intent: 
1. Communicate the process that will be used in the the meeting to met its

objectives. 

2. Keep the meeting on track by relating the current activity to the process

being used in the meeting.

3. Point out deviations from the process being used in the meeting. 

4. Point out deviations from the current topic, in a way suggests coming back to

this issue at an appropriate time if this is appropriate to the objectives of the

meeting.

5. Clarify where the meeting is at in the steps (process) that is being followed,

often with reference to an explicit statement or schematic of that process.

Key Signs that the Process Being Following is Shared by the Meeting Attendees
1. The attendees follow the process. No attendee suggests following a different

process or how to.

2. When problems with process flow occur, attendees make orienting state-

ments order to get themselves back on the how to track.

Key Signs that the Process Being Followed is Appropriate to the Objectives of the
Meeting

1. The attendees follow the process. It is clear to all attending that progress is

being made on achieving the objectives of the meeting by following it.

Key Signs that the Process Being Followed is Coordinated in the Meeting
1. The attendees refer to the process description in order to align their work

and interactions with one another.

2. When problems with the process flow occur, and the attendees do not re-

align themselves, they quickly follow the meeting leader or facilitator sugges-

tions on how to do so.

What happens next:
1. Attendees move from step to step in the suggested process in a reasonable

way. 

2. Re-alignment occurs rapidly when the attendees get off track. 
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little or next to nothing. The participants have to

deal with structural vacuum this creates. As they

begin to interact, they replicate many of the social process that we

experience in society. In particular, they must deal with leadership,

and the response to it by others. As well, we must create norms

about reasonable and unacceptable behaviour for their meetings. 

This re-creation process is the objective of such groups. T-groups are

intended to be a laboratory in which individuals have an opportunity

to experience the creation of social structure and process. As the par-

ticipants start to have some success at doing so, the designated

leaders begin to comment what occurring on the process level. This

helps the attendees understand what is happening. 

Over time, the attendees also experience the interpersonal dynamics

that occur in groups with a life time that lasts longer than hours. The

leaders also comment on these processes. This allows the attendees

to learn about group and interpersonal dynamics.

Training groups are very different from the gatherings that occur in

our day to day lives. We get together with others for social or work

reasons. We bring social expectations to the social gatherings that

we go to. We bring task expectations to the meetings that we go to.

That is how we distinguish meetings from social gatherings. 

Starting the Meeting  
A meeting leader with an explicit process plan for a meeting must

communicate it in the first few minutes of the meeting. By restating

the objectives, re-confirming the reasons for the attendance of the

people present, and indicating the anticipated time frame, the meet-

ing leader has a first opportunity to confirm that the attendees have

shared expectations for this meeting.  Their verbal and non-verbal

responses provide an indication that the attendees are prepared work

together inside of the framework defined by this why, who and when. 

Individuals may privately hold contradictory, narrower or wider expec-

tations for the meeting. If they do not verbalize these at this time,

their behaviour leads the other attendees to expect that they will go

along with this framework. By vocalizing why, who and when, the

meeting leader leads the attendees in a interpersonal contracting

process. In effect, their accepting or agreeing behaviour establishes a

behavioural contract among the attendees.

Of course, any attendee can vocally add to or subtract from what is

stated by the meeting leader in the first few minutes. An individual

may even openly disagree. Through dialogue, the meeting leader and

the other attendees may modify  the why, who and when framework

continued from 108
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as stated by the meeting leader. But such dialogue is a part of the

contracting process. It aids in establishing the shared expectations

that are essential to the forward movement of the meeting. It also

makes explicit a contracting process that is implicit in most meetings.

Establishing Appropriate and Shared Process 
Once shared expectations are in place, the meeting leader can move

onto addressing appropriate process. Task accomplishment in groups

requires shared working process that allows the attendees to do the

tasks that need to happen in the meeting. A careful meeting leader

will communicate the planned how for the meeting as soon as it is

clear that the objectives for the meeting are shared. 

The process plan may presented as an outline of activities listed on a

flip chart sheet. It may be projected as a presentation slide, or

described in a schematic that the attendees can follow. Or the leader

may simply make a short verbal statement.

The verbal and non-verbal responses of the meeting attendees

extend the existing behavioural contract among the attendees. To this

point, it has been about why they are meeting, who should be there,

and how long they will meet. Now their responses to the meeting

leader process information adds how we will behaviour components.  

If the attendees openly or implicitly accept meeting leader’s how

process communication, they have effectively agreed among them-

selves that they will work in this way in this meeting. Each attendee

will expect that the others will follow this process. 

Individuals may privately hold contradictory, narrower or wider expec-

tations for how they are going to work together. But unless they sur-

face these openly at this time, they will find that the others present

expect them to behave according to the process recipe presented by

the meeting leader.  Open dialogue about this recipe may result in it

being reshaped from the meeting leader’s original intent. But this dia-

logue will still result in the creation of a contract about the process to

be followed from now on by the attendees. It simply makes explicit

what is implicit in meetings in most meetings.

Sometimes establishing this behavioural contract requires no more

than a reference to a well established process that has been used

successfully in the past in this group or in this organization. At other

times, process dialogue can appear to take a significant portion of the

time available to the meeting. However, without a shared how to

process however, meetings cannot accomplish their objectives.

Consequently, the time spent on process dialogue is also an essen-

tial part of any successful meeting.
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Concerns about how they are working together may surface later in

the meeting. Attendees or the meeting leader may may explicit inter-

ventions commenting on how the attendees are working together at

any point. This may lead to dialogue among the attendees about how

to change this in the rest of the meeting. However, such dialogue

serves to modify the existing process contract, rather than negate it. 

When meeting leaders to do not address how the attendees will work

together,  the beahavioural contract among the attendees does not

get expanded to include how we will work together components.

Meeting attendees have to do the best that they can in these circum-

stances. If the meeting objectives align with some well established

meeting structure that occurs regularly in the organization, they may

just fall into this work pattern. It may serve them well. It may not. If

the process they fall into and the objectives are not aligned, then

there is no shared appropriate process. The attendees will begin to

experience difficulty in moving forward on the task objectives of the

meeting. Unless they resolve this difficulty with explicit process dia-

logue, they will experience growing frustration in the meeting. 

Any of the attendees may be able to resolve any process difficulty

with a single orienting intervention that creates an aligned process

that is behaviourally accepted by the others. Successful resolution of

process difficulties are always apparent from what happens next. A

shared implicit process contract allows attendees to do task work.

Forward movement on achieving their objectives is the sign that it

exists. 

Maintaining Coordinated Process - On-going
Orienting Interventions

O
nce a meeting is moving forward reasonably well, things can

go off track on the process level. Coordinated process

throughout the meeting is a meeting critical success factor.

Meeting leaders and attendees can make orienting interventions that

help bring process back on track. They can do so by verbally pointing

out the deviation from the current process. This can occur in one of

two ways. They may simply make a content contribution that refocus-

es the other attendees on where they are in the process. Or they can

make explicit reference to the dialogue in the first few minutes of the

meeting that established the behavioural contract around shared

process among the attendees. In either case, they are helping the

attendees stay coordinated.

A number of visible orienting tools make it easier to make such coor-

dinating orienting interventions. These tools can also act as silent ori-

enting devices. They are  visible reference points that can be used by
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both the meeting leader or other participants to orient themselves to

the how that is being followed in the meeting. As such, they reinforce

the behavioural contract that exists among the attendees.

There are 3 such tools.

º The first is a visible representation or map of the how or

process steps that will be followed in the meeting.

º The second is a visible presentation of a set of generally

accepted rules of meeting behaviour.

º The third is a visible flag list.

Each of these tools helps both the meeting leader and the partici-

pants make effective orientation interventions when and if they are

required.

In all cases, these tools must be constantly visibly present in order to

be truly effective. Overheads come and go. Individual sheets provid-

ed to the attendees may or may not be useful as a reference point .

Whenever one or more of these 3 tools is presented on a media that

allows any attendees to see it at any point in the meeting, its pro-

vides a common reference point. As such, the reference point exists

in a physical form outside of the personal consciousness of any par-

ticular attendee. As such, it takes on a kind of on-going presence in

the group that is hard to replicate in any other fashion. As such,

these tools can act as silent orienting interventions simply by being

present in the meeting.

Notes:
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Orientation Tool #1 - The Process Map

A
process map is simply a visible representation of the process

steps. Depending on the meeting objectives, it can be as sim-

ple as a list or outline of the steps to be followed. It may be a

schematic. As long as it is clear to the participants, its format does

not really matter. 

Process maps can be prepared before the meeting if the meeting

leader is reasonably sure that the planned process recipe will be the

one that is followed in the meeting. When it is altered through dia-

logue with the attendees, these changes must be incorporated in

some fashion in order for it to be remain effective. Adding the

changes using a marker is one way of doing this.

When prepared, it could be printed and distributed as normal sized

pages to the individual attendees. In this form however, it loses the

ability to act as a common consistent external process reference

point. Blowing up this normal size page to poster size using a large

format printer is one simple way of changing it from an individual for-

mat to a shared format. Drawing or sketching it in large format on a

flip chart or on a white board before the meeting is another.

Once the meeting leader has established that the attendees have

shared expectations for the meeting, it is possible to refer to such a

large format representation to frame the process or how communica-

tion. Any dialogue that changes it can be incorporated by simply

making corrections to the poster, flip chart or white board using mark-

ers. A somewhat less pretty representation that acts as an external

process reference point is of particular value in difficult content cre-

ation meetings. By altering the process map in incorporate the

changes that result from dialogue among the attendees, the meeting

leader sends a message that process is subject to reasonable negoti-

ation. 

Reasonable means that such changes must be accepted by all the

attendees. If the meeting leader alters the process map in response

to only one, or to a small sub-group, of the attendees, the meeting

leader will no longer be experienced as being neutral with respect to

all of the attendees. This may reduce the meeting leader’s ability to

make accepted orientation interventions at future point at the meet-

ing. Once again, what happens next is the key to determining when

this happens. 

Placing a representation of the shared process on the wall does three

things. First, it makes the implicit behavioural contract about how

explicit. By mounting it in the wall, the expectation each attendee has

that others will follow this process has an external continued on 116
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Process Maps

Insert two samples of explicit process here - one a chart mounted on a meeting wall

and the second a flip chart outlining a meeting process - make one a outline list and

one a graphical flow chart
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reference point. This reference point acts indirectly

to shape each attendee’s meeting behaviour during

the forward progress of the meeting.

Second, any attendee, including the meeting leader, can refer to such

a representation when orienting the others back to the process.

Orienting interventions using such an external process representation

are different in tone and intent than ones made without it. When an

individual intervenes without such a reference, the person is con-

fronting the other attendees. The intervenor is in effect saying, “I think

that you (or we) are deviating from my understanding of the process

we implicitly agreed to follow”.

By referring to the external process map, the intervenor does not

make a personal confronting statement. Instead, it is a reference to

the process contract shared among the attendees.  Effectively the

intervenor is saying  “I think that you (or we) are deviating from this

process that we explicitly agreed to follow”. 

Finally, such a visible representation of the process acts as a silent

personal orientation device for attendees. They can look at it at any

point in time and re-orient themselves to the process - answering

“Where are we?” and “What do we do next questions?” for them-

selves. 

Tool # 2 - Generally Accepted Rules of Meeting
Behaviour
Many organizations have a poster with some variant of a set of gen-

erally accepted meeting behaviour hanging on their meeting room

walls. These posters act as a silent remember that some types of

behaviour in meetings block the forward progress of any meeting.

Side conversations, ringing cell phones or pagers, leaving the meet-

ing in the middle of a topic dialogue and then coming back at a later

point and re-initiating the dialogue on the topic are obvious examples. 

Generally, these rules cover remind people that meetings work better: 

º if only 1 person talks at a time,

º if the attendees complete the dialogue about 1 topic before

moving to another,

º if attendees stay in the room - by being physically present, and

turning off cell phones and pagers, which pull them out of the

room when they go off. 

When such posters are not present, the meeting

leader can create a flip chart with some similar set continued on 118
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Behaving Effectively in Meetings

1. Only 1 person talks at a time.

2. Only 1 topic is handled as a time. 

If a new topic comes up in a dialogue, it is flagged and put off

until the current topic is finished. 

3. If the purpose of the meeting is to produce consensus or make a

decision that every present must live with ... ...

Every one is present at all times.
When one person leaves, the meeting stops until that person

returns. 

4. Turn off your cell phones and pagers. 

5. Look at your watch at the beginning of breaks. Know when

you are expected back on your watch. 
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of points early in the meeting and mount it on the

wall. Or they may be written on a white board. The

bottom chart on the facing page shows an example created on a flip

chart. 

These rules may be so much part of an organization’s culture around

meetings that this is not necessary to make them explicit in this way.

However, often meetings involve individuals from different organiza-

tion. Or a meeting is likely to require energetic content disputes in

order to reach its objectives. In both these cases, spending a minute

or two listing a set of rules such as these on a flip chart sheet, and

posting it on a wall, brings this orienting tool alive in the meetings.

External representations of the generally acceptable meeting behav-

iour have many of the same advantages of external representations

of process. By being external, intervenors can call upon the fact that

they represent a behaviour contract among the attendees when they

confront individuals who deviate from them. It allows them to be more

impersonal in their confrontations, taking the ‘I am confronting you”

sting out of such communications. They are more like “We agreed to”

messages, that are often more acceptable to individuals. 

Orientation Tool # 3 - The Flag List 
A flag list is simply a list of topics or items that need to be dealt with

in the meeting at some future point in the meeting. When dialoguing

about one topic or decision, attendees often bring up other topics or

ideas that may be useful  or need to be considered later on in the

meeting. In effect, they are deviating from the current topic of discus-

sion. However, creativity does not always happen in structured ways.

Current dialogue can spark useful insight in one or more attendees.

The results may be very helpful in content creation meetings. Such

meetings need a way that allows this to happen, while keeping the

meeting on track until it has finished with the current issue. 

When an attendee makes a contribution that is not related to the cur-

rent topic, an orienting intervention by the meeting leader or another

participant may point out this content deviation. However, if this hap-

pens a few times, such interventions could start to shut the the flow

of creative ideas in the meeting. 

A flag list is a more useful way to manage such off current topic

ideas.  The meeting leader or intervening attendee simply points out

that this idea or issue is not directly relevant to the current dialogue.

However, it may be important to return to it later. The intervenor then

goes to a flip chart or an area of a white board that carries the label

“Flag List”. The name of the individual who raised the idea is record-

ed, along with enough words to allow the atten- continued on 120
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replace with  one or more photographs of a flag list kept on flip chart paper, white

boards etc

The Flag List
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dees to come to this idea or issue at a later point in

the meeting. 

By using a flag list, the meeting leader or attendee making the orient-

ing intervention does two things. First, the person points out the con-

tent deviation. However, by placing the topic and the name of the

person who raised it on the flag list that is visible to all of the atten-

dees, the intervenor is contracting with the individual who raised the

idea and with the other attendees. Flag list behaviour effectively says

the following

1. This topic or issue is out of field at the moment, and will dis-

tract us from completing the dialogue on the current topic.

2. However, it is important to consider what it may contribute at a

later point in our work together.

3. Therefore, I will put it on the flag list and we will come back to

it later to see how it fits into our work together when we have

finished with the current topic.

Two things are important if a flag list are going to work. First, it must

be visible to all of the attendees. Second, the meeting leader and

attendees must use it, and refer back to it from time to see if the

ideas on it are still useful to the forward movement of the meeting. By

doing so, and ticking or crossing off items as they are dealt with, the

flag list being a silent orienting tool. It reminds attendees of things

they must still deal with. It tells them of things that have already dealt

with. Not referring back to in this invalidates the contract and under-

mines the credibility of this orienting tool. 

These visible orienting tools allow meeting attendees to easily make

orienting interventions. This reduces the pressure on the meeting

leader to keep the meeting on track. The behavioural contracts that

were established at the beginning of the meeting are re-inforced by

these visual aids. The meeting leader’s initial orienting interventions

may be all that is required to the orientation needs of a meeting in

the presence of one or more of these tools. 

Disruptive Behaviour in Meetings - Negative
Orientations

I
ndividuals behave disruptively in meetings for many reasons. In

most meetings with well intentioned participants who have shared

objectives and a behavioural contract around process, disruptive

occur mostly because people are distracted by their own internal

thoughts or concerns. They may simply feel pressured by outside

issues, and therefore pay more attention to their

cell phones or pagers than they do to the flow of
continued on 122
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Disruptive Behaviour in Meetings

1. Blocking
Form:

One or more statements, made by an attendee to another individual or to the

whole group. 

Behaviours: 
1. Resist forward movement in the meeting by coming that to issues that other

attendees have dealt with and moved beyond.

2. Block progress on an issue under dialogue by strongly arguing a point of view

for which they is no support from any of the other attendees.

3. Come back to re-open an issue that other attendees consider resolved, when

there is no support for re-discussing it from the other attendees. 

2. Going Out of Field
Form:

Behaviours that clearly signal non-engagement in the current dialogue to the

other attendees in the meeting.

Behaviours: 
1. Withdrawing from a discussion when that clearly impacts on other attendees

2. Day-dreaming, doodling or engaging in other non-verbal behaviour that clearly

signals “I am not engaged here” to the other attendees.

3. Doing some-else (reading documents, writing, ... ... ) in a way that signals non-

engagement to the other attendees.

4. Leaving the room in a way that causes concern about the reasons for the other

attendees.

5. Starting side conversations with individuals, whispering to others.

6. Answering cell phones or responding to pagers.

3. Digressing
Intent: 

One or more statements, made by an attendee to another individual or to the

whole group. 

Behaviours: 
1. Moving off the current subject.

2. Starting up a new topic before the current one is resolved or finished.

3. Leading the current dialogue in a personally relevant direction when a number

of the other attendees indicate verbally on non-verbally that they are not pre-

pared to follow.

4. Turning a personal statement into a speech that progressively moves away from

the current topic in dialogue among the attendees. 
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the meeting. 

Sometimes, people simply get bored in meetings. The current content

dialogue does not engage them. Their thought process is focused on

other events or needs. They may find themselves sitting besides

someone with whom they have other business, and that person also

seems disengaged from the flow of the meeting. 

Under these circumstances, individuals may go out of field. They may

withdraw by doodling, starting a side conversation with a neighbour,

responding to a page or cell phone call, reading other documents or

leaving the room in a way that causes concern for other attendees. 

At times, individuals may have no choice but to respond to outside

events or leave the meeting room despite their best intentions.

Courtesy goes a long way towards making such behaviour less dis-

ruptive. Well intentioned individuals will apologize for the disruptive

effect that they are having on the other attendees. 

If the individual’s presence is essential to the forward movement of

the meeting, the meeting leader may have to call a short recess or

orient the meeting to some other work that the remaining attendees

can do productively while the person is gone. Going ahead in order

to cycle back when the departed individuals returns usually leaves

some lingering sense of slow down or non-accomplishment in the

other attendees. 

As well as going out out of field, individuals may block forward

progress or digress from the current focus of the dialogue in the

meeting. Often such behaviour is addressed by other attendees and

resolved quite quickly. Again good intentions are signalled by cour-

tesy and concern about impact on the others present by both parties. 

However, depending on motivation, a particular individual may

engage in a repetitive pattern of blocking, going out of field or

digressing that is clearly disrupting the meeting. When this behaviour

occurs in situations where the meeting critical success factors of

shared expectations, shared process, appropriate process and coor-

dinated process have been effectively met, meeting leaders have to

make decisions about how to respond. 

An effective direct confrontation of the behaviour requires some

insight into the underlying motivation of the person engaging in such

patterns of behaviour. When this motivation is related to the content,

attendees may understand why the person engaging in these pat-

terns. A decision may simply be unacceptable to one of the partici-

pants. An individual may not be willing to move in the same direction

as the rest of the participants. 

Such content disputes, even difficult ones, are clearly content issues.

They are not process issues. Consequently, the

attendees must deal with and resolve then.

continued from 120
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Rules of Effective Feedback

1. Keep it timely - as close to the behaviour as possible

º after the meeting or during a break 

2. Describe the person’s behaviours

º your interpretations or hunches about the other person’s

motives, intentions, or internal though process are not feedback

- they describe what went on in your head, not what you saw or

heard

º describe what you saw or heard - say 

“ I saw you do .... “  or  “ I heard you say ... “

3. Describe the impact of the person’s behaviour

º on you - your feelings, thoughts and responses 

º on others - describe their behaviour - “I saw X do ....” or “I heard

Y say ... “

4. Keep it specific and to the point

º one or a few things rather than a lot of of behaviours

º do not gunnysack = store up a lot of things and feelings and

drop them all on the other person all at the same time

5. Listen to the other person’s reactions

º listen, then paraphrase and repeat back to ensure that the mes-

sage sent = the message received

º use non-verbal listening affirmations (head nodding, hand

encourages to keep talking etc. ... )

º do not defend, explain or repeat your feedback if it is clear the person

has heard it but is defending or explaining away their behaviour

Remember that feedback is a signal to others
that you value them and their behaviour.

Feedback is a form of commitment to continued interaction with

the other person.

If you do not want to continue to interact with the person, 

do not give feedback.
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Meeting leaders who stay in process may make

mediating and harmonizing interventions in

respond to such patterns. But they do not move into the content

themselves.

When the motivation for such behaviours comes from the internal

dynamics of the individual’s personality, meeting leaders cannot

effectively address them as part of their meeting facilitation responsi-

bilities. Such patterns of behaviour may have no relationship to the

content objectives of the meeting. When meeting leaders do confront

them directly, they move into the realm of professional development

rather than facilitating meetings. 

Meeting leaders who choose to make such confrontations in the

meeting divert themselves from facilitating the content objectives of

the meeting to helping the individual become a more effective work-

place participant. Developing individuals may be part of the meeting

facilitator’s wider role in an organization. But it is not appropriate

business for the meeting. When meeting leaders choose to do this,

they must do in in one-on-one sessions that occur outside of the con-

text of the meeting in which the behaviour occurred. When they do

so, they must remember the rules of effective feedback when they

engage in such dialogue. 

Individuals often need evidence that they do such things in more than

one meeting before they are willing to accept the need for change.

They may only be open to such feedback in the context of a profes-

sional development experience, a 360º feedback session or a per-

formance appraisal based coaching session. Meeting leaders may

choose to provide such feedback after a meeting, through a 360º

process, or through dialogue with the individual’s coach or superior.

All of these are more appropriate venues than in the meeting itself.

The only exception to this may be meetings that are part of profes-

sional development activities that are explicitly focused on improving

an individual’s meeting participant skills. 

Orientation Interventions Require that You Give
Directions
When a meeting leader or attendees makes an orientation interven-

tion they are giving directions to others. Directions must be crystal

clear to be effective. First and foremost, they must be doable. That

means that the people receiving the directions must understand the

following. 

1. What to do.

2. How to do it, if that is not already obvious.

continued from 122
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Concerns to Pay Attention to About When Giving Directions

1. Overheads, flip charts and white boards are good devices for conveying direc-

tions. People can read what they do not hear.

2. Do not let people start on until all parts of the direction have been communicated. 

3. If people have to leave the current meeting room to follow the directions, make

sure to send they have understood what they will be doing before they depart.

4. If you expect people to produce something, a blank version, a pro forma, an out-

line of the result, or a picture of what they need to produce is the best way to get

them correctly focused on the required result.

5. Directions must be richer and more detailed when people in the meeting do not

have experience in what they are being directed to do. If they do have this expe-

rience, they will fill in many of the required components. Focus on the rationale -

why - and the time - when -  in such circumstances. 

Checklist for Composing and Communicating Effective
Directions

1. Do an introduction

state the rationale for the task or activity 

2. Define the task or activity by indicating the steps

make sure that the people understand the sequence and the relationship

of each step to the others

3. Clarify the deliverable or end product

people need to know what they are expected to produce in order to pro-

duce it, especially if they have to work with others to do so

4. Tell the time allowed to do the work

start, low long, finish 

5. Explain what happens afterwards - how the results will be used
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3. When to do it.

4. Where to do it, if that is not obvious.

5. Who will do what when, if different people are going to do dif-

ferent things.

6. Why to do it.

Providing a before and after context goes a long way to dealing with

the why to do it component. In particular, communicating what will

happen after people are through helps them understand why they

should do it. 

Different meeting situations mean that attendees will have different

levels of information about these direction components. In some

meetings, most of this information will already be available to the

attendees. In such circumstances, an orientation intervention can

simply provide what is missing, or re-direct them to what they already

know. 

Individuals making an orientation intervention must decide what com-

ponents of a direction they must communicate in order to be effec-

tive. What happens next will tell them if they are so.

Giving directions that do not contain these components, either

because they are obvious from the previous events in the meeting, or

because they are explicitly communicated, can confuse people. If

they go along with the directions, they will stumble as they move

along. This stumbling discloses which components of the directions

are missing. At this point, one or more of the missing components, is

are filled in. Things start to move forward again. This cycle is repeat-

ed until clarity on all of the missing components is achieved. 

The advantage of relating directions to one of the 3 orientation tools

discussed previously are obvious. By doing so, many of the what,

how, when, where, who and why components are addressed through

reference to information that the attendees already have. This makes

it easier for them to follow these new orienting directions. 

In most meetings, many of the required components may already  be

clear because of the forward progress of the meeting. Or, the meet-

ing is following an existing process recipe that all of the attendees

know be virtue of the fact that they are part of the organization’s cul-

turally transmitted knowledge about meetings.  Orientation directions

can easily refer to this shared know how.  A few words may re-orient

attendees when things go off-track. 

However, orientation interventions often are most needed with neither

of these situations is the case. Clear orienting statements, which

communicate all of the components of effective directions, are essen-
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tial to getting such confused meetings back on track. 

In such circumstances, breaking the directions down into a set of

sequential, related statements works better than trying to deal with all

of the required components in one speech. Rationale could be cov-

ered first. The often components - how, what, when and who, can be

handled in subsequent statements. The verbal and non-verbal

responses of the other attendees will provide information on their

degree of understanding of each. As always, what happens next is

the ultimate standard by which the effectiveness of the orientating

interventions is judged. 

The following meeting fragment provides an example of a meeting

leader delivering instructions part way through a meeting. The team

consists of 5 accountants working on an audit of a large organization.

They meet once a week to do a status check and to deal with any

special issues that they must handle during the week. Normally, they

work in ones and two.  Their firm's automated shared audit process

checklist that they have on their personal computers provides a coor-

dinating framework that makes their weekly meeting straight forward.

This week’s meeting however is complicated by the fact that one of

their team has been in a card accident over the weekend. This per-

son will not be back on the team before they must complete the

audit. They have to integrate a new person with a different set of

skills into the team in order meet their deadlines.

The following individuals are at the meeting which is taking place in a

meeting room in the firm’s office. They are seated at a small square

table.

Sharlene Accounting partner in charge of the audit.

Sharlene reviews the work of all of the others on

the team. She is the meeting leader.

Michel The IT specialist on the audit team.

Sandros The senior accountant on the audit team.

Katherine One of the two junior accountants on the audit

team.

Alica The new junior accountant who is replacing, Don,

the individual who had the accident. 

We are joining the meeting after the initial phase. Sharlene has

explained what happened to Don. Everyone has been re-assured

that Don will be all right. Sharlene is now proceeding to set up the

rest of this meeting .

In order to make the meeting easier to follow, it is presented in a two

page format The left hand page contains the dialogue. The right hand

page contains the analysis of what is happening. 
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Start of meeting fragment

... ... 

(1) Sharlene O.k., much as we are all concerned about Don,

we have got to get back to it. Now, nothing

changes on the deadlines on the audit. So we

are going to have to spend this morning’s meet-

ing figure out how to re-parcel the remaining

work. Alica has joined us. But she has different

skills than Don as you know. So we have to work

through the assignments from now to the end of

the audit and re-structure who does what. That’s

what I want to do this morning.

Any questions?

She looks at each of them.

O.k. here’s how I want to do it. Let’s get out our

PC’s and get to where we are today in the audit

process checklist. I will plug mine into the com-

puter projector. As we work through it, please

make the assignment changes on your PCs so

that we stay coordinated. 

They get out their PC’s. Sharlene plugs hers into a com-

puter projector she has brought with her. She opens to the

relevant page in the audit checklist.

Alright, are we all here?

She points to the projected page and looks around and

checks their non-verbals.

O.k., so what I want to do is go through each of

the remaining tasks left in the audit, one at a

time. 

I want to a couple of different different things

here.

If Don is assigned to the tasks, we ask Alica if

she can handle it. If she says yes, we simply put

in her name. 

If she thinks that she does not have the back-

ground, we see if one of us can help her to it.  If

that will not work, we check to see if one or more

of us has to take it one. 

She pauses and looks around.

Chapter 7: The Orient Process Intervention
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Analysis of Meeting Fragment

(1) Sharlene Re-orients the meeting by communicating the pur-

pose - the why - of the meeting. It is her agenda.

Because of her role as accounting partner on the

team, and the repetitive nature of this work status

meeting, it becomes shared immediately. 

A check to ensure that the meeting expectations

are shared.

There is no response, so implicitly, this becomes

the shared expectation for this meetings.

How directions. The attendee’s non-verbals at the

end of this dialogue signal that they understand

they are to follow on their PCs at least. 

She does a coordination check. So far her direc-

tions have been split into pieces. She checks at

the end of each piece to make sure that she has

been clear. What happens next behaviour tells her

if she has or has not been understood.

Her how or process directions become more com-

plex  at this point. She communciates some if-then

type of directions. She will not really be able to tell

if message sent=message received until they

actually get into the details of the task re-assign-

ment work that they have to do. Often it takes a

pass or do at such activities for them to become

truly clear to the attendees. Watching what hap-

pens next and re-clarifying complex if-them direc-

tions concretely by working through a few instance

is often necessary for everyone in a meeting to

level of understanding of complex directions.

Meeting leaders need to expect to do this type of

concrete progressive cycling and clarification.
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With me so far?

(2) Sandros But Sharlene, our work loads are pretty balanced

from now to the end of the audit. If we start to

move things around, then the work load balance

is going to get all out of wack.

(3) Sharlene I know ... ... that takes me to the other thing we

need to do. Even if Don is not assigned to the

task, we need to look at who is doing it.

Sometimes, I think we can shift some of the work

to Alica. She has skills that Don did not have. For

example, Michel, she has worked on IT audits in

the past. So she can take up some of the work

that you are doing, and free you up to help us

out on other things. Other things like that will

come up. We are just going to have to through

things and adjust as best we can. O.k.?

She looks around.

(4) Katherine

Do you intend to get through everything that left

this morning?

(5) Sharlene Yes, even if that means we have to spend more

time at it than we normally do. I have told folks

that we may be tied up till noon. They kind of

expect it with Don’s accident. So we should have

enough time to get through everything.

Any other questions?

(6) Alica I’ve worked with Don and Michael before.  So I

have some sense of what to expect. But I will

need some time to just get up to speed on where

you are at. How will we handle that in the check-

list?

(7) Sharlene Good point. Let’s create a new task that creates

time for you to sit down with each of us and get

up to speed. Then we can start to go through

each of the remaining tasks one at a time. Here’s

how I will do it ... ... 

She starts to type on her PC and the others watch what

occurs on the screen ... ... 

End of Meeting Fragment

Chapter 7: The Orient Process Intervention
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She makes room for the attendees to respond.

Their responses will provide information on their

degree of understanding and acceptance of the

directions.

(2) Sandros Provides an opinion that indicates he understands

the implication of Sharlene’s directions so fare. 

(3) Sharlene Confirms Sandros’s opinion, and immediately

moves on to provide more instructions. She again

provides rationale -  the why - for this expansion of

her directions. 

She acknowledges that following her directions will

be a adapting experience for this meeting, and

indicates her openness to adjust her directions.

This is contracting around process with this group.

(4) Katherine

Provides content in the form of a question that

points out that Sharlene has not dealt adequately

with the when component of her directions. 

(5) Sharlene Orients them to the when component of her direc-

tions by explicitly communicating how long.

She then asks an open ended question. Because

it is open ended, it could bring about either a con-

tent or a process response.  If she has asked “Any

questions about how we will do this?”, she would

have limited the likely responses to process.

(6) Alica Responds with content. She provides information,

and then moves onto an opinion (I will need some

time ... ). She concludes by asking a process

question (How will we handle ...)?

(7) Sharlene Confirms Alicia’s contribution. Dives into content

(Let’s create a new task ... ... ), but the way she

does so, using the PC and the computer projector

sets the norm that the major process orientation

and coordination interventions from this point on

will be made with reference to what is currently

projected on the wall. This allows her to handle

both process and be involved with the content.

The more she elicits responses from the atten-

dees, the more effective she will be from now now.

Her objective is to get them to adjust their assign-
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ments rather than adjust their work for them. 

Orienting by Working Visually 
In some meetings, attendees use flip charts, white boards, electronic

white boards, black boards or computer projectors to present ideas

and work out solutions or concepts relevant to the meeting objec-

tives. All of these behaviours pace and orient meeting process, since

the attention of attendees is focused on the person doing at the flip

chart or board. When attendees are engaged in such behaviour, they

are immersed in content. They develop ideas and contribute their

creativity through such behaviours. However, the way that they are

immersed in creating this content has an orienting impact on the

other attendees. 

Meeting leaders need to ensure that such activity continues to

engage the other attendees. It is easy for an individual, or a small

sub-group of the attendees to get so involved in these activities that

they lose awareness of their impact on the other attendees. Their

non-verbals may clearly signal that they have lost awareness of the

impact of their behaviour on the other attendees. 

If this kind of excluding sub-grouping occurs in a meeting, the meet-

ing meeting leader may have to intervene. There are a number of

options.

1. Reframing the current dialogue so that it involves all of the

attendees.

2. Checking to see if the detailed development of the idea needs

to be done in the meeting, or if the work on it so far sets a

good basis for moving it into a sub-group that gets together

after this meeting.

3. Placing the issue on the flag list to see if other work involving

all of the attendees can move forward at this point.  Checking

at a future point in the meeting to see if the development of

the ideas still contribute to the achieving the meeting’s objec-

tives. 

4. Breaking the meeting into sub-groups that can work on differ-

ent issues for a defined period of time and then bringing the

participants back together to communicate what they have

achieved to the other sub-groups. 

The first option has the most engaging impact on the attendees.

Each of the other 3 is progressively more complicated, and requires

more facilitation energy from the meeting leader. 
continued on 134
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Visual Content Creation Tools

replace with a photographs of 

1. a person recording at a flip chart in a meeting room with flip charts handing

on the wall, 

2. a person working at an electronic white board 

3. a group working in a room with white boards all around 

4. a person recording on a computer with a projector
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Certain kinds of meeting benefit from have a visible

record of the dialogue among the attendees made

as the meeting progresses. For many years, facilitators have used

flip chart recording as a way for keeping a record of brainstorming

and recording conclusions that reached through dialogue.

Orienting by Recording Visually
Some meetings, particularly meetings that go longer than an hour or

so, or meetings in which the attendees are deeply involved in intense

content creation, can benefit from two other forms of orientation from

meeting leaders or facilitators. 

For many years, facilitators have used flip chart recording as a way

for keeping a record of brainstorming and recording conclusions that

reached through dialogue in meetings that create content. Today,

some facilitators use personal computers and computer projectors to

do the same thing. This requires that facilitators can interpret content

and record it in such a way that their recording is perceived to be

content free by the other attendees. 

Such recorders clearly reformulate the words and the ideas of the

attendees. In the process of doing so they do not inject their own

new ideas or opinions.  The meeting leader who does this must have

considerable skill at on-your-feet editing. It is an advanced orientating

style of facilitation. If may never be used in most working meetings

that last an hour or so. It may be essential to parts of workshops that

last longer or deal with complex and difficult content creation. 

Facilitators who use it need to consistently demonstrate that they are

capable of it. It takes very few incorrect recordings to loose the will-

ingness of meeting participants to go along with it. Any meeting

leader or facilitator who uses the power of the marker (or keyboard)

to present their own content contribution in the guise of recording the

contributions of others quickly loses the willingness of attendees to

participate. 

Individuals who wish to use this orientation style must know that they

are accurate listeners and re-phrasers of others’ words and ideas.

This competency must be developed and demonstrated in one-on-

one meetings before it is used in meetings. In fact, it is a skill that is

essential to effective interviewing and one-on-one dialogue manage-

ment. 

When meeting leaders use this orienting style, they are shifting and

pacing the meeting into a series of one-on-one conversations

between attendee and facilitator, to which the other attendees listen

in. This may discourage active dialogue among the attendees.

Balancing these needs requires judgment and extensive experience

with group facilitation. Group facilitation is a more complex set of

continued from 132
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Recording to Orient A Meeting

replace with a photographs of 

1. a person recording at a flip chart in a meeting room with flip charts handing

on the wall, recording content

4. a person recording on a computer with a projector recording content
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competencies than meeting leadership. They are deeply inter-related.

However, most working individuals may become effective meeting

leaders and may never move onto to needing group facilitation skills. 
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Orienting a Meeting: An Longer Example

I
n the following meeting fragment, several individuals from different

organizations meet to develop an action plan to deal with a com-

mon problem. The attendees are briefly described before the

meeting starts. Once the meeting fragment starts, the right hand fac-

ing page will contain an analysis of what is happening in the meeting

as presented on the left hand page.. 

You can read this meeting fragment in several different ways. 

1. First, you can simply read the dialogues in the meeting frag-

ment, covering over the facing page with a book or piece of

paper. This allows you to apply your own insights to the meet-

ings. 

º You can decide for yourself if each person’s contribution is

process or content. 

º You can go deeper, and indicate what type of content con-

tribution or process intervention is occurring in each per-

sons speech.

º Finally, you can predict what happens next based on what

you have read so far.

Alternatively, you can simply follow along, looking at the facing page

of the meeting transcript to see what is happening. The individuals

contributions are numbered so that you can relate the analysis on the

facing page to the individual speeches.

In order to add a visual element to what is basically a paper tran-

script, descriptions of the speaker’s voice tone and non-verbal behaviour will be

provided in given when they are helpful.

The individuals present at this meeting are listed below.

Jan Shields Jan works for ABC bank in their corporate securi-

ty group.  ABC Bank is a large national bank.

She heads the bank’s fraud investigations. She

called this meeting and is implicitly acting as

meeting leader. 

Madge Jovannie

Madge is an experienced detective inspector in

the regional police force. She is a senior member

of the business and bank fraud squad for that

force.

Bill Gilbert Bill is a young detective constable from City
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Station 14. He has been on the fraud squad

there for 3 months. Before that, he was patrol car

constable. This is his first assignment as a detec-

tive.

Lee Ming Lee is a senior crimes investigator with the

National Banking Association. He gets involved

in criminal and fraud activities that impact more

than one bank at a time. Lee was a detective

with a national police agency before joining the

security group at the NBA several years ago.

Arlene Gratofsky

Arlene is the head for security to Small Bank.

Her job requires her to be a security generalist,

even though her career background is in comput-

er security. She manages all aspects of security

for Small Bank.

Jacque Veronofshe

Jacque works  with a national law enforcement

agency. He is a senior specialist in large interna-

tional criminal organizations. He is attending at

Jan’s request. The others do not really under-

stand why he is attending.

Background to the Meeting

Jan has talked to each of these folks on the phone prior to this meet-

ing. Madge, Bill, Lee and Arlene been involved in the investigation of

a type of cheque cashing fraud that seems to be new in its scale and

organization in their region. Jan, in her regular dialogue with Jacque,

came to the conclusion that the local incidents may be part of some-

thing larger. 

The purpose of the meeting is to exchange information and see if

they can determine just what is going on. They have to decide

whether or not to recommend further action steps to their respective

organizations. 

Jan has arranged for one of the conference rooms at the ABC bank’s

local head office to be available on the Tuesday morning that they

are meeting. They have agreed to meeting for at least an hour start-

ing at 9 AM. Each person has agreed to keep the rest of the morning

free of appointments, should the first hour lead to the need for more

time. Jan has arranged for a coffee service to be on call for mid-

morning just in case. 

Gathering for the Meeting

Each person arrives at the ABC building’s main reception desk. They
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are expected and escorted to the conference room two floors up,

when Jan is waiting to greet them. 

Coffee and refreshments are available. Jan makes introductions as

the folks arrive. Lee, Madge and Arlene already know one another

from past work together. Bill is new, and Jan takes care to chat with

him as the others greet one another and engage in friendly social

and work chat. Jacque arrives last. Jan introduces him to the others.

They are somewhat surprised by his presences.

Jan suggest they grab what they want from the refreshment table and

go into the conference room. It is a typical bank conference room,

with a rectangular conference table and comfortable chairs for 10.

White boards and flip chart paper hang on one wall behind an set of

oak veneer panels. Jan opens the panels and asks folks to sit down.

The arrange themselves around the table (see diagram on facing

page).  The meeting starts. 

Start of Meeting Fragment

(1) Jan Sits down in front of the white board and flip chart

paper - waits for the others to find a place at the table

around her. Jacque sits on one side of her, Arlene sits on a

another. Bill, Madge, and Lee find places on the other side

of the table.

Let me be formal for a moment, and tell you why

I invited Jacque and why he agreed to be here.

When he and I were talking last week Friday

about our situation, he quickly got interested. He

has seen events similar to ours in a number of

other places nationally. He asked if he could try

to come and be part of what we were are doing

this morning. I agreed. By the time, he confirmed

his attendance it was late Monday afternoon, so I

decided to just introduce him this morning. He

will tell you a little more about why he is later in

our meeting

Heads nod.

(2) Bill with energy in his voice

The more the merrier, I guess. 

(3) Jan O.k. lets get started Since I asked each of

you to be here, I will start. A bit of an agenda

first. I want to set the stage by describing the

issue that we are each dealing with, but in doing

so, I will define a problem that is larger than the

way any of us experience it. Then I want to ask

each of you to talk about your experience and

your view of things. I hope that we will get
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Meeting Analysis

(1) Jan

Starts with a coordinating intervention, clarifying

how Jacque got to be here. All of other other ori-

enting work has been done in individual conversa-

tions with the others before the meeting. But

Jacque’s attendance has not been part of these

conversations. She introduced him outside in the

foyer. They know who he is. Now she contracts

with them about explaining why he is in atten-

dance, and postpones some part of that explana-

tion until later in the meeting. She indicates that

Jacque will speak to his attendance, tying him into

the ongoing process for the meeting. 

(2) Bill This is a content contribution. Bill is giving an

opinion. 

(3) Jan Moves on to orienting. She starts by doing

a first outline of the meeting’s structure. She has

established broad expectations that they will meet

for an hour, and then maybe meet some more if

this proves useful. She repeats these expecta-

tions. 

Conference table

do
or White board and flip charts behind oak panel doors

JanJacque Arlene

MadgeBill Lee

small

desk

with

draw-

ers for

sup-

plies phone

fo
y
e

r 
w

it
h

re
fr

e
s
h

m
e

n
ts
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enough information on the table by the end of the

first hour, so that you will see why I am taking

what is happening so seriously.  If you do, I hope

that you will agree to extend our meeting longer,

so that we can start to figure out how to work

together to deal with it. That's rather vague I

know, but I think things will rapidly get clear it

you agree to spend the first hour this way.

Anyone have any problems with this approach?

She takes the time to make eye contact with each person.

It takes a second or two. The non-verbals say every one is

on board. Then she starts again with a lot of energy in her

voice.

O.k., in the last 2 months, I have had one or

more conversations about people fraudulently

depositing checks in our local branches. It has

been happening quite a bit in this region, and I

started to see a pattern that was similar across

the reports that I was seeing from individual local

ABC branches. I called Madge and Arlene. They

were seeing the same pattern. 

She makes eye contact with Madge and Arlene and their

heads nod.

We don’t seem to be dealing with individuals

depositing cheques made out to others. Instead,

some organized group seems to be behind what

we are experiencing. We know now that ABC

branches here are on the hook for several hun-

dred thousand dollars for the last quarter alone

for cheques deposited to accounts where the

payee’s name on the cheque is not the account

holder. That’s a huge explosion of this kind of

fraud. This level is unprecedented in the last 10

years or so of doing business in this region. 

She pauses for a moment and then goes on

There are lots of small cheques involved rather

than a couple of big ones. The amounts range

from hundreds to tens of thousands. And the

cheques have been made out to both individuals

and to businesses. 

She looks at Arlene, and then at Arlene.

Arlene tells me that Small’s losses are even larg-

er. Madge tells me that the number of individuals

reporting cheques stolen and cashed by some-
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She does a non-verbal expectations check with

each of them for this first part of the meeting. They

all agree. So she knows that she can continue

with this structure and does not have to modify it.

She moves onto content, providing information.

The non-verbal eye contact is a coordinating inter-

vention. She ties them to the information that she

has just presented. Their head nods are following

responses.

Jan now delivers an opinion (some organized

group ... ...). She moves back to providing infor-

mation (... ... ABC branches are on the hook ... ...). 

This part of her contribution is all content.

Jan is about to provide information that comes

from Madge and Arlene. By explicitly looking at

them, she once again ia making a non-verbal

coordinating intervention, tying then to the infor-

mation content that she is about to deliver. At the

same time, this is an acknowledgement that the

information is theirs, rather than hers. 
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one else seems to be kind of an epidemic in the

region in the last months. I think that we have a

kind of organized crime problem we have not

seen here before. 

(3) Bill Cutting in as Jan pauses

You seem to be talking about a cheque crime

wave here?

(4) Arlene My boss, the Exec VP of Operations at Small

certainly thinks so. He can’t remember ever see-

ing this many requests for proof of endorsement

from other banks. We checked.  The numbers

have been ramping up steadily for the last

months.

(5) Bill What’s that got to do with it?

(6) Madge and Lee

Their voice mingled together, Madge patiently, Lee some-

what coldly.

MadgeThat’s the form one bank sends another bank when

one of its customers complains that a cheque

they issued seems to have been deposited by

someone other than who they issued it to.

Lee Banks are responsible for making sure that the

person or company depositing or cashing the

cheque is the named on the front of the cheque -

that its been endorsed properly. 

(7) Jan Standing up and opening the panel doors behind

her as she says:

Hold on, lets not get ahead of ourselves here. I

still want to get an agenda that we can work to

up so that we know where we are going in the

next hour. Just give me a moment to get it down

on the white board. 

(8) Jan Jan faces the white board and writes as

she talks

From now till ten, everyone gets a chance to

describe the current situation.

Jacque tells us why he is here.

We decide if we need to go on past ten.

Lets see - timing - its 9:10 now, so if we leave 15

minutes for the dialogue at the end, we have 35
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(3) Bill Bill is making a content statement, by asking for

an opinion from Jan. 

(4) Arlene Provides information (content).

(5) Bill Bill makes a content statement asking for informa-

tion.

(6) Madge and Lee

Madge provides content information, as does Lee.

(7) Jan By standing up and moving to the white

board, Jill takes back control of the meeting. Her

verbal and non-verbal behaviour orient, especially

since she uses the word agenda, a word she used

in earlier on. 

Notice that Jan’s previous content contribution

moved the meeting away from setting the agenda

into an early exchange of content. Meeting leader

behaviour establish norms in meetings. When the

meeting leader goes to content, others will follow

there. 

The contents of the White Board

Now till 10:

1) information exchange, each person talks - 35 minutes

2) dialogue - decide if we need to continue - 15 minutes
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minutes to exchange information. 

She turns back and faces the group.

Is this o.k.? If it is, maybe Arlene can start and

we will go round the table from there, ending up

with Jacque.  Please try to keep the time in mind

as you give us your perspective.

She sits down and turns to Arlene.

(9) Arlene O.k. - a summary.  In the past 4 to 5 months,

Small Bank has experienced a steady increase

in the number of fraudulently deposited cheques

in our branches in this region. Once we started to

twig to what was happening, we set up a small

internal committee to look into it. A summary of

what we found. Both individual and business

payee cheques are involved. The cheques are

always deposited by ABM to either a business or

a personal account that has been set up in one

of our branches. There is always a positive bal-

ance in the account. Withdrawals are made on a

regular basis, and they are always made by

cheque, using cheques which belong to the

account. These accounts are live for 2 to 3

months, and then the activity in them simply

stops. There is always a positive balance of a

few hundred dollars in the account when the

activity stops. The first signs that improperly

endorsed cheques have been deposited to these

accounts tends to lag 60  to 80 business days

behind the first deposits to the accounts. We

have identified over 100 of these types of

accounts in our local branches. That's less than

an account per branch in this region. The total

amounts involved are over 500,000 dollars. We

expect to see between 5000 and 7500 of these

kinds cheques returned to us as improperly

endorsed this quarter alone. That is less than

less than 1/1000 of a percentage of the cheques

that we handle in a quarter, so it is a very small

part of the total deposit taking and cheque clear-

ing that we do. Two things stand out for us. None

of the cheques ever has an endorsement on the

back. They are always deposited using an ABM.  

(10) Jan Turning to Lee

Lee?
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Jan checks to see if people are willing to work this

way. She tends go further to direct the sequence

in which people will talk with an final orientation.

(9) This is all content - providing information.

(10) Jan This small piece of verbal and non-verbal behav-

iour re-inforces the orienting role that Jan is taking

on in this meeting. 

(11) Lee Lee simply provides content information.
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(11) Lee Arlene is describing a pattern that is beginning to

show up through this part of the county. But it is

all hearsay - me talking with security folks in

banks who think something is happening. Its not

till I talked with Jan last week that I got a sense

that some folks here have some actual numbers

and facts. That’s way I am here. 

(12) Jan Nods at Madge ... ...

(13) Madge We think we are seeing the other side of the pat-

tern than Arlene is describing. We have a grow-

ing number of reports of individuals complaining

about cheques that people are expecting not

arriving. When and if they follow up with the peo-

ple who issued the cheque, they here that it has

been deposited. They ask their branch what to

do. The branch tells them to file a police report

about a stolen cheque. Once that is done, the

branch may or may not then go take it further.

We try to stay out of that. There is not much that

we can do. We take the report and its goes into

the computer. The amounts are usually small -

less than a couple of thousand of dollars, so its

not major fraud for us. And we can’t do much.

We need to get our hands on the original

cheque. That means coordinating the people

who were supposed to get it, folks at the branch

where they have their account, the people or the

business that issued the cheque, folks at their

branch. It just takes too much time for us to do

this, given the size of the theft. Most of the folks

coming in to see a police officer simply don’t

understand this whole process and they are just

out to lunch when it comes to helping us do all of

this. 

When and if somebody persists, and we get a

copy of both sides of the cheque, then we need

to get a search warrant issued to get the original

cashed cheque before we can do a thing. That

means getting a judge involved. It just takes too

much time to do all of this given the size of the

theft. But the computers count the number of

times these kinds of complaints are entered into

the police data banks. And the numbers keeping

climbing month by month in this region. But that

together with the phone calls I get from people

like Jan and Arlene wanting to talk about this, I
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(12) Jan Jan continues to orient in a non-obtrusive way.

(13) Madge Madge provides information, and concludes with

an opinion, both content behaviours.
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think that we have a major ring operating here. 

(14) Jan Shifting to face Bill ... ...

Bill?

(15) Bill Well, I am kind of confused. When you called me

Jan, you talked about the fact that our station

has been getting a lot of complaints about mail

theft involving cheques. Now listening to Arlene

and Madge, I am hearing about what sounds like

a major criminal activity. I know that you think

that the two relate. Is that why you asked me to

come? The fact that our station captain has

made this mail theft thing a priority for me is one

of the reasons that I am here. And I have had to

take a few reports from local folks complaining

about how other people have cashed their

cheques which they thought were stolen from

them, but it is all small stuff and we don’t have

enough folks at the station to deal with all of this

stuff because most of it is so small and we don’t

have much chance of getting a conviction and if

we did, the judge at best give a couple of months

because it is all non-violent small stuff. 

(16) Jan I asked you to come Bill, because of all of us,

you are the only one who has had any actual

face to face concrete experience with this. 

Jacque, can you tell us why you are here? How

does this all tie together from your point of view?

(17) Jacque Right. First, anyone unclear about what I do?

He looks around.

(18) Bill Yeah, me ... 

(19) Jacque O.K. I specialize in organized international based

gangs. That means I get involved with any of our

regional or local police forces or enforcement

agencies if there seems to be a signs of some

kind of systematic pattern of crime that involves

a group that is based or located or comes from

outside the country. My job is to collect informa-

tion, organize it into useful patterns and provide

that information back to the local forces in ways

that help them deal with these gangs. Because
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(14) Jan Jan continues to orient.

(15) Bill Bill provides information when seen from his per-

spective, but that information consists of both fact

and opinion. It is a content contribution, which

asks for information from Jan in the middle of it.

(16) Jan First, Jan responds to Bill’s information request, by

providing content information (I asked you ... ...).

Then she orients, by moving to Jacque, and coor-

dinates by indicating what Jacque is going to say

will tie what they have hear so far together. She

can do this because she has had dialogue with

Jacque before the meeting, and she knows what

he is likely to say. 

(17) Jacque Jacque is asking for information, in both his ver-

bals and non-verbals.

(18) Bill Asks for information. Both Bill and Jacque are

working at the content level here. 

(19) Jacque Provides content.
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that is all I have to do, I have the time to get to

be a bit of an expert on these types of groups. 

He stops for a moment and looks at Bill who

nods. He turns to Jan and then lends forward

Now, why I am here ... what you seem to be

experiencing has occurred in a number of other

places in the country. So let me describe what

we found there, without assuming that it is the

same thing here at this point. 

A number of gangs operating out of the Russia,

which seem to have ties to the Russian Mafia in

some way have set up shop here. They do a

number of different things, but in the last year or

so they have come up with this cheque fraud

thing. They are will organized. There is a local

head who is really quite capable - a real busi-

ness type almost. He or she sets up a team.

They have enough cash to get started - take

rooms, live in motels, get cars and all that. They

set up in two team, collectors and depositors.

The depositors begin to open bank accounts, in

both business and individual names. They fake

the business documents and anyway you don’t

need much these days with the large number of

small and independent business professionals.

They do the same for individuals, using fake id

and temporary addresses. They usually start with

a small deposit. 

The collectors start to look for and find local petty

crooks and kids who need cash for drugs. Their

job is to steal the cheques. They get paid by the

cheque they bring in. They teach them to how to

go about it, often following the mail folks on their

deliveries for a day or so on bikes or in cars till

they identify where and when they got through a

mail box quickly with little chance of being

caught. Theses folks collect the cheques from

the mail boxes - they even get the keys they

need to get into apartment building mail slots

because they are not hard to get since the mail

folks have standard ones. They also work the

rural areas by cars. Everyone just has a mail box

at the end of the driveway there. 

Every thing comes into a central collection point.

They sort through them. They match up cheques
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Jacque coordinates, making sure that he can

move on, using non-verbals. He goes back to con-

tent. 
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with accounts - business payees to business

accounts, individual payees to individual

accounts and make sure that two different banks

are involved - one for the payee and one for the

payer and that two different police offices are

involved - one where the theft occurred and one

where the cheque is going to be deposited.

They use ABMs, even though they know that

these things take pictures of the depositors. The

folks doing that stuff are just local hired help.

They know that we will take a long time to put it

all together if we ever do. They then simply take

advantage of time. A bunch of cheques get

deposited. They withdraw the funds a week or so

later, long before we have the time to connect

the theft with the fraudulent deposit.  Basically,

they think we are just waiting to be robbed and

too slow and too fragmented to ever catch up to

them. By the time, we put it together, they have a

couple of million bucks and are on their way.

Nobody every gets arrested, and if they do, it is

the local help, who are back on the street in 3 or

4 months. 

End of Meeting Fragment

Once Jan takes on and stays in the orienting role, she creates a

framework that allows the others to contribute content. Since the

sharing of information so they can decide what to do next is the main

objective of the first hour of this meeting, this framework provides the

attendees with the structure they need to accomplish this objective. 

Jan is most successful at this when she stops doing any content

work herself. There is a clear and understandable separation

between content and process when this happens. That separation is

strengthened by having Jan deal with process - mostly orientation -

only. If she had arranged with either any of others to do the content

work that she does in dialogue 3, she may have been able to intro-

duce this clarity even sooner. As it went, by placing an agenda on the

white board, as simple as it was, and then staying in an orienting

role, she left some of her initial mixing of content and process behind.

This made it easier for the others to work with her simple but highly

structuring orientation interventions. 
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Orientation Interventions in Meetings - Final
Words 
Meeting leaders must orient the attendees in meetings. People need

to know how to work together in order to get things done. In most

organizations, this need is so important that a rich set of meeting

recipes exist in most organizations. People learn these as part of the

process of becoming working members of the organization. As a

result, orientation needs seem to disappear. People bring shared ori-

entation expectations to meetings. They use them without thought.

They are smart habits that they acquire through socialization, coach-

ing, professional development and explicit training. 

This richness has its costs however. It requires an open or implicit

investment in training new organization members. Turnover increases

these costs substantially. New members take time before they

become fully functional members of the organization. 

The richness also has its weakness. Meetings that require ways of

working together that are not covered by these culturally transmitted

recipes tend to be frustrating and ineffective. Difficult content creation

meetings that could benefit from explicit facilitation tend to move for-

ward less efficiently than they could. 

Finally, whenever members of different organizations meet, their

organization’s recipes do not necessarily line up. As well as the con-

tent competition that is a normal part of content creativity, there may

be process competition that gets in the way of forward content move-

ment. 

Every working professional benefits from have know how about run-

ning meetings effectively. The core of this element of meeting leader-

ship is effective orientation - dealing with the why, the who, the when,

the how and the what of meetings. We  can all learn this skill. Then

we have the personal choice, and the resulting freedom, to intervene

more effectively when we see that orientation is required in a particu-

lar meeting. 
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Chapter Eight: 

Building
Momentum
and Positive
Feeling
The Support - Encourage
Process Intervention
Objectives:

1. To clarify the dynamics and requirements of the support - encour-

age process intervention.

2. To provide practical examples of the intervention.
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Teamwork in Meetings Require Positive
Feelings

W
hen individuals gather in task meetings, they must work

together in order to achieve their intended results.

Teamwork requires positive feelings among the attendees.

Statements by meeting attendees that increase the positive feelings

among them increase the sense of teamwork. As positive feeling

increases, the sense of momentum and forward movement in the

meeting tends to increase as well.

Supporting or encourage others is the one of the most effective ways

to increase this positive feeling. Simply put, it means directly com-

menting in a positive way on the process or content contribution of

another. Attendees can support others in both information communi-

cation and content creation meetings. Obviously, there is more oppor-

tunity to do so in meetings which are balanced towards content cre-

ation. 

Individuals often think that they are supporting others when they are

really only making a passing reference to the other person in order to

present their own content. Supporting and encouraging others is

most effective when it is completely focused on other other

attendee’s contribution. 

Two Examples of Simple Supporting
Interventions

T
he following short meeting fragments provide examples of

effective supporting and encouraging behaviours. These meet-

ing fragments are all short enough that they do not require any

context to illustrate the supporting - encouraging intervention in each

one. Each fragment is followed by a short analysis of it.

In the first, some folks are meeting to discuss the fact that their firm

is losing money.

Start of Meeting Fragment One

(1) Benafam O.K., we need to really focus on where we are

losing money. It’s not enough to just know that

we are negative at the overall bottom line level.

We have to get down to the specific products

that are costing us more to get into the market

place than we are making on them, even it that

means challenging some of the beliefs that we

have had for years about products that are

deeply associated with us as a firm.

(2) George Thanks Ben for finally saying what

really needed to be said. continued on 160
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The Support - Encourage Process Behaviour

Form:

An explicit or implicit “I” statement that clearly refers to one or more atten-

dees.

Intent: 

1. Express support for or encouragement of another’s ideas or contributions.

2. Praise another’s contributions.

3. Be warm and accepting of one or more other attendees’ contribution.

4. Invite an attendee to contribute to the meeting’s forward progress on either

the content or process level. 

Key Requirements For Effective Supporting Encouraging Behaviour

1. The statement must clearly identify the other attendee, either by using that

person’s name, or by making another verbal reference or non-verbal gesture

that clearly identifies the person for the other attendees.

2. The behaviour must be congruent. That is, it must really express support for

another’s contribution. It should not simply be a platform for making a per-

sonal contribution. 

3. The behaviour must be empathic. That it, it must be expressed in a manner

that is accepted easily and readily by the attendee being supported and

encouraged. 

What happens next:
1. The other person contributes to the content creation or process management

of the meeting. 
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(3) Milly I agree with you George. Benafam

is right. We need to do this.

End of Meeting Fragment One

George simply praises Benafam’s content opinion, thereby encourag-

ing him. Milly supports George, and then agrees with or follows

Benafam. Following statements provide support in the sense that

they build on an attendee’s contribution. But they are not the same

as simple supporting - encouraging interventions. Milly is adding her

own opinion when she continues on to say “... Benafam is right. We

need to do this.”

In the second example, some parent volunteers from the local

Parents’ Association in a small town are meeting to plan an annual

spring school party and concert.

Start of Meeting Fragment Two

(1) Avril We can’t put on the same kind of school spring

concert and party that we did last year. Last year,

we had money contributed by our small town’s

two largest businesses. We don’t this year. Last

year, we had a volunteer group of over 20 peo-

ple. We have 7 to 8 this year. We have to figure

out how to something that really turns on the kids

without having last year’s resources. 

(2) Betty Right on, Avril.

(3) Ann Can’t we do something about getting some

money?

(4) Avril I am not saying that we should not. We can

approach both business again. But we know that

things are tough for both of them right now. We

shouldn’t count on getting anything in the 3

weeks we have left to get the concert organized.

(4) Betty I am certainly willing to go with you Ann, or any-

one else and ask. But I still think that Avril is right

and we we need to get on with planning without

counting on money from them.

... ...

End of Meeting Fragment Two

In dialogue (2), Betty simply supports Avril. In dialogue (4), Betty  first

coordinates by tying together Ann’s and Arvil’s comments on raising

money. She then extends it by adding content information on being

willing to go with others to ask. Finally, she  once again supports

Avril’s opinion that they must plan the concert without counting on

this money. 

continued from 158
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A More Complex Example of Supporting
Statements

I
n the following meeting fragment, Jannene and Mary, two teachers

are meeting with Chuck’s parent, Jack and Hannah. Chuck is hav-

ing problems with his peers in his Grade Four class. The meeting

dialogue is presented on  the left hand page. The analysis is present-

ed on the right hand facing page.

Start of Meeting Fragment

(1) Jannene Thanks for coming in to meet with us this

evening. We know that it is disruptive to your

schedules to come to the school like this. 

(2) Hannah We concerned about Chuck. We know that he is

having problems.

(3) Jack Just what is the issue?

(4) Mary Well, as you know, I am Chuck’s home room

teacher, and Jannene is our special education

specialist. We are concerned about the way that

Chuck interacts with the others in his class. He is

either totally passive, or inappropriately aggres-

sive. 

(5) Jack Just what does that mean?

(6) Mary Just what I said. Chuck either does not react to

the things that the other kids say to him or do

around him or he responds by verbally or physi-

cally hitting out or pushing back. I can’t predict

which he is going to do at any point in time. It

does not seem to be related to what the other kid

is saying or doing to him at the time. 

(7) Hannah I don’t understand. Can you give me some exam-

ples?

(8) Jannene Mary described it accurately. She came to me

several weeks ago and discussed Chuck. That’s

what I am here for in the school, to provide back-

up to the teachers for things they don’t normally

encounter. 

(10) Mary We created some chances for Jannene to be in

the class as well, around special projects of one

kind or another. I wanted her independent opin-

ion. Most of the time Chuck is so quiet that he is

not a bother to the others in the class. Some of
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(1) Jannene Starts with a supportive statement, thanking them.

(2) Hannah Provides information which starts to set objectives

for the meeting.

(3) Jack Asks for content information, building on Hannah’s

objective setting.

(4) Mary Starts by providing content information. Moves on

to defining a problem that sets the agenda for the

rest of the meeting - Chuck’s behaviour.

(5) Jack Asks for content information.

(6) Mary Provides content information.

(7) Hannah Provides content information, then asks for more

content information.

(8) Jannene Supports Mary, then provides content information. 

(10) Mary Provides content information.
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the kids simply don’t interact much with him any-

more because he is so self focused.

(11) Jannene I got a chance to observe Chuck. Mary is right.

Most of the time, Chuck is very quiet. He

responds when Mary or I address him. His

responses are pretty normal, what you expect

from a kid of his age responding to a teacher.

Around the other kids though, he is very differ-

ent. Just about all of the time, when another kid

addresses him, he ignores them. When he is

reading, he keeps on reading. If he is doing

something else, he just keeps on doing it. It’s like

the other kid does not exist for him. 

(12) Hannah What’s wrong with that? Isn’t he just doing the

things he is supposed to be doing. He’s a quiet

kid at home too. Reads, watches TV, plays by

himself. He is really good that way.

(13) JanneneIf he was just this way, it might be o.k. Although

we expect the kids to socialize with one another.

But that’s only one side to his behaviour. Every

once in a while, when another kid talks to him,

he just seems to explode. The other day, Jim,

one of the other kids in the class, asked him for

a tool that all the kids in the class were sharing. I

heard what Jim said. It seemed to be a pretty

reasonable request. Chuck was not using it, and

seemed to be finished with it. But he just looked

up at Jim, stood up, pushed Jim down on the

ground, told him to  “Fuck off” and stood glaring

down at him. By the time, I got over from the

other side of the room, Chuck had sat back down

and it was like nothing had happened. He simply

picked up what he had been doing right where

he left off. I asked why he had pushed Jim. He

seemed surprised that he had done it. It was like

he just did not know he had just pushed Jim

down on the ground. He seemed genuinely con-

fused by my question.

(14) Jack So the other kid - Jim - interrupted him. No won-

der Chuck reacted.

(15) Mary No, that’s not what Jannene described. Kids

interrupt each other all the time. Its perfectly nor-

mal. You and I deal with interruptions all the time

without responding physically. Chuck over react-

ed. Jannene provided an example of a pattern.
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(11) Jannene Provides information, supports Mary (... Mary is

right... ) and then continues to provide more infor-

mation.

12) Hannah Provides an opinion in the form of a question, then

provides information.

(13) JanneneProvides an opinion, then provides information.

(14) Jack Provides an opinion.

(15) Mary Supports Jannene by disagreeing with Jack’s

opinion - his view of Chuck’s behaviour, then pro-

vides an opinion (Kids interpret ... ... ). Continues

to provide opinions (It’s the pattern and so on ... ) 
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We are concerned about Chuck’s unpredictability.

Most of the time he just withdraws into what he is

doing when other kids interact with him. Then

everyone once in a while you get this over reac-

tion. When I ask him about it, its like is doesn’t

know what he just did. So its hard to deal with.

There is no guilt or acknowledgement that he did

something inappropriate. He just does not seem

to know what he just did. That’s why I called in

Jannene in the first place. 

(16) Hannah So you are saying that Chuck has got a behav-

iour pattern that concerns you both right?

(17) Mary Yes. 

(18) Jack I still don’t get it.

(19) Hannah Jack, we have talked in the past about some-

thing similar in Chuck’s behaviour to what they

are describing. Its just gone away recently

because Chuck spends all of his time at home by

himself, or doing things with you or me. He does

not spend any time with other kids anymore.

Sure, it is great for us, because he is so capable

of keeping himself occupied. But he used to get

into trouble with other kids every once and while.

We have just gone along with him doing things

by himself all of the time. As a result, we have

not had to deal with this stuff lately. 

.... ....

End of Meeting Fragment

The supporting statements in this meeting are part and parcel of the

normal statements that individuals are making. However, they are still

clear. Names are used to directly refer to the individual being sup-

ported. 

Non-verbals can do the same thing. In all cases, it must be clear to

the other meeting participants in order for the supportive impact of

such interventions to take effect. 

Individual Participation Patterns in Meetings

I
n order to support someone else in a meeting, they must have

made a contribution. Other attendees can then refer to their state-

ments and provide positive support. 

Some attendees have quiet participation pattern in meetings. This

may be because of the way that they process continued on 168
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and information in a typical mixed way.

(16) Hannah Asks for an opinion - a conclusion.

(17) Mary Provides an opinion.

(18) Jack Provides information.

(19) Hannah Provides information. Notice that she does not

directly refer to either Mary or Jannene. So

although she is being to align with their view of

Chuck’s situation, she does not make a supporting

intervention at this point. 
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information. The WCI Development Styles™ instru-

ment (See Appendix 4) makes it clear that individu-

als have different professional development styles. These styles are

related to the way that individuals process information and learn new

things in meetings. Conceptual Reflectives and Practical Reflectives

often process information internally. As a result, they may seem to

less active in a meeting than Conceptual Actives or Practical Actives. 

However, just because an individual processes information internally

does not mean that that person is not actively involved in the meet-

ing. Often, they are expending as much energy as a vocally active

participant. They simply expend it differently, internally rather than

externally. 

Participants may not participate actively in a meeting, or some part of

a meeting for other reasons. 

1. An individual simply may have nothing useful to contribute to

the content currently being worked on in the meeting. This

may be because the individual does not have useful expertise,

experience or ideas in the current area of concern. Many

working individuals are perfectly content to be quieter atten-

dees when this is the case. When the content shifts to an area

where they can make a contribution, they do so.

2. Individuals may judge that their organizational role, relative to

the organizational role of other attendees, makes its inappro-

priate to participate in some parts of a meeting. For instance, a

decision may need to be made by individuals of a certain rank

in an organization. Some attendees may not have this stand-

ing. 

Often these dynamics shift from content topic to content topic

in a meeting. Individual participation patterns may shift in

response to these topic changes. 

3. Individuals may feel that their contributions will bring them into

content conflict with one or more of the other attendees. Some

people naturally avoid such interpersonal interaction. They are

not comfortable with confrontation and strong differences of

opinion, even when it stays on the content level (as opposed

to being personal).  Intellectually, they may know that content

conflict is often the key to content creativity. However, they

may not be personally comfortable with engaging in energetic

dialogue with others that explore such differences. 

4. Individuals may feel that their ability to articulate their ideas

and thoughts is not sufficiently fluent to allow them to get their

continued from 166
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contributions across to the other attendees effectively. This is

often a dynamic for individuals who are not working in their pri-

mary language. 

5. Individuals may feel that they have made an effort to make

contributions to a meeting, but for whatever reason that these

contributions have not been valued or proved useful to the

attendees. Some people need positive reinforcement in order

to continue to feel good about making contributions. 

6. Some individuals are truly low key people. Some introverts get

mostof their useful work done by internal reflection. They may

be deeply involved in the meeting dynamics and content with-

out ever being consciously aware that they are contributing

less in a verbal way than other attendees. 

Any or all of these may be the case in a particular meeting for a par-

ticular attendee. 

Making Appropriate Encourage Interventions

E
ncouraging interventions are invitations to contribute

addressed to low participation attendees. When done ineffec-

tively, they may put pressure on an individual that increases a

person’s reluctance to participate. When done appropriately, they

may create an opportunity for a quiet attendee to contribute in a way

that is highly valued by the other attendees. What happens next, as

always, is the best way to evaluate the effectiveness of encouraging

interventions. 

As invitations, encouraging interventions must be directed to a specif-

ic individual or group of individuals. The persons to who the invitation

is addressed must clearly comprehend that it is addressed to them.

Wide open encouragements to whole meeting are often experienced

as motherhood or unfocused messages by meeting attendees. 

As invitations, encouraging interventions must be appropriate to both

the nature of the current situation of the meeting, and the nature of

the person to whom they are addressed. Encouragers must demon-

strate skill in balancing both. This skill has both cognitive and behav-

ioural elements. 

The encourager must pick those issues for which an encouragement

to participate is appropriate for a particular attendee. Encouraging a

subordinate to participate in a vigourous content debate between two

or more attendees who hold a superior role in an organization is not

an appropriate invitation. It is more likely to discourage than encour-

age most subordinates. The inviting attendee must demonstrate this

kind of awareness in picking the issue or the point of the dialogue at

which the invitation to contribute is made.
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At the same time, the language and non-verbals used to invite the

attendee to particpate must demonstate some level of rapport with

the invitee. An individual whose non-verbals indicate that they want to

get into a dialogue may respond effectively to a single word - the per-

son’s name - spoken in an inviting manner that creates room in the

meeting. Another person may need a rationale for the invitation. 

Consider the following example. 

“Don, I know for our previous conversations that

you have useful ideas on this topic. I hope that

you will add some of them to our dialogue.” 

This provides a rationale for the invitation to Don. Empathy, observa-

tion of the individual’s non-verbals and understanding of the indivdi-

ual are very much part of effective encouragement to contribute.

Encourage interventions must be true invitations. In order to be effec-

tive, they cannot be the foundation for the encourager’s own content

or process contribution. An appeal for an alliance or for content

agreement is not an encouragement. It is asking for a content contri-

bution in the form or an opinion. Encourage interventions are content

free. 

Encourage interventions must be effectively timed. They must

encourage an individual to participate when a useful contribution has

a high likelihood of having an impact. Asking someone to contribute

on an issue that has already been closed in a meeting may set them

up for less than positive regard by the other attendees. 

Encourage invitations can come from any meeting attendee, includ-

ing the meeting leader. Who they come from makes a difference

however. The role of and the position in the organization’s hierarchy

of the inviter will have an impact on how the invitation to participate

may be experienced by the invitee. The role of the inviter in the meet-

ing, and the regard of the other attendees for the inviter, will also

have an impact on how the invitation to contribute is experienced by

the invitee.

Finally, like all invitations, an encouragement to participate may be

refused. Repeating the invitation after it has been declined amounts

pressure to participate. By repeating the invitation when it is refused,

the inviter starts to apply pressure to the individual to participate,

rather than inviting the person to do so.  

Each of the following are encouraging interventions directed at a par-

ticular person. The examples progress from the simple encourage

questions, to soft encouraging statements intended to give the other

person a great deal of support.  In each case, the intevention is an

invitation to contribute. The last example frames it as a personal invi-

tation between two individuals, rather than as an invitation to con-

tribute to the meeting in general. 
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Example 1:

(1) Mary Looking directly and encouragingly at Bill

Bill ... ... 

Example 2:

(1) Mary Bill, do you have anything to add?

Example 3:

(1) Mary Bill, you have a lot of knowledge in this area. To

you have anything to add to our dialogue?

Example 4:

(1) Mary Bill, I notice that you are following our dialogue

carefully.  What are our thoughts?

Example 5:

(1) Mary Bill, you appear to me to be involved in this topic.

I would very much like to hear your thoughts and

ideas. 

In each case, Bill has the ability to contribute or deflect the invitation.

The most effective intervention is of course the one that gets Bill to

contribute. It depends on the circumstances of the meeting and the of

Bill’s involvement in it. As always, effectivess is judged by what hap-

pens next - how Bill responds. 
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Chapter Nine:  

Building on
Other
Attendees
The Follow Process
Intervention
Objectives:

1. To clarify the dynamics and requirements of the follow process

intervention.

2. To provide practical examples of the intervention.
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Content Progress Requires Following Behaviour

I
n pure information communication meetings, individuals receive

information that others consider important. They have little choice

but to follow the content flow of the meeting. 

In content creation meeting, individuals create the content they con-

sider important. Forward movement on the content objective is the

goal of the meeting. Individuals contribute content in order to make

this happen. Their individual contributions blend to create new con-

tent that did not exist for them before they started their mutual work

in the meeting. 

With a reasonable degree of idea coordination, appropriate mediation

or harmonization during conflict, solid  person to person supporting,

effective encouraging of reticent attendees, and an effective orienta-

tion to an appropriate meeting plan or recipe, forward progress on

content seems inevitable. However, forward movement on content

requires that new content, or new perspectives on existing content,

be created out of the individual contributions of the attendees. 

Blending individual content contributions in ways that create new

meaning requires that some individuals follow the ideas of others.

Content conflict and alignment dynamically shape individual content

contributions into new forms. Content conflict is necessary to test

ideas, identify the most useful ones, and eliminate the less productive

one. Content alignment is essential to shaping content that moves

beyond the limits of an individual’s contribution. The interaction of

conflict and alignment is unique to each meeting, being affected by

both the interpersonal dynamics among the attendees and the nature

of the content objective. However, without following behaviour, meet-

ings disintegrate into a sequential series of individual statements.

Sometimes attendees simply align with the ideas of others at a meet-

ing. What they say makes sense to the hearers. They take on these

idea as they were communicated.  The attendees move forward with

them as they are in their thinking and dialogue with the others in the

meeting. 

But often attendees find that the ideas of others spark off useful new

thoughts. They contribute these insights to the dialogue in the meet-

ing. Often the attendees are not clear on the boundary between the

contribution of the other person, and the ideas that it has inspired in

them. 

continued on 176
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The Follow Process Behaviour

Form:

An explicit or implicit “I” statement that clearly refers to one or more attendees.

Intent: 

1. Go along with one or more attendee’s suggestions, without contributing any

personal content. 

2. Accept the ideas of another, especially when this indicates a change from a

previous personal statement.

Key Requirements For Effective Supporting Encouraging Behaviour

1. The individual congruently follows the ideas, opinions or facts that have been

previously expressed by one or more other attendees. The person does not

add new personal content in the following statement.

2. The statement makes it who is being followed and what part of their previous

contributions are being followed. 

What happens next:

1. The other attendees take the alignment of these individuals into account in

their own continuing contributions. 
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Sometimes an individual will express an opinion or

idea in a content creation meeting that seems to

have no impact whatsoever at the time at which it is expressed. The

dialogue continues as if the person had never said what was said.

Some time later, the same idea or opinion re-surfaces in the state-

ments of one or more of the other attendees. Often it is blended into

other ideas that they contribute. It is as if the idea has gone under-

ground in the meeting, only to re-surface at a later point when it is

useful. This time, others latch onto the idea and blend it into the for-

ward content movement of the meeting. It has made a contribution to

the content that is being created. 

As a result of these dynamics, much following behaviour in meetings

is implicit. It simply happens in the exchanges that occur among the

attendees. Ideas, opinions, and facts blend and lead to new ideas,

facts and opinions. The meeting makes forward progress on the con-

tent objectives.

Paying attention to what happens next is the only way to track this

blending. Listening to and tracking the flow of ideas, opinions and

facts for the purpose of tracing the way in which the blending occurs

discloses the implicit following behaviours in which the meeting atten-

dees engage.

Meeting attendees with shared content objectives in a content cre-

ation meeting may reach their goals without ever explicitly acknowl-

edging the following behaviour that occurs as they work on content.

However, explicit following process contributions increase the sense

of teamwork in a meeting through increasing the positive feeling

among the attendees. 

Process interventions that make explicit the implicit following behav-

iour make a positive contribution to the meeting. They have particu-

larly impact in difficult content creation meetings with lots of content

conflict. Attendees participate in the dialogue and change their per-

spectives as a result of such conflict. Acknowledging this in following

interventions provides an explicit comment on the forward movement

of these content dynamics.

Having useful ideas credited to the originator does matter in meet-

ings. People appreciate having their contributions explicitly valued. It

increases the overall positive feeling among the attendees. It signals

that content conflict is a useful way to proceed. It distinguishes con-

tent conflict from interpersonal conflict. Its values the contributions to

content progress that content conflict and content alignment can

make.  It motivates individuals to contribute to and to work through

difficult dialogues during the content creation process. It creates

greater forward momentum for the attendees. 

continued from 174
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Chapter 9: The Follow Process Intervention

An explicit following process intervention does exactly this. An

attendee clearly and explicitly identifies the impact of an idea, opin-

ion, or fact contributed by another attendees, and indicates a willing-

ness to follow along with and  move forward with it. As a result, fol-

lowing process interventions both move the content of the meeting

forward and increase the positive feeling among the attendees at the

same time.

The Requirements for Effective Following
Interventions

F
irst and foremost, attendees must be aware that the contribu-

tion of another individual has had an impact on them. People

operate in different ways in meetings. Some individuals find

that the best way to clarify their thoughts and ideas is through active

dialogue with other participants. Other individuals prefer to actively

reflect on what they are hearing internally. In both cases, individuals

may be so involved in their own thought or dialogue processes that

they lose awareness of how they are blending the contributions of

others into their thoughts or statements. This may make it harder to

make following interventions that explicitly recognize those impacts. 

Developing the what happens next smart habit increases an individ-

ual’s awareness of how they are reacting to the contributions of oth-

ers. By learning to identify how others use the contributions of other

attendees in their contributions to content progress in meetings, we

increase our own awareness of how we do the same. 

Secondly, attendees must be able to separate the idea or contribution

made by the other person from their own advancement of it or build-

ing on it. If attendees are so engaged in their own thinking or dia-

logue process, that they are not aware of this separation, they cannot

make a statement that clearly acknowledges following the contribu-

tion of the other person. 

Thirdly, attendees must be able to acknowledge the person who are

following to in a way that clearly identifies that person to the other

meeting attendees. This requires that the follower can name the per-

son verbally, or transmit a non-verbal message that is clearly identi-

fies the original contributor from the point of view of the other atten-

dees.

Finally, attendees must be able to clearly articulate what they are fol-

lowing. In content creation meetings, people do not just following the

other person blindly. They are working together to move the content

forward to wards achieving the objective of the meeting. The person

being followed may have expressed more than one idea. Attendees
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may want to indicate that they are aligning with all of their contribu-

tion, or only a part. The ability to paraphrase the statements of others

accurately is key to identifying what is being followed to the other

attendees.

Following interventions are not just supporting statements. They are

interventions that indicate alignment with another person’s content. At

times, following interventions indicate a change of mind on the part of

the intervenor. The following individuals may communicate that they

are moving beyond a previous idea or opinion difference with the per-

son being followed. This change has to do with content movement.

Following statements do not indicate alliance in the political sense of

the word. Following a person’s idea or opinion at a point in time in

the meeting does not mean that the following individual will automati-

cally follow this person again in the future of the meeting. 

Following Statements as Platforms for Personal
Content Contribution

I
n making a following intervention, attendees acknowledge that

another person’s content contribution has has a useful impact on

them. Often, attendees want to communicate this impact that per-

son’s contribution sparked inspired ideas that the following person

wants to contribute to the dialogue. 

A pure following intervention does not contain new personal content.

It may paraphrase the content contribution of the person being fol-

lowed.  But to remain a following statement, it does not move beyond

this content. 

However, meeting attendees seldom make such pure statements in

meetings. Their statements may contain a number of content and

process contributions. By and large, they are complex rather than

simple.

In fact, meeting attendees often make a following statement, and

immediately follow it with a content contribution statement that con-

tains the ideas that were inspired by the impact of the other person’s

ideas. In this sense, following statements are often a platform for per-

sonal content contribution. 

The shape and clarity of the statements made by the following indi-

vidual become the key to successfully doing this. Clearly separation

of the following intervention from the personal content contribution is

essential. Splitting the two into two sequential statements often

achieves this clarity.

Following Interventions - An Example
The subsequent meeting fragment provides examples of implicit and
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The Impact of Following Interventions in Meetings

1. The implicit content following that is necessary in all content creation meetings

becomes explicit. Everyone becomes aware of the forward movement of ideas at

the same time. This helps pace the meeting and increase its forward momentum.

2. The person being followed feels valued for part of their content contribution to the

meeting. This increases the positive feeling in the meeting, and its sense of for-

ward momentum.

3. The blending of facts, ideas and opinions that are the creative process in content

creation meetings becomes explicit. All the meeting attendees become aware of

it.

4. Resolution of differences in opinions and ideas is openly acknowledged.

Attendees see that content conflict and conflict alignment are both part of the

dynamics needed for the attendees to creatively achieve their shared meeting

objectives. 

Making Effective Following Interventions
In order to make an effective following intervention, you must:

1. Be aware that what someone else at the meeting has said something that

has had an impact on you.

2. Be able to separate what they said from our own development of what they

said.

3. Clearly identify the person whose’s idea, opinion or fact you are following to

the other people at the meeting.

4. Be able to clearly state or paraphrase the idea, opinion or fact your are fol-

lowing to the other attendees. 

If you can do this, you must communicate your following intervention in a way that

clearly separates it out from any content contribution that you want to make by:

1. Making the following intervention first, and then adding your own content

contribution in a separate later statement.

2. Or using language that clearly communicates the separation.
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explicit following behaviour. The fragment is presented on the left

hand pages. An analysis of each person’s statements is shown on

the facing right hand page. 

The meeting brings together a group of trades folk working on a

garage repair project for Sandros, the client. The brick walls of the

garage are cracked because the below ground foundation is shifting

and breaking. The garage is attached to the main house, and shares

its roof. The project involves:

a. building a crib to hold up the garage roof,

b. cutting the existing garage concrete floor around the edges

about 3 feet from the wall,

c. removing the existing manual doors, windows, automatic

doors, electrical switches and outlets,

d. tearing down the existing cracked exterior brick walls and

removing the existing internal wooden framing and sheath-

ing,

e. breaking out the concrete floor edges at the saw line,

f. excavating around the existing side and front foundation

on both the inside and the outside of the foundation walls, 

g. removing the existing (broken) concrete poured foundation

walls,

h. replacing these walls with newly laid concrete block walls,

i. backfilling around the foundation walls by placing stone

gravel on the inside and compacted sand on the outside,

j. replacing the wooden garage framing and wall sheathing,

removing the crib, and reinstalling all of the doors, windows

and electrical fixtures,

k. replacing the external walls with new brick walls,

l. repouring the concrete floor edges, and connecting them to

the remaining concrete floor

m. redoing the damaged landscaping and cleaning up the con-

struction debris.

Based on his consultation with each of the sub-trades involved, the

RAy, the general contractor, told Sandros, the client, that the job

would take at least 2 but no more than 4 weeks. The work is now in

week 9. Sandros has finally expressed his impatience to Ray. Ray

has arranged this meeting as a result of his conversation.

Each of the attendees and their role on the project is listed below.

1. Ray is the General Contractor. He bid the job to the client,

Sandros. In order to prepare the bid, he asked each of the

independent trade folk to estimate their costs and time. His

overall time estimates were based on theirs. 

Since each of the other trade folks work as an independent,
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Ray functions more as their “conductor” than he does as their

boss on the job. 

2. Pedro is the mason. He is doing all the concrete pouring and

brickwork

3. Vinet is the excavator and back hoe man. He is doing all of the

excavation and back fill work.

4. Monica is the carpenter. She is doing all of the framing and

other wood related work.

5. Hans is the electrician. He is doing all of the electrical wiring

work.

6. Chris is the automatic door installer. She handles all of the

work on the automatic garage doors.

7. Vim is the general labourer and handyman. He is the only per-

son who actually works for Ray. He is doing the landscape

restore and general cleanup that is part of the contract. 

Ray ‘s conversation with Sandros occurred on Friday morning. As a

result, he called each of these folks over the weekend and arranged

a breakfast meeting at a local greasy spoon where they often have

before going on site. It is the following Monday at about 7:30. They

are all here now, and have coffee and breakfast. As usual,  During

they engage in the normal chit chat that happens at greasy spoons in

the mornings with trade folks get together.  When they are all into

their second cup of coffee, Ray starts the working part of their meet-

ing. The dialogue from this point on starts at the top of the next page. 

Notes:
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Start of Meeting Fragment

(1) Ray I figured this would be a good place to get

together since most of us have breakfast here

most mornings. Thanks for coming. 

(2) Pedro What’s up Ray?

(3) Ray Well, I was talking to Sandros, the client on

Friday morning. He’s pretty upset. We were sup-

posed to be finished 5 weeks ago, and we are

not really close to end of job yet.

(4) Hans Things started pretty good. We all just followed

one another on the tear down. What happened?

(5) Ray Well, the weather got wet for about a week. Then

some of us got stuck on other jobs longer than

we thought. Things just slowed down. You know

how it is in the summer when we have more than

one job going. But what happened is not really

the issue. Sandros just wants us to finish. He is

not into blame. He understands things go off a

bit. But he really wants us to get it done now. We

need reschedule what’s left and stick to it.

(6) Chris Why did the garage have to be redone anyway?

(7) Vinet When they built the house they just put poured

outside walls, not a full foundation under the

garage. Saved some money that way. Then they

backfilled with the earth they dug out. The clay

and silt we’ve got around here tends to cement

itself to concrete when it freezes. If it freezes on

both sides, it moves at different paces and just

tears the concrete apart. On a full foundation, its

does not freeze on that  way. The warmth on

inside keeps the earth from freezing to the wall

So it does not get to cause this kind of damage.

When you have dirt on both sides, its a different

story. Once the foundation starts to move, the

brick walls sitting on them move. That’s why it

showed up as cracks in the brick walls. When I

dug the foundation walls up, they were  just

breaking in pieces, with huge cracks from top to

bottom. The real cold of the last 2 winters just

tore them apart. You keep this from happening

by back filling with stone gravel on the inside of

the walls and compacted sand on the outside.

That way nothing adheres to the foundation

walls. That's why we are doing it this way. 
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(1) Ray Starts off with information and a supporting thanks.

(2) Pedro Asks for content information. Also really asking for

a meeting agenda. No shared expectations estab-

lished yet.

(3) Ray Provides content information. 

(4) Hans Implicitly follows Ray. Provides content informa-

tion. Asks for content information.

(5) Ray Provides content information at first. Ends by pro-

viding a reason for the meeting - rescheduling the

work. 

(6) Chris Goes out of field in asking for content information

not directly relevant to Ray’s agenda.

(7) Vinet Implicitly follows Chris and provides content infor-

mation.
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(8) Monica Anyway. So Ray, you want to work out a new

schedule for finishing up so you can give

Sandros a firm end of job date, right.

(9) Ray That’s right, Monica. He is not really concerned

with what happened in the last weeks. He just

wants it done and finished.

(10) Hans So do I. I thought this would be over by now,

Ray. I have got to fit what left for me on this job

into the other stuff that I am doing now. Where

are we on this job anyway?

(11) Pedro Well, the block foundations are in and Vinet has

finished the back fills.  That means all of the

rebuild stuff still has to be done.

(12) Monica So I can start on the new framing and removing

the crib? Sheathing comes next. I can put the

regular doors and windows back as I put the

sheathing back. I’ll need Vim to help with all that.

(13) Ray Yes, how long will that take - a day or so?

(14) Monica 2 days. No more than that. What starts next?

(15) Hans Well, I get in and replace the electrical wires as

soon as the framing is in. But I won’t be able to

put all the fixtures back in till the brick work is

done. But's it’s just a couple of hours in both

cases.

(16) Chris I can’t get to the garage doors till Monica has fin-

ished with the garage door frames and supports.

Maybe she can do that as soon as the crib is

gone. That way I can overlap some of the

sheathing work. 

(17) Ray Pedro, what about the exterior brick walls? 

(18) Pedro Well, that is at least 4 to 5 days work. I can start

as soon the sheathing is back in place. But I am

tied up on two other jobs. So I don’t know when I

can do it in the next 2 weeks. 

(19) Ray Well, that’s a problem Pedro. If you can’t get to it,

it will take us into 12 week plus to finish a 4 week

job. Sandros will really get pissed if I tell him

that.

(20) Pedro Well, I piss off my other clients if I don’t keep to

their schedule. I don’t have much choice.

(21) Vinet Come on Pedro. You are part of the reason that
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(8) Monica Orients back to Ray’s agenda. In this orienting

intervention, she explicitly follows Ray - she

names him.

(9) Ray Explicitly follows Monica. Continues on to provides

content information.

(10) Hans Starts by implicitly following and supporting Ray.

Provides content information, and then asks for

content information.

(11) Pedro Implicitly follows Hans. Provides content informa-

tion, and then an opinion ( ... all of the rebuild ...).

(12) Monica Implicitly follows Pedro by providing content infor-

mation in the form of a question. Moves on with

more content information.

(13) Ray Implicitly follows Monica by asking for content

information.

(14) Monica Implicitly follows Ray in responding with content

information.

(15) Hans Implicitly follows by providing more content infor-

mation.

(16) Chris Implicitly follows by providing more content infor-

mation.

(17) Ray Asks for content information. 

(18) Pedro Responds with content information, implicitly fol-

lowing.

(19) Ray Provides a content opinion, implicitly following

Pedro.

(20) Pedro Provides a content opinion, implicitly following

Ray.
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we are so late in the first place. I know the wet

weather kept you from laying the foundation

blocks for a week. But once you started it took 3

weeks instead of the 3 to 4 days days you said.

You were working more than 1 job then too. I had

to adjust to that and work around you on the

other projects I was on.

(22) Pedro I can’t control the weather, man.

(23) Monica Let’s not go there - Pedro, Vinet. We are sched-

uling what’s left, not hassling through what hap-

pened so far.

(24) Ray Monica’s right. We need to get clear on getting to

end of job. I need to tell Sandros when we are

doing what and then we have to stick to it. And it

can’t take weeks. Sounds like there is only 2

weeks of work left really.

(25) Pedro How you figure that?

(26) Vinet Well, 3 days at most to get the framing and

sheathing and stuff in place. Once that done,

Hans can do his half day starting the electrical

stuff. Chris can put back the garage doors - they

can work at the same time. Pedro can start the

exterior brick work - if he takes 4 days, then we

are up at 7 days. 3 days to finish up and do the

landscape stuff.

(27) Ray That’s the way I see it, Vinet. What about the rest

of you?

(28) Chris I can work to that.

(29) Hans Me too.

(30) Monica Me three. And Vim does not have much choice.,

do you? Vinet is pretty well finished. So that puts

the blocks to you Pedro.

(31) Ray What about it Pedro? Can you put off some of

the other stuff you got and just go all out on this

when it fits in. It will really make a difference.

(32) Pedro Sure, why not? We have really slowed down on

this job and I am just starting the others. They

will put up with some slowdown.

(33) Ray O.K I talk to Sandros and make sure you know

when you need to be on site in the next 2 weeks.

They all nod. The conversation shifts back to sports and other things.
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(21) Vinet Provides a content opinion, implicitly following

Pedro. then moves on to content information. In

doing so, he confronts Pedro, and moves the

meeting into a new direction - talking about what

caused the delay in the past.

(22) Pedro Implicitly follows Vinet.

(23) Monica Explicitly follows Pedro and Vinet in order to re-ori-

ent the meeting back to the agenda. She follows

them in order to make a process contribution. 

(24) Ray Supports Monica (and in doing so implicitly follows

her). Then moves on to orient by re-stating the

agenda ( ... tell Sandros ...) and then provides a

content opinion (... only 2 weeks ...).

(25) Pedro Asks for a content opinion.

(26) Vinet Implicitly follows, by making a coordinating inter-

vention that summarizes some of what has been

said. By paraphrasing, sequencing and adding up

the days, he places much of the content of the

previous dialogues into a coherent summary form.

There is considerable cognitive work behind such

an intervention. There is no new content here, but

the content of the others has been re-arranged to

create meaning.

(27) Ray Explicitly supports Vinet (he names him) and

therefore implicitly follows him. Orients by asking

the others to comment.

(28) Chris Implicitly follows. 

(29) Hans Implicitly follows. 

(30) Monica Starts by implicitly following. Moves on to provide

an opinion (Vinet is ...). Then confronts Pedro. 

(31) Ray Mediates by asking a question. Turns Monica’s

confrontation into a soft form.

(32) Pedro Implicitly follows by responding with content opin-

ions. 

(33) Ray Concludes with content information.
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End of Meeting Fragment

Individuals follow one another naturally as they work on content in

meetings. The large number of implicitly follows in the meeting analy-

sis of the previous makes this clear. This makes the explicit follows

even more powerful. It clearly points out to all of the meeting atten-

dees that someone is in alignment with another attendee around a

content or process issue in the meeting. 

Most follow interventions simply take a few words and an explicit ref-

erence to the person being followed. In the meeting above, Monica

clearly sets the focus of the meeting in her orienting following of Ray.

She addresses the critical success factor of shared expectations, ori-

ents and explicitly follows Ray all in this one statement. She does so

after a diversion, which although informative for Chris, did not really

move this meeting forward. What happens next shows the impact on

the meeting. They move to communicating with one another about

rescheduling the remaining work. 

In dialogue 23, Monica again is able to build on an explicit follow. In

this case, she again re-orients the meeting back to the schedule after

Pedro and Vinet start down the path of talking about the past. What

happens next illustrates the power of this following. By naming both

Pedro and Vinet she signals to the other attendees that they are

moving away from the flow of the work in the meeting. This allows

her to re-orient the meeting back to the future. 

Explicit following interventions clearly signal directions in meetings.

Most the time they deal with the content work of the meeting. Ray’s

following of Monica in dialogue 24 illustrates that following can occur

on the process level as well. Explicit process following often allows a

meeting in process difficulty to re-orient itself and regain its content

momentum. 
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Chapter Ten: 

Defining
Problems - 

Clarifying
Content or
Process 

Objectives:

1. To clarify the dynamics and requirements of the define problem

intervention.

2. To provide practical examples of the intervention.
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Problem Statements - Content Contributions or
Process Interventions?

S
ome meetings flow smoothly. Individuals work well together on

the content. The process in use guides them from step to step.

The experience visible success as they move towards meeting

their shared objectives. 

Other meetings do not flow forward smoothly. There seems to be little

progress on the objectives that the attendees have brought with

them. Dialogues among the attendees recycle. People feel like the

same conversations occur again and again. Conflict over content

becomes stalemated, rather than leading to creative solutions. The

forward momentum of the meeting slows. Attendee frustration

increases. 

Such meetings are experiencing problems on either the content or

the process level. Sometimes, these simply seem to resolve them-

selves. An individual says something that allows the attendees to

move forward. Whatever the problem, it was simply goes away. The

forward momentum of the meeting is re-established. Visible progress

occurs. The attendees re-engage in the joint work that will meet their

shared objectives.

At other times, an attendee or the meeting leader identifies the prob-

lem in a clear statement. As a result, the attendees focus on it. Their

dialogue works on ways of moving beyond it. As they do so, the

momentum of the meeting resumes. Progress towards their shared

objectives resumes.

Define problem interventions clarify the current “stuck” situation in a

meeting for the attendees. Since problems can occur on both the

content or process level, a problem definition statement can be either

a process intervention or a content contribution. It depends on the

underlying problem. 

Problem statements allow all of the attendees to focus their attention

on the same issue. As a result, problem definition interventions are

powerful orientating interventions when they are accepted by the

attendees. They re-direct the dialogue of the meeting to the identified

problem. Individuals implicitly or explicitly follow the problem state-

ment with contributions that extend it or begin to provide solutions. 

Defining Content Problems

Content problem statements fit into the flow of content creation meet-

ings. They are expected by the other attendees, continued on 192
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The Define Problem Behaviour

Form:  

One or more statements directed to the whole group, or to one or more

attendees, that make a clear problem statement.  

The problem may be either a content problem or a problem with the process

that is being used in the meeting. 

Intent: 

1. Clarify and unify the perceptions of the attendees by defining a problem that

they can work on. 

2. Create a clear point from which the attendees can move forward with their

content creation work. 

3. Resolve, or at least leave behind, a pattern of dialogue among the attendees

that does not lead to forward progress on the shared objectives for the meet-

ing. 

Key Signs - What Happens Next - that the Problem Definition Statement Contributes to
the Forward Movement of the Meeting

1. One or more attendees explicitly follow the problem definition statement,

indicating that it clarifies a content issue or a process pattern for them.  

2. All of the attendees are willing to focus on or to accept the problem definition

statement. 

3. The focus of the meeting shifts to deal with the content of the problem. Their

dialogue provides a solution that moves them beyond the problem. 

or The acceptance of the problem definition by the attendees changes their con-

tributions in a way that re-establishes the forward momentum of the meeting. 

Key Signs - What Happens Next - when the Problem Definition Statement is Ineffective

1. One or more of the attendees dispute the statement in a way that negates it.

2. The recurring pattern of behaviour continues.

3. The problem definition statement is simply ignored by the other attendees. 
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and are experienced as part of the normal flow of the meeting. The

process recipe being followed in the meeting may have an open

problem solving focus. 

The attendees need to come to a shared understanding of the prob-

lem to be solved at some point in order to move forward. Once they

have one, they can move onto the problem solving steps they are

implementing. As they come to a resolution of the problem, their

shared process may very well re-cycle them to start work on another

one. 

However, coming to a shared problem definition is not always easy.

Attendees often need substantial dialogue to bring out all of the

aspects of a problem. There may be substantial disagreement about

its nature. This will have to be resolved before problem solving can

begin. This exploratory dialogue often benefits from a summary prob-

lem definition statement that attempt to bring all of the various

aspects of a problem situation into sharp clarity for the attendees. 

What happens next is often the only clue that such a problem state-

ment has succeeded. The attendees move into problem solution dia-

logue without apparent effort. The transition may appear seamless.

At other times, the problem solution dialogue may begin, only to to

cycle back to problem definition. The attendees uncover more

aspects of the problem through their initial solution exploration

exchanges. They dynamically discover than the problem they are

working on is too large or too small or inappropriately stated. New

problem definition dialogue occurs. At some point, the dialogue again

moves to solution focused exchanges. 

This cycle may repeat several times, depending on the complexity of

the problem and the nature of the attendees. The shared process

critical success factor requires that everyone attending be working on

the same problem. The coordinated process critical success factor

means that all attendees must all be working on the same problem at

the same time. Problem understanding and definition dialogue will not

be successful until this is the case. Successful forward progress on

solutions depends on it. Statements by attendees that summarize the

problem exploration dialogue are a powerful tool for creating a

shared understanding and acceptance of a problem.  

Clearly articulating a summary statement that is accepted by other

meeting attendees is a conceptual ability that often takes practice to

learn. It often means paying attention to the details expressed by

more than one attendees. It may require sorting them so that the sim-

ilarities and the differences between the contributions between vari-

ous attendees are clear. It is a skill that requires an ability to reflect
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back over a period of dialogue in a meeting. It also means being to

articulate oneself in a way that is effective with the other attendees. 

Content Problem Definitions and Attendee’s
Development Styles™

D
ifferent people have different development styles (See

Appendix 4 for more information). The personal preferences

that underlie different professional development styles also

impact an individual’s behaviour in meetings. This is especially so

when individuals experience some level of stress. Under stress, we

all tend to move back to our preferred behaviour styles. 

Active individuals may find themselves more involved in the repetitive

dialogue cycles that can occur in problem meetings than reflective

individuals. People with an active preference tend to try to work

things out by being active. They find that talking and exchanging

ideas with others is the best way to reach clarity. 

Reflective individuals tend to observe what is going on and think

about what they are hearing and seeing. They achieve clarity through

internal processes. 

Individuals with both preferences can make effective content problem

definition interventions. However, individuals must be clear on the

advantages and disadvantages that each preference can give them. 

Reflective individuals often have access to many of the ideas con-

tributed by others in meetings. Their reflective behaviour preference

can result in their being very aware of the contributions of others.

However, they must take care to separate these ideas from their own

modifications of them during their reflective thinking. Effective prob-

lem definition interventions build on others, and tie their ideas into a

clear framework that is acceptable to all of the attendees. The inter-

vention defines a problem that all of the meeting attendees can focus

on and work with. 

Active individuals are often deeply involved in the exchanges the

attendees are having when a meeting is experiencing difficulties. As

a result, they are seen to have significant stake in moving forward

behind the repetitive dialogue cycles that signal such difficulties.

Others are prepared to listen to them. However, the challenge for

actives is to move out of the immediate moment, and bring together a

number of ideas that may have been expressed at a variety of times

in the recent past of the meeting. 

Both actives and reflectives must also articulate themselves in a way

that is effective for the other attendees. Some individuals have a style
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that works well when they state a number of linked sentences. Others

get the best results when they work in a linked set of sperate state-

ments. Style is least important than impact. In both cases, problem

definers must watch and be open to the verbal and non-verbal feed-

back they get from the other attendees as they make their problem

definition intervention. The meaning of the message is as much

defined by the behaviour it solicits, as it is by the words that the per-

son says. 

Effective content problem definers blend elements of following, coor-

dinating, and orienting in their behaviour. As such, a problem defini-

tion intervention that works refines the meeting’s process as much as

it contributes to content movement. It is a complex intervention. What

happens next is the only way to evaluate the effectiveness of such

interventions. When the behaviour of the other attendees indicates

that they are not fully focused on the problem, problem definers can

often discover the areas of the intervention that created difficulty by

listening carefully to the statements of the other attendees following

the intervention. They may point to the changes or additions that will

allow the problem definition to be effective. Adding them to a re-state-

ment may result in forward movement. Once again, what happens

next, rather than the problem definer’s prediction of what should hap-

pen next is the key. An ineffective problem definition is simply an invi-

tation to refine the intervention into a more effective one. 

Content Problem Definition Interventions - An
Example

T
he following meeting provides examples of problem definition

interventions. In order to usefully illustrate the dialogues cycles

that identify such a content problem, the meeting is longer than

some of the previous examples. As well, there are examples of

attempts at problem definitions that do not work completely. The

analysis pages on the right hand side will present insight into this. 

Since this is a longer meeting example, the analysis page on the will

comment on each of the attendee’s contributions. As well as indicat-

ing the kind of process intervention or content contribution, the analy-

sis may comment on the impact of the person’s statements on the

interpersonal dynamics of the meeting. 

The meeting involves the following attendees. 

Benar is an accountant who works for the forensic

accounting firm NumChek. He has called the

meeting as part of an investigation into possible

misuse of election campaign funds by a local

candidate.
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Tracy is the campaign treasurer for Yale, the candidate.

She was responsible for maintaining the books

and filing all of the required financial reports at

the end of the campaign.

Yale is the candidate. Although trained as a lawyer,

Yale has been in political life at the city and

county level for most of the last 25 years. During

the few years during which she did not hold a

public office of some kind, she re-activated her

practice. She mostly did work for political parties

and players.

Martin is a computer software programmer. Martin has

worked as a campaign worker for various political

causes since he graduated. He firmly believes in

democracy. He states that democracy cannot be

healthy unless everyone in society takes care to

participate to the best of their ability in the politi-

cal and electoral process. Martin is the person

who has raised the questions that lead to

Benar’s investigative assignment. He worked as

a campaign volunteer on Yale’s last political cam-

paign.

Benar arranged the meeting for a Wednesday morning. It is sched-

uled to begin at 9 and end between 10 and 11. He has arranged for a

meeting room with a round table in NumChek’s office. Coffee and

pastries sit on a side board. One wall of the meeting room is covered

with a large white board. Markers and a felt white board eraser are

present. The meeting room has no windows. 

There is obvious tension between Martin, Yale and Tracy. When

Martin arrived in the reception area at NumChek, Tracy and Yale

were already there. Yale went over and tried to engage Martin in con-

versation about why they were there. Martin expressed reluctance to

talk about it until they were formally meeting with Benar. Just at that

point, Benar came into the reception area and invited them into the

meeting room. He lead them into the back offices and down a hall.

The meeting room was at the end. They went in and sat down. 

Start of Meeting Fragment

(1) Benar Good morning. My thanks to each of you for

attending. I know that this is a difficult situation at

the moment. But hopefully, by the time that this is

all through, we will have discovered that it is all a

misunderstanding. And if it is not, then we will
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deal that those circumstances as required.

Please help yourself to coffee and whatever and

then we can start. 

Each person goes to the sideboard and gets what they

want. 

O.K. lets started. I have been engaged by the

district prosecutor’s office to do a preliminary

investigation into the mis-use of campaign funds

in Yale’s last campaign. Given the long history of

her public service, the first thought is that this

must be a mis-understanding of some kind.

However, it is important to quickly get down to

the facts, one way or the other. At this point, we

want to keep things very informal. In my prelimi-

nary discussions with Tracy and Yale, they have

indicated that they are very willing to let me have

access to whatever records they have. As well,

they have indicated that they are both prepared

to help me in my work in whatever way possible.

Tracy, Yale - is that a fair representation of our

dialogue so far?

(2) Tracy Yes, it is.

(3) Yale I don’t understand how there could be an issue.

However, I do understand how important it is to

get to the bottom of it as quickly as possible.

Therefore, I will cooperate in whatever way pos-

sible.

(4) Benar Martin, as I understand from our conversation,

you are not concerned about what Tracy and

Yale did personally. However, you brought up the

issue because of certain things done by people

who worked on Yale’s last campaign. As well,

you believe that both Tracy and Yale are respon-

sible for their behaviour, even though they may

not have personally engaged similar behaviour.

Does that describe the nature of your issue, at

least on a high level?

(5) Martin Precisely. I am not saying that either Tracy or

Yale did anything inappropriate. I am saying that

a number of Yale’s campaign workers did. I am

concerned about that, and about what Yale and

Tracy will do about it, once they have the neces-

sary evidence. 

(6) Benar O.K. that sets the general stage. I felt it was
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(1) Content - giving opinion and information

Process - directing them to refreshments

Process - orienting; immediately followed by content -

giving information.

Content - seeing opinion

(2) Content - giving opinion

(3) Content - giving opinion, followed by giving information

(4) Content - giving information.

Content - seeking opinion
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important to get that much out before I continued.

Now I need to say some things and then I would

like to describe what I hope to accomplish in this

meeting. As well, I want to indicate how I would

like us to work together during this meeting.

Everyone o.k. with that?

He pauses briefly and makes eye contact with each of the

others. He gets nods.

First of all, this is not a criminal investigation at

this point. I have been engaged to investigate

and determine if there is need for one. I will con-

clude by making a recommendation. You will all

see that recommendation before I submit it.

However, you have all agreed to cooperate with

me and provide me with whatever information,

documents and records that you can. You have

all also agreed that you will keep the information

that we uncover during this process confidential

and not disclose it to anyone else. You have

each signed an agreement to that effect and I

have all three signed agreements. Are there any

questions about this?

(7) Martin Does that mean that you are not acting as an

officer of the court or as a police investigator?

(8) Benar Correct. I am acting as a forensic accountant

who will make a recommendation to an officer of

the court. All my records may be made available

to the police in case there are criminal investiga-

tions following what I do. I am also prepared to

testify under oath to anything I hear or un-cover

during the investigation. Although you have

agreed to keep everything confidential during my

investigation, I have not. However, I have no

interest in disclosing anything to anyone other

than to the person who hired me to do this inves-

tigation.  Are you all clear on this?

He looks directly at Martin.

Martin?

(9) Martin Yes I am.

(10) Benar He looks directly at Tracy.

Tracy?

(11) Tracy Yes.



(5) Content - giving opinion, then information

(6) Process - orienting 

To this point, Benar has been dealing with the

background to this meeting. The previous conver-

sations that he has had with each of them created

some dynamics that he felt he had to address first.

They did not create a plan for this meeting.

Process - orienting - test feasibility of proceeding

Process - orienting - notice that orienting them to the

entire process to be followed, not just this meeting

at this point.

Content - providing information

Content - seeking information

(7) Content - seeking information

(8) Content - providing information

Content - seeking information

Process - orienting - the non-verbals direct the question 
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(12) Benar He looks directly at Yale.

And you Yale?

(13) Yale Yes, although I don’t really like it. I would prefer

that everything stays confidential until the end.

Although I accept that this is probably unrealistic

given the nature of Martin’s allegations.

(14) Benar O.k. Let’s talk a little bit about how we will work

in this meeting and what I am trying to accom-

plish. First and foremost, I hope to have a clear

scope statement for my investigation by the end

of the meeting. As well, I will try to get each of

you to agree to it. As a result, we will have a

shared understanding of what I will be looking

into. We will know what the boundaries are,

when I get outside of what is relevant. If you are

all comfortable with this scope, then it should be

easy to agree to the documents that I need

assess to and the people that I will need to talk

to. That is the test for me and the second goal of

this meeting for me. If we truly have agreement

on the scope statement, then we should be able

to start making this list of documents and people. 

(15) Martin What will this scope statement look like? Why

put limits on it?

(16) Benar Usually, I try to put it into a couple of full English

sentences that answer the questions why the

investigation, what it could uncover, and how it

will generally proceed. 

(17) Martin I get that. But why put limits on the investigation?

(18) Benar Two reasons. First, I have a specific charge relat-

ed to your allegations. I cannot just poke around

and go on a general search around. I have to

make a recommendation on your allegations.

Second. By limiting what I do, I am trying to

ensure that Tracy and Yale feel comfortable

enough to give me full cooperation, because they

know I am focused on not on a general witch

hunt. 

(19) Martin What happens if you uncover something that is

not proper and is not related to my allegations?

(20) Benar That depends on what it is. At any rate, it would

be between Tracy, Yale, the folks that I am work-

ing for and me. You would not be involved in it, if
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The verbal question re-inforces the non-verbals.

(9) Content - giving information

(10) Process - orienting - using the same non-verbal and ver-

bal combination of behaviours

(11) Content - giving information

(12) Process - orienting - using the same non-verbal and ver-

bal combination of behaviours

(13) Content - giving information in the word yes, moving

immediately to Content - giving opinion

(14) Process - orienting by giving information about his pre-

ferred process recipe for the rest of this meeting

This is a complex intervention ... ... 

1. it provides a process they will follow in this meeting,

2. it sets out a “test” which will demonstrate if the process has

been successful,

3. it labels that test as the second goal for the meeting,

4. it proposes a way of working together if the test that is the

second goal for the meeting is successful.

Watch what happens next?

(15) Content - seeks information - does not follow the orient-

ing proposal suggested by Benar

(16) Content - provides information

(17) Content - seeks information - but more importantly, this

contribution contains two messages:

1. you did not answer my question, ... and 

2. I am not prepared to follow your orienting intervention yet.

- there is the beginning of a process problem here ... ... 

(18) Content - providing information
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something like this were to show up. 

(21) Martin I am not sure that I can accept that.

(22) Yale Why not Martin? Are you out to discredit me or

something?

(23) Martin No, but there has got some integrity in the whole

process. You know that I volunteered to work for

you in the campaign Yale. That should tell you

that I am not out to discredit you, but believe that

you stand for the right stuff. But still there has to

be integrity in politics in the people all round you,

not just at your level. 

(24) Benar Hold on a minute, Martin and Yale. Let’s focus

back on what we are here for - to work out how I

will investigate Martin’s specific allegations about

the behaviour of some of the people who worked

on Yale’s campaign. That is also the reason why

you would not be involved in some wrong doing

other than those allegations should they come up

Martin. It’s outside the scope of what we are

dealing with here. I have got to keep things

bounded so that we get this investigation done

as quickly as possible and I can recommend

what ever action is required.

(25) Tracy How long to think this investigation will go on?

(26) Benar The classic it depends, Tracy. But, without com-

mitting myself, I hope no more than 4 weeks. 

(27) Tracy What will you want to do in this time frame?

(28) Benar Let me answer that a little later. Right now, I want

to back to how we will work in this meeting. If we

can lay that out, then I think that you will see how

you get the answers to concerns like these.

O.K.?

He moves from his eye contact with Tracy to making eye

contact with both Martin and Yale. In effect, he is checking

non-verbally to see if they will follow his suggestion.

Now, I want to start by asking Martin to describe

his allegations. Then, I want to see if you under-

stand them, and agree to have me look into

them, Tracy and Yale. I know that you have said

so, but we need to be a little formal about this in

this meeting. Once that is done, I will describe

what I think that I will do to investigate the allega-

tions, at least in general terms. I will check with
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(19) Content - seeking information - but also continuing to

implicitly state that he is not prepared to follow

Benar’s process proposal

(20) Content - provides information

(21) Content - provides opinion, and in doing so, reinforces

his unwillingness to follow Benar’s orienting pro-

posal

(22) Content - seeking information, but clearly in a way that

indicates that he is concerned about where Martin

is heading in his unwillingness to accept the

process proposal for this meeting that Benar has

made

(23) Content - providing opinions

(24) Starts with a process - orienting intervention - Moves on

to define a content problem - in this case,

pointing out that Martin is moving beyond the

scope of the current investigation - he provides

content -  information - in order to do it, but clearly

it seeks to limit where Martin and Yale might go -

he orients them both back to the overall process

for the investigation at the end of his statement

Watch what happens next ... ... 

(25) Content - seeking information - both Martin and Yale

implicitly follow and accept Benar’s problem defini-

tion statement by saying nothing at this point

(26) Content - provides information

(27) Content - seeks information

(28) Process - orienting - 

1. He first postpones his answer to Tracy.

2. He then defines the problem he want this works on (the

process for this meeting).

3. Next he orients by testing if first Tracy  - verbally by asking

her (content - seeking information) and then Martin and Yale

will follow his process proposal.

4. He then provides a process for the meeting, essentially pro-

viding them with a plan for how he wants this meeting to go

for the first time in this meeting.
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each of you to see if you have any problems

with that. If we get past that stage, then I will ask

you to begin to provide me with specific informa-

tion on what and who. We will make a working

list of that. If we can do that, we will have more

or less proved that the scope is acceptable to

each of you. So I hope to end up by putting the

scope statement up on this white board, so that

you have a chance to see it in writing. If you still

agree, then I will copy it on a piece of paper

using my portable computer, quickly print it, and

ask each of you to sign it. Then we will on onto

things to be done in the next days.  I hope that

we will be at this point before 11 AM, since you

have agreed to put that time aside this morning

this meeting. 

O.K., let me stop here and ask if this is clear,

before I move on.

(29) Tracy with a touch of impatience in her voice

Let’s see if I have got it. Martin first. Then Yale

and I get to say if we agree to have you look into

it. If not, I guess we talk about it until we get to

some version that is acceptable to all 3 of us. At

that point, you begin to ask us about how you

can investigate what we have agreed on.

(30) Benar Almost. I have agree to the scope too. After all, I

am acting for the prosecutor’s office here. If the 3

of you cannot agree, then I will have to decide

what I think what I is warranted, given the cir-

cumstances.

(31) Yale So you can push us into something that we do

not accept. So why the pretense that we need to

agree?

(32) Martin Yeah, Yale is right.

(33) Benar Because so far in my preliminary conversations

with each of you, you have each indicated that

you want to get to the bottom of this whole situa-

tion as quickly as possible. I have assumed that

you are each going to cooperate with me and

want to do what is right. Under those circum-

stances, I find that it is best to move us to acting

as a team that is trying to find out something,

rather than me being the one who is pushing

each of you to be forthcoming. Is my assumption
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Content - providing opinion - but in doing so he repeats

the test that he is proposing to use to see if they

accept the scope for the meeting. 

Process - proposes a way of moving forward 

Once again, his process proposal is complex -

involving a set of steps and tests to see if some of

the steps have been successful. 

Process - orienting  - testing the understanding, the fea-

sibility and acceptance of his process proposal.

(29) Process - coordinating - clarifies what Benar has been

saying - this is the first “process” - intervention

made by another attendee - it still contains new

content though - providing an opinion on what will

happen if there is no scope agreement

(30) Process - follows - with the word almost, and then imme-

diately moves to content - providing information 

(31) Content - provides opinion, and seeks information

(32) Process - follows Yale

(33) Content - provides information, and then opinion
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about cooperation still correct?

He stop talking, and waits for reaction. His eye contact

moves from one to another as he waits.

(34) Tracy I am there. I did not anything inappropriate in act-

ing as Yale’s campaign treasurer in his last cam-

paign. Neither did Yale as far as I know. Now

Martin is telling us that some of the other cam-

paign staff did. As far as I am concerned, they

had to directly hide that from Yale and I. If that is

the case, I want to know, and I want to see

action taken with regard to them. That is the only

way that Yale and I will preserve our reputations.

And my reputation is important to me. 

(35) Yale I am onside with Tracy.

(36) Benar Martin?

(37) Martin All I know is that some folks working on Yale’s

campaign did some things that I know are not

right. That’s why I came forward. I don’t really

know what Tracy and Yale have done. Although I

had contact with them, particularly Yale, I was

just a campaign worker out in the field. I was not

in on creating the campaign strategy, managing

the finances or keeping the books. Frankly, when

you asked me to attend this meeting with Yale

and Tracy, I felt a little set up. I feel like I now

have to defend myself to them about trying to do

what I believe is the right thing.

(38) Benar Martin, I hear that you feel pressured. I am not

intending to pressure Martin the person. I am try-

ing to focus the investigation that is being initiat-

ed as a result of the fact that you came forward.

So you may be feeling some pressure coming

from me. But it is not directed at you as the per-

son who came forward in the first place. I sorry

that you feel set up. That was not my intent. 

Benar pauses. 

(39) Martin O.K., I guess.

(40) Benar The pressure that I hope all three of you are feel-

ing is directed towards getting your agreement

on scope, a scope that makes sense to me given

Martin’s original allegations. Without that agree-

ment, I will have a much more difficult time con-

ducting the necessary investigation. Instead of
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Content - seeks information

Process - orienting - his pausing and non-verbals direct

the question to each of the other three

(34) Process - follows Benar and then moves on content -

provides opinion

(35) Process - follows Tracy

(36) Process - orients - directs the question to Martin

(37) Content - provides information

The information now is focused on the feelings that

Martin has about his relationship with Yale.

(38) Process - follows Martin (names him and reflects back

his feeling of being pressured). Moves on immedi-

ately to content - providing information about his

intentions
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being reasonably open with you, and getting your

collaboration as I move forward, I will have to

treat you as less than cooperative individuals

who may have something to hide. Based on my

preliminary conversations with you, I decided that

I did not need to do that. Each of you seemed to

want to get to the bottom of what may be hap-

pening here as quickly as possible. I am trying to

balance my need to follow a certain investigative

protocol with my sense of your willingness to

help. I guess that I have not expressed that

clearly so far. 

(41) Martin It’s clear to me now. I am willing to start out in

this way and see where it goes.

(42) Tracy It’s always been clear to me. I want to get going.

(43) Yale It’s clear to me. I just want to find out if there is

anything to Martin’s allegations. And if there is, I

want to take action on it so its does not blemish

me or my record. 

(44) Benar O.K., let’s start. Remember that I said that we

would start by asking Martin to describe what he

experienced, and why he thought it needed to be

reported. Martin .... 

(45) Martin Well as you all know, I worked on the house to

house and “press the flesh” parts of Yale’s cam-

paign. Basically, the volunteers were split into

groups of 4. Each group had a team captain. We

were assigned streets and areas that we were to

canvas. The things that bothered me did not

occur in the house to house work. There we

worked as individuals. We would knock on doors

and try to tell people about all the good things

about Yale. 

The press the flesh stuff was different. The idea

here was to go into places that people meet nor-

mally and tell folks about Yale. We wore cam-

paign buttons and armbands, carried Yale’s pam-

phlet for distribution, and worked in two’s or

fours, depending on the size of where we were

going. Bigger places meant 4’s. We worked the

bars and restaurants and community centers -

where ever we know people were likely to con-

gregate and be assessable. 

I worked with the same team all the time. The
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(39) Process - follows Martin 

(40) Content - giving information

(41) Content - giving information followed by process - following

(42) Content - giving information

(43) Content - giving information

(44) Process - orienting

(45) Content - giving information

This long statement of Martin’s consists entirely of infor-

mation. During it, he several times recounts opinions and

judgements he came to during the campaign process.

However, in this statement, he simply relays them as

information. 
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same person was always the team lead. After a

while, I began to wonder about the fact that we

mostly went to bars, as opposed to community

centers and other such places. We often went to

the same set of bars time after time. Then I

began to suspect that the team lead and one of

other people on the team were buying people

drinks regularly. At first, I thought we were just

“vote buying”. That bothered me. But I decided to

see more. Then I began to notice that the team

lead always made it a point to talk with the bar-

tender just before we left. So I got close one

night when this was happening. I saw the bar-

tender pass money to the team lead. That con-

fused me at first. So I kept at it for a couple of

nights. Same story each night. So I asked to be

put on a different team. At first, I got some grum-

bling from my team lead. But then, I got word

that there had been a conversation with another

team lead, and I could transfer. Only thing was

the new team lead had the same pattern. Only it

was worse. This team only did “press the flesh”

work in bars. Since this team lead was really

close to you Yale, I did not know what to think.

So I quit your campaign. Then you got elected

and it really bothered me. At that point, I went

and told what I saw to folks in the prosecutor’s

office. And that is how I got here. 

(46) Benar Using non-verbals to keep Tracy and Yale of leaping into

asking Martin’s questions.  

Thanks Martin. Nicely done. I say that because I

coached Martin on how to say this. Notice that

he mentioned no names. And if I am right, he

never even identified the gender of either of the

team leaders or his co-workers. So Tracy and

Yale, this cannot become an investigation into

the behaviour of 1 or 2 people based on Martin’s

experience. It has got to be wider than that.

Because you won Yale, we have to have a look

and see it this pattern of behaviour was restricted

to one or two people, or was part of some wider

pattern. This is not the first time that we have

heard of this kind of thing on a number of recent

campaigns. There is at least some chance that it

may be fairly organized and happening in a num-

ber of different types of elections. But this is the

first time that someone - Martin in this case - has
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(46) Process - orients with his non-verbals, then

Process - Support/encourages Martin

Content - gives opinion, in fact a variety of opinions, one

following another
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come forward with concrete specifics and been

willing to follow through on them. 

O.K. next step. Yale, Tracy - did you get the gist

of what Martin described?

(47) Yale Yeah, but I want to know who.

(48) Benar I understand, but that is not the right thing to

focus on at this point. In all fairness to both

Martin, and the other campaign workers, if we

can find evidence of this, then it is up to me to

identify the people and take the next steps.

(49) Tracy I don’t get it. Where did they get the money from

to buy the drinks? It has to have come out of

their own pockets. I never approved this kind of

expense for team leaders, and I never re-reim-

bursed them for it. And the bars can’t be kicking

back more than they are spending on drinks. 

(50) Benar That is one of the things that we have to figure

out. Otherwise, you are right. It seems somewhat

self defeating. That’s why I want access to all

your campaign books, to see if I can trace how

they are making the money work for them. 

(51) Tracy I still can’t imagine how they are making it prof-

itable for themselves. 

(52) Benar That is one of the things we have to figure it. It

will take some work. 

He stand up, goes to the white board and picks up a mark-

er. His eye contact drifts over all three of them. 

O.K. remember that I want to get an investigation

scope that that we all four (his voice emphasizes the

word four) can agree to. Let me try to write up

some things and see if you can work with them. 

He turns to face the white board and writes as he talks.

The others listen patiently as he talks and writes up the fol-

lowing.

O.K. To investigate the behaviour of the team

leaders on Yale’s recent campaign in order to: 

one) determine if they engaged in the pattern of

behaviour that Martin described,

two) figure out how they made the money work,

that is, to figure out how they did something

other than spend their own money and get a part
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Content - gives information

Process - orients to Yale and Tracy, then content - seeks

information

(47) Content - gives information

(48) Process - supports/encourages (“I understand...) then

process - orients (... that is not the right thing ...)

followed by content - gives information

(49) Content - gives opinion, seeks information, gives opinion,

gives information, and gives opinion

(50) Content - gives opinion, then process - following, then

content - gives information

(51) Content - gives information

(52) Content - gives opinion

Process - orients through his non-verbals. and then

through what he says
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of their own money back from the bartenders,

three) see if they is any evidence that if type of

thing is wider than Yale’s last campaign,

four) determine if this is the only type of ques-

tionable behaviour on Yale’s recent campaign, or

if there are signs of wider problems around the

way that campaign money may be appropriated

for personal gain by campaign workers, 

five) decide if there is evidence that needs to

lead to more formal action by the prosecutor’s

office, and if there is, to recommend it.

He turns and sits back down. 

O.K. any questions about any of these points.

Let’s clear on each part of this before I ask if you

can agree to it. 

(53) Martin It’s the first time that I realize that this could get

wider than what I thought was going on. It’s clear

to me.

(54) Tracy Benar, I am a bit put off by the way you are put-

ting things. You start off by saying investigate the

behaviour of team leaders. That is pretty well

focused. But then you go on to talk about wider

problems about personal gain by campaign work-

ers. It seems to me that this means that you can

look into any and everything. After all, Yale and I

are campaign workers just like everyone else. 

(55) Benar I don’t see how I can avoid it. 

(56) Yale But that makes me feel like I am under suspicion

again - that I did something wrong. 

(57) Benar I am not saying you did. But I can’t know (his voice

emphasizes the word know) without looking, can I?

(58) Tracy Why should we cooperate with something that

implies that we have done something wrong?

(59) Benar I understand your dilemma. But let me try to shift

perspectives here. Let’s assume some things. I

don’t know them but I have to assume them in

order to start somewhere. 

First, let me say I am assuming that you Tracy

and you Yale have done nothing inappropriate. I

don’t know it. But I am assuming it. You are in a

position to know it. Your saying to me is the basis
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Process - orients through his use of the white board

Content - gives opinion - the whole process of drafting

the scope is communicating the results of this “on

his feet” thinking about what the scope should be -

as such it is a sophisticated form of giving an opin-

ion

Process - orients through his non-verbals, which he re-

inforces through his verbal statement

(53) Content - gives information

(54) Content - gives information - Tracy’s reaction (bit put off

... ) is information - it is information about how

people are relating in a meeting; she immediately

follows with process - a following intervention in

which she repeats back part of what Benar has

said and then uses this as the base for a content -

giving opinion contribution (It seems to me ... )

(55) Content - giving opinion

(56) Content - giving information about his reaction
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of my assumption. I have to verify it in the course

of the investigation in order to know it.

Second, I am assuming that one or more of your

team leaders has done something inappropriate.

I don’t know it. You don’t know it. Martin has

some evidence that points to it. He knows about

it, but even he does not know exactly what and

how they are doing. Every thing else being

equal, we will all know this one way or the other

by the end of the investigation. It may turn out

that they are spending personal money. Not likely

but, the purpose of an investigation is get the

evidence that will allow us to know.  

The whole point of the investigation is get rid (he

emphasizes the word rid with his voice tone and non-ver-

bals) of the assumptions that I have and let me

move to knowing with a fair degree of certainty.

In the process of doing so, I may come to know-

ing things that I don’t have any assumptions

about, but that I still have to act on, right?

(60) Yale I suppose so.

(61) Tracy I agree you have to start somewhere, and when

you put it terms of assumptions and knowing by

different people, it seems less like you are

accusing us of anything. I still feel like you are

engaging in word games.

(62) Benar O.K. let’s try it this way. What changes would you

make to what I have written on the board. Let me

write your proposals down as well, and we will

see if we can come up with something better

together. 

He stands up and picks up a marker.  

(63) Tracy It’s point 4 that gives me the problems. I think it

should say something about evidence that indi-

cates that campaign workers were using cam-

paign money for personal uses or gain rather

than that vague statement about wider problems

and so on.

(64) Benar O.K. lets try this - I will write it alongside here. 

He turns to the board and talks as he writes.

four) determine if there is any evidence of the

use of campaign funds for personal gain or profit

on the part of any of the campaign workers on
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(57) Content - giving opinion, then seeking opinion

(58) Content - seeking opinion

(59) Define problem content - by using this assumption

/ knowing language Benar is reframing their con-

cerns about being under suspicion into a different

framework  - he reframes their problem and in

doing so defines a different problem for them -

accepting that he needs to make assumptions in

order investigate that are not the same as being

suspicious 

Benar concludes with content - seeking opinion

(60) Content - giving opinion

(61) Content - giving opinion, with just bit of process - follow-

ing in that she uses Benar’s words assumptions

and knowing - she concludes with content - infor-

mation about how she sees Benar’s statement

(62) Process - orienting by proposing a way of responding to

Tracy’s concerns
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Yale’s last campaign,

He turns and lots at Tracy.

Does that work better?

(65) Tracy Yes. I know that I did not. Looks at Yale. I know that

Yale did not. Looks back at Benar. I think that no-

one else did, but people could have lied to me,

or systematically fooled me. I did not personally

get involved with each and every thing they did. I

can agree to everything on the board if you

replace your original point four with the new one. 

(66) Benar Pick up a white board eraser and erases his original point

four. Turns to Martin. Martin, if I put what written

here on paper as the scope, could you agree

with it?

(67) Martin Yes.

(68) Benar Turning to Yale. What about you, Yale?

(69) Yale Looks at Tracy, who nods. 

Yes, I can. 

(70) Benar O.K. let’s do the following. By now, they will have

brought coffee and refreshments to the hall out-

side of this meeting room. Let’s take a 15 minute

break. Help yourself. While you are doing that, I

will transcribe this and put on paper. I will insert it

into a letter that places it in the context of what

we are doing here. The rest is just boiler plate.

Then we can each sign it as soon as we start up

again. Once that is done, we can start to talk

about what I need to look at and who I need to

talk to. We can also talk about how we frame this

stuff so that we don’t arouse people’s suspicions

inappropriately. O.K.?

The others nod and this part of the meeting comes to an

end. 

End of Meeting Fragment

This meeting is a difficult one. The lack of an previously discussed

shared objectives and a process agenda mean that Benar has to

accomplish that he needs to meet these critical success factors in the

meeting itself. As well, he has to communicate a lot of content infor-

mation to people who have some degree of tension among them-

selves (Yale and Tracy versus Martin).  

Benar makes two content problem definition interventions in this
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Process - he orients with his non-verbals

(64) Content - gives opinion

(64) Process - orients and then follows in writing down his

version of what Tracy has just said

Process - orients with his non-verbals

Content - seek opinion

(65) Content - gives information, then opinion, than informa-

tion

Process - orients by suggesting a way of moving forward

(66) Process - orients though his non-verbals, and then by his

using Martin’s name to go to content - seeks infor-

mation

(67) Content - giving information

(68) Process - orients by his verbals and the use of Yale’s

name, then content - seeking information

(69) Content - giving information - his non-verbals tell us that

he is dependent on Tracy in order to do this - as

such it is content information

(70) Process - orients by making a proposal for how to move

forward.
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meeting. At dialogue 24, he brings Yale and Martin back into the

scope of the current meeting and investigation. At dialogue 59, the

uses assuming / knowing language in order to reframe Tracy’s and

Yale’s concern about coming under suspicion into a more reasonable

investigative framework. In both cases, what happens next indicates

to us that these content problem definition interventions work. They

allow the meeting attendees to move forward and make progress in

the meeting. 

Benar’ s need to interact on the content level with Tracy, Yale and

Martin makes it more difficult for him to complete the process work

that he must do as the designated meeting leader. He also often

makes process interventions as parts of speeches that also include

significant content. As a result, he never really establishes a clear

separation in roles. Tracy, Martin and Yale have to sort out when he

is speaking as meeting leader, and when he is contributing content

as investigator. This is not always straight forward to do. 

If Benar’s style clearly separated these two roles, he might have

been able to move this meeting forward more effectively. He did have

a tool as his disposal. The few times that he stood up and worked on

the white board allowed the others to understand what he was doing.

By using this as a more consistent process role signal, he might have

made it easier for them to separate the two roles he needed to play

in this meeting - meeting manager and investigator. Standing up each

time, and writing his orienting interventions on the white board - at

least in outline form - might have made it easier for them to follow

them. As well, they could start to see that standing might that he was

in his meeting manager role - focused on getting them to work

together. By sitting down, he is signalling that he has content to con-

tribute.  

This type of non-verbally role signalling works well in meeting where

the designated meeting leader must take on multiple roles. However,

it needs consistency, especially at first. Explicit awareness and words

that identify the two different roles also help. 

Benar could have start off this meeting by saying something like this. 

Start of Meeting Fragment

(1) Benar Good morning. My thanks to each of you for

attending. I know that this is a difficult situation at

the moment. But hopefully, by the time that this is

all through, we will have discovered that it is all a

misunderstanding. And if it is not, then we will

deal that those circumstances as required.

Please help yourself to coffee and whatever and

then we can start. 

Each person goes to the sideboard and gets what they

Chapter 10: Defining Problems: Clarifying Content or Process
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want. 

O.K. lets started. I have two roles that I have to

carry out in this meeting. I really am the meeting

chair. That means helping us get clear on what

we are trying to accomplish in this meeting. As

well, I have to structure the steps by which we

accomplish this.

Standing up and going to the white board. 

I will try to signal when I am doing this by work-

ing at this white board when I am in this role. You

will see me stand up and go to it when I am act-

ing as meeting chair.  I will try to use the white

board to record those things and ideas that relate

to my role as informal chair. 

Sitting back down.

I also have a role that means that I have to par-

ticipate in the dialogue of the meeting. I have

been engaged by the district prosecutor’s office

to do a preliminary investigation into the mis-use

of campaign funds in Yale’s last campaign. Given

the long history of her public service, our first

thought is that this must be a mis-understanding

of some kind. However, I have to provide infor-

mation and take stands in this meeting that relate

to my responsibilities in this role. I will try to sit

down whenever I am contributing in this role. 

I know that this might seem a bit artificial.

However, experience with previous meetings of

this kind has taught me that signalling my role

shifts in this way helps me communicate more

clearly. I hope you won’t mind if I do this here.

O.K?

He looks around at each of them to see if there are any

objections. There are none. 

Now, as investigator, I think that it is important to

quickly get down to the facts, one way or the

other. At this point, we want to keep things very

informal. In my preliminary discussions with

Tracy and Yale, they have indicated that they are

very willing to let me have access to whatever

records they have. As well, they have indicated

that they are both prepared to help me in my

work in whatever way possible.  Tracy, Yale - is

that a fair representation of our dialogue so far?
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... ... 

End of meeting fragment

A meeting leader who must make content contributions as well as

direct the meeting has to find some way of making the shift from one

role to the other clear to the other attendees. As some point of

course, it becomes very difficult, if not impossible, to do so. Complex

process recipes, more attendees and difficult interpersonal dynamics

among the attendees all contribute to defining this point. 

In general, meetings involving any of these dynamics benefit from

having the designated meeting leader contribute only on the process

level. Necessary content contributions, including content problem def-

initions, are best made by an individual who can focus on this role.

Pre-meeting planning dialogue between this person and the designat-

ed meeting leader can go a long way to coordinating their work in the

meeting itself. 
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Notes
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Defining Process Problems, When Behavioural
Process Contracts Exist

Most people expect meeting leaders to supply the process recipe

they will be following in a meeting. Or process recipe selection may

occur implicitly, transmitted through experience to members of an

organization’s culture. In either case, process problem statements

may be more difficult for attendees to make than content problem

definition statements. 

If the meeting leader has communicated a process recipe,and the

attendees have accepted it through their behaviour, attendees may

feel that making such statements challenge the designated meeting

leader or the other attendees. In these conditions, attendees often

choose to try to move past process problems through content contri-

butions. To make a process definition intervention, individuals need to

feel secure in both their understanding of the current process, and

their proposed improvement to it. The relative status of the meeting

leader in the organizational hierarchy and the degree of commitment

to the process exhibited by the other attendees all impact the likeli-

hood that an attende will make such an intervention. The anticipated

reaction of the meeting leader or facilitation is another important fac-

tor. Some leaders are open to such process contributions and work

with them to move the meeting forward. Others treat them as out of

field or negative contributions. Yet attendees are more likely to expe-

rience process problems. They are committed to reaching their objec-

tives for the meeting. They usually have no investment in the process

recipe, since they have often not been involved in planning it or in

communicating it. So they are in a unique position. They can make a

large process contribution to a meeting in process diffuculty. But the

dynamics of the meeting usually make it harder for them to make

one. 

Explicitly communicated process plans make it easier for individuals

to make helpful process problem definition statements. They can

refer to the plan when they talk. In doing so, they are referring to the

meeting leader’s communication of this plan. This signals that they

are following the leader’s process plan. They may be modifying it

somewhat, but mostly they are simply bringing the meeting back on

track. The statement is experienced as an orienting intervention by

the other attendees. Essentially, the individual is saying “We agreed

to go forward this way and we are not doing so.” The problem is a

movement away from the plan, or a need for a modification in part of

the plan. In pointing it out, the individual also indicates the solution -

go back to the behaviourally accepted process plan once the current

difficulty is past. When the process plan or recipe has been posted

on the wall in some form that is visibly accessible by all the atten-
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dees, this is even easier.  

Process problem interventions that indicate that the behaviourally

accepted process plan is inappropriate or ineffective are different.

Essentially, the intervenor is saying “This process that we all agreed

to follow is not allowing us to reach our shared objectives. We need

to move forward in this different way in order to do so.” The individual

is challenging both the leader’s communicated plan, and the other

attendees’ acceptance of it.

Several things can happen in these circumstances. 

1. The meeting leader may follow the intervenor’s contribution. If

the other attendees agree, either explicitly or behaviourally,

they are effectively changing their process contract on the fly.

The meeting will move forward following this new behavioural

process contract. This requires that the meeting leader recog-

nize that a process difficulty exists. As well, the meeting leader

must be prepared to work with process problem definitions that

originate from working attendees. Such meeting leaders must

have a greater personal committment to moving the meeting

forward than they have investment in their process plan.

2. A meeting leader may not share the view of the person who

made the process problem intervention. If the meeting leader

chooses to state this, there is open process conflict in the

meeting. The attendee’s motivation may have simply been to

help get things moving forward. However, the leader’s

response has made it into a process challenge. This will have

to be resolved before the meeting can move forward on its

content creation. 

3. The behaviour of the other attendees is crucial in such a situa-

tion. If one or more attendees follow or support the intervenor,

the other attendees may also align. Under those circum-

stances, the attendees’ behaviour changes the existing shared

process contract. They are indicating that they want to move

forward in this new way. Meeting leaders who do not follow

such behavioural contracting often lose control of the meeting. 

4. The meeting leader may accept that there are process difficul-

ties in the meeting but not accept the process solution pro-

posed by the process problem intervenor. The leader may pro-

pose an alternative. Or the leader may invite the other atten-

dees to dialogue about the process difficulty In each case, the

attendees are now aware that they must resolve the process

issue before they can get back to content creation. 
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5. The other attendees may resist or question the attendee mak-

ing the process problem definition. The resulting dialogue

among the attendees may identify the process difficulty, lead

to its acceptance by all the attendees and generate its solu-

tion. This happens when the attendees begin to follow the pro-

posed process solution. As usual, what happens next indicates

that they have refined their behavioural process contract

through this dialogue. Once again, meeting leaders who do

not follow such behaviour contracting among the attendees

often lost control of the meeting. 

Process recipe changes are not an inherently bad thing. The objec-

tive of the meeting is to reach the attendees’ shared objectives. The

shared process, appropriate process and coordinated process are

means to this end, not ends in themselves. Process problem defini-

tions that help meeting attendees achieve these critical success fac-

tors are effective ones. Process problem interventions that do not are

ineffective. What happens next will always indicate which is which.

Defining Process Problems When the Process
Recipe is Culturally Transmitted

Individuals in organizations often learn the process recipes they fol-

low in organizations through the experience of attending meetings.

Such process recipes are culturally transmitted. Everyone just seems

to know how to work together in certain types of meetings.

Unfortunately, such meetings also may run into process difficulties. 

If the process recipe in a meeting has been culturally transmitted, no

one in the meeting may be explicitly aware of it. As a result, an

attendee make a process problem definition intervention in such

meetings will face several obstacles.  

1. They cannot refer to something which has not explicitly com-

municated. 

2. The individual making the process problem intervention now

has a much more difficult communication task. 

3. The individual must make explicit the underlying implicit

process recipe. 

4. The person must clarify how it is not working in this particular

meeting. 

5. Finally, the individual must articulate the solution to the prob-

lem in a way that is first understood, and then accepted by the
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other attendees. 

The other attendees may question the intervenor’s authority to make

such an intervention. If there is a designated meeting leader,  all of

the challenge dynamics that occur in leader led meetings with an

explicit process plan are alos present. The intervenor’s status in the

organization, the person’s mode of expression and past record of

useful content contribution to this meeting will impact the likely

acceptance by the other attendees. Designated meeting leaders may

have less difficulty in making process problem statements in such

meetings than other attendees. Individuals with higher status in orga-

nizational hierarchy may receive more support or following behaviour

than lower status individuals.

The content of the process problem definition will also have an effect.

Intervenors that seek to refine the process being followed in order to

make it more effective are more likely to be accepted than ones

which completely challenge the implicit process recipe. 

There is no simple way for a process problem intervenor at such a

meeting to avoid these issues. Organizational experience will incor-

porate the success and failure of past attempts to make process

problem interventors in past meetings.  As a result, most implicit

process recipes in organizations are for meetings that have a high

degree of information presentation in their agendas. Regular status

meetings, in which attendees receive information communicated by

one person at a time are a typical example. Problem solving meet-

ings that follow a well defined and proven technique for solving a well

understood problem are another. 

The limits of the culturally transmitted process recipes are often

transmitted as well. Everyone in the organization recognizes that

some meetings have special needs. People accept that content cre-

ation meetings that must deal with difficult interpersonal dynamics or

difficult content areas must be led by an experienced person who has

time to plan the meeting. Or they accept the need tocontract with an

outside facilitator to act as meeting leader. .

Making Process Problems Interventions That
Address Attendee Process Performance
Problems 

S
ometimes meeting attendees share objectives and the

process.  The shared process is appropriate to the meeting

objectives,  The attendees are coordinated on its execution.

The problem is that they are not executing the process well. 

Performance process problems may be caused by number of under-
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lying factors. 

1. The capability and expertise of the attendees and the meeting

objectives may simply be mis-aligned. They simply do not

have the ability or the experience to succeed at the meeting’s

content creation needs. 

This is really a failure in the meeting planning process.

Attempting to force or address this issue in the meeting is not

likely to move it forward on achieving its objectives.  

2. The organizational authority of the attendees and the meeting

objectives may be mis-aligned. Individuals in organizations are

usually acutely aware of the limits of their authority.

Nevertheless, organizations sometimes ask them to do things

that exceed this authority. Part of meeting planning has to

make sure that the right people attend a meeting. 

3. Content creation meetings are sometimes called precisely

because new approaches on the part of people who do not

normally have the needed authority lead to “out of the box”

solutions to organizational problems. Part of appropriate

process in such meetings is an effective delegation of authority

by a person with the credibility to do so to the attendees.

Meeting leaders have to ensure that this happens before the

meeting, or early in its process. 

4. At other times, the attendees simply discover that they do not

have the organizational authority to make the decisions need-

ed to commit to the results that they are creating in their work.

At such times, refining the process recipe for the meeting to

identify who can and how to get them involved is useful. Such

a process problem intervention by an attendee or the meeting

leader can result in forward movement in the meeting. 

When attendees do have the needed capability and the needed

authority, they may still not execute the meeting process well. At this

point, the meeting leader faces a dilemma. Poor performance may be

a result from any of the following.

1. The attendees do not share an objective for the meeting.

2. The process being followed is not appropriate for the objec-

tives of the meeting.

3. The process being followed, although appropriate, is not

shared among the meeting attendees.
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4. The process being followed, although appropriate and shared,

is not coordinated across the attendees. Different people are

at different points in the process at the same point in time.

5. The attendees are not well-intentioned. They are not motivated

to achieve the meeting objectives, even they though they may

have stated that they are. 

The first four reasons simply re-state the critical success factors for

any meeting. As such, the meeting leader must address them. If they

have been addressed during the planning for the meeting, it may be

necessary to re-communicate them from time to time during the

meeting. Such interventions are really process problem interventions.

They may come from any attendee, although only the designated

meeting leader really has a role based responsiblity for making them.

If the meeting leader does not, the issue is one of poor performance

by the meeting leader, rather than poor execution of the process on

the part of the attendees. 

Most meetings work because the people attending them are well-

intentioned. They want to achieve a outcome they value, not just fill

their time by attending a meeting. Good or positive intentions are

necessary to most successful working activities among working pro-

fessionals. However, not all meetings involve well intentioned atten-

dees. As a result, some meetings simply fail to reach their objectives.

Organizations tend to deal with negative motivation outside of the

actual meeting itself. Performance appraisal, superior to peer conver-

sation, peer to peer dialogue about individuals, mediation and facili-

tated interpersonal conflict resolutions are just some of the ways in

which issues are addressed. 

Even when all these factors are addressed, attendees sometimes

have difficulties operating the process being followed in a meeting.

They may have the capability and the needed authority. They are

well-intentioned. They share objectives. They understand the

process, agree to it, are attempting to follow it, and stay in step with

one another when working on it. Nevertheless, they are having diffi-

culty executing well. This really means that the process, although

appropriate for this kind of content creation for another group of

attendees, is not appropriate for this group of people. 

Under these circumstances, the meeting leader must make a choice. 

1. Refine the process to one that allows the attendees to meet

the objectives of the meeting,

2. Or address the performance dynamics of this particular set of

attendees in this particular meeting. 
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Refining the process plan is the better choice in most meetings. 

The meeting leader or an attendee can make this an open issue, and

invite the other attendees to contribute on how they can work togeth-

er more effectively. The leader’s problem definition intervention sig-

nals shared responsibility for the forward movement of the meeting.

The meeting leader or attendee who makes it is saying that how we

work together is as important as what we work on.  The intervenor is

saying that such hows must be adjusted to the reality of this meeting

at this point in time. This gives attendees the opportunity to control

the process to some degree, and adapt it to the particular dynamics

of this meeting. When this works, some part of the attendee’s time is

diverted from content to process work. However, when their dialogue

leads to a more appropriate process for them, they will experience

forward movement on their shared content objectives. 

The meeting leader can also attempt to redefine the process in a

more closed way. Essentially the meeting leader states that things

are not going well in the meeting. This comes as no surprise to the

attendees. They are experiencing the lack of forward movement on

meeting their content objectives. The leader then suggests a new

way of working together. Since well intentioned attendees want to

make progress, they accept it. There may be some dialogue about

the leader’s suggestions. But these statements often simply follow

the leader, or support/encourage the suggested way of working

together. The process problem intervention is accepted.  The atten-

dees’s dialogue focuses back on content. Their forward movement on

content determines the success of the process problem intervention.

Process Problem Definition Interventions -
Examples 
The following examples of process problem definitions address a

variety of these situations. Since process problems generally occur

later on in meetings, the meeting fragments are from the later stages

in meetings. 

The same meeting fragment may be presented a number of times.

These repeat occurences will explore different ways of making the

intervention, effective versus ineffective interventions, and the differ-

ences between designated leader and other attendee interventions. 

Each meeting fragment will be preceded by a short description of the

players and the context for the meeting. All of the meeting fragments

will have a running analysis on the facing or right hand page. 

TO BE COMPLETED
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Appendix One: 

Learning
Exercises and
Role Plays
Objectives:

1. To collect all of the learning exercises and role plays in one place. 
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List of Learning Packages

1 : 7 What Makes A Meeting Go Well or Badly?

1 : 11 Using the Receive-Contribute Scale and Applying the

Meeting CSF’s

1 : 19 The Missing Cheque Meeting: Identify Content

Behaviours
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Introduction to the Learning Exercises
This appendix contains all of the learning exercises and role plays

that make the pratical learning component of this book. 

Each exercise or role play, and all of its supporting material, is pre-

sented as a learning package. Each learning package is format-

ted consistently to allow you and others to work through it easily.

Learning packages recognize that individuals have different prefer-

ences for professional development.  Consequently, the learning

exercises are structured to allow people with different development

preferences to choose how they want to participate. 

All of this work is not “for real”. None of the meetings will produce

content that will actually be used in the work place.  Its only purpose

is skill practice and personal competency growth. Do not be afraid to

try things and fail. Understood failure is as useful a learning tool as

understood success. You can always choose to behave differently the

next time around.

There are two ways working through the learning packages.  You

may be a member of a professional development program with a

trainer.  In that case, your trainer will act as the lead facilitator for the

program, providing the instructions you need to follow and managing

the pace. 

On the other hand, you may be a member of a collegial group who

has bought this book, and has decided to work through the practical

component in order to add know how and know why to the

know know that comes from reading the book.  The learning pack-

ages are structured to allow you to pace yourselves. 

Using a Videocamera in a Learning Group 
that does not have a Formal Trainer or Leader
If you working in a self-directed, collegial group, the learning pack-

ages assume that you are using a video camera. In order to do this,

you will need the following equipment.

1. A video camera of some make and format.

2. A tripod to mount it on.  

You want the camera to be a passive recorder as much as

possible. Set it up on the tripod to to capture all of the peo-

ple participating in the learning exercise.  Start it recording

and forget about it until you are through.  

Without a tripod, someone will have to become the camera

person.  This person will be tempted to get into movie-mak-

ing mode, changing the camera angles and so on. This
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may distract the folks in the exercise or role play. Often, it

leads to not be able to see exactly what happened next

during play back. A tripod eliminates all of this. Mount the

camera on it, set it up, start it recording and forget about it

until play back time. 

3. A number of video tapes.

- It is easier to manage play back if you use a new videocas-

sette for recording each learning exercise.  Starting with a

cassette rewound to the beginning makes its easier to find

your place when it comes time to rewind and review what

happened.

- You can reuse them, taping over previous material.  In

practice, 3 or 4 is all that you will need.

4. A TV that you can attach to the camera and use as a play

back device that the whole group can watch. 

A separate video recorder play device available that is the

same format as your camera makes things a little easier.

Just move the tape from camera to play back unit.  Watch

what you want, and then rewind.  That way you are ready

to reuse the tape. 

If you do not have such a device, you will have to rewind

the tape in the camera, connect it to the TV and use it as

the play back device.

5. One or more individuals comfortable enough the use of this

equipment. 

The attitude of these folks towards this equipment and the

recording is important. The more they treat it as a neutral

feedback provider, and the less they bring a movie making

orientation, the more effective your group’s use of this

equipment will be. 

The Layout of Each Learning Package
Each learning package has the following structure.

1. A front page which gives its objective and notes on its exe-

cution and a references to the chapter section that describes

the concepts or ideas that are explored in the learning pack-

age.
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2. One or more activity pages that describes the sequence of

events to be followed.  Suggested timing of activities are pro-

vided. The roles for the participants are also clarified. 

3. A follow-up page that provides instructions for debriefing

the experience and getting feedback.

4. Source material that you may use during the exercise.

You can simply have each person fold their copy of the book

over to the page relevant to them during the learning exercise. 

5. Copies of the checklists included in Appendix Two if

they used in the debrief and feedback process, so that you

can make notes in your book without losing the ability to pho-

tocopy the originals in Appendix 2 in future.  

Please remember that you only permission to reproduce

the material in Appendix 2 for your own personal use.

If you want to use it in a broader way, please contact WCI

first.

phone: 519.855.4582

fax: 519.855.6759

web: www.wciltd.com

To the Academic, Organizational, or
Professional Trainer 
This book is addressed to the individual professsional.  As such, it

does not include separate material for the trainer who wants to deliv-

er a professional development program based on it.  However, it is

possible to simply adapt the learning packages so that they are deliv-

ered in a trainer led fashion. Simply supply each person with a copy

fo the book and use it as the fundamental working took in the pro-

gram. 

When WCI facilitators deliver “Facilitating Meetings” programs, they

use overheads that are copies of the facilitation concept pages

from the book. That is possible for them, since WCI owns the copy-

right. It is not possible for you to simply make copies of
these pages without breaking the copyright laws. 

If you wish to reproduce any part of this book, including the forms in

Appendix 2, for purposes other then your own personal use, please

contact WCI to discuss this possibility. 
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Learning Package 1:

What Makes A Meeting Go Well or Badly?
Objective:

Surface your existing beliefs and ideas about effective and ineffective meetings to

provide a back drop to the ideas explored in Chapter 2 Faciliation Foundations. 

Book Reference:

Chapter 2 - Faciliation Foundations

Total Duration:  30 Minutes Format: Individual, 

then small group or sub-group, 

then whole group if necessary

What supplies do you need?

1. Pen, paper for individuals.

2. A flip chart stand and flip chart paper, or wall cling flip chart paper, and

markers for each group or sub-group.  

3. Masking tape is may be helpful for the reporting to the group activity.

What kind of room space and layout do you need?

1. A room with enough space so that sub-groups can work independently, or

a small break room for each sub-group.  

2. The large room will be used when the sub-groups come back together dur-

ing the group reporting activity.
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What Makes A Meeting Go Well or Badly?

Things to Consider:

1. This is the first time that someone gets a chance to try leading a meeting in this

program.  The sub-group recorder activity gives you a chance to try some sim-

ple meeting facilitation.  Remember that the most important thing is to accu-
rately catch the ideas of the other people in each working sub-group. 

Practical Actives - since you learn by doing and applying  ideas to real situa-

tions or problems, this is a chance to learn through experience.

Conceptual Actives - being a recorder allows you to analyze material pro-

duced by others. Identifying the top 5 reasons allows you a chance to partic-

ipating in building a conceptual framework.

Practical Reflectives - comparing other people’s points to your own while lis-

tening will allow you to help identify the top 5 reasons.

Conceptual Reflectives - by the end of this program, you will have the

beginnings of a new or modified framework for working effectively as a

meeting facilitator.  
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5 1. Place all of the Meeting works badly

flip charts beside each other - have

each group recorder briefly (1 to 2

minutes) report to the whole group.

Sub-Group

recorders

report.

Rest listen.

2 minutes

per sub -

group

10 minutes

max

Don’t worry to

much about look-

ing formal  -

focus on giving

everybody a

sense of what is

on the lists.

6 If there is still time left in the 30 minutes;

1. Have one person volunteer or nomi-

nate one person as the whole group

recorder.

2. Using a flip chart sheet, quickly list out

the 5 top reasons meetings work well

... ... 

3. Using another flip chart sheet, quickly

list out the 5 top reasons that meetings

go badly ... ... 

Recorder

records.

Participants

analyze sub-

group sheets

and call out the

top reasons.

Make sure that

the list goes

from the most

common at the

top to the least

common at the

bottom.

Whatever

time is left in

the 30 min-

utes

Step Activity Who How long Notes

1 As an individual - take a few minutes to

answer the following questions - make

notes on a piece of paper:

1. What makes a meeting work well?

- before, during and after .... ...

2. What keeps a meeting from work-

ing well? - before, during and after

... ... 

Participants 5 minutes Brainstorm by

yourself

2 Break into sub groups if you need to ... ...

(equal size subgroups work better once

you have more than 8 participants)

Participants 2 minutes Do it quickly

3 1. Quickly appoint or nominate 1 person

as the meeting lead / flip chart

recorder.

2. Create a consolidated list of the

answers to each question. 

2. Place a count next to the number of

times each item came up in the group

(e.g. 3 / 8 = 3 times out of 8 people)

3. Record your results on 2 flip charts. It

is best if you use 1 sheet for each

question.

Participants 10 minutes An idea:

Use different col-

ored markers on

each page

4 1. Come back together as a single group.

2. Place all of the Meeting works well flip

charts beside each other - have each

group recorder briefly (1 to 2 minutes)

report out to the whole group.

Sub-Group

recorders

report.

Rest listen.

2 minutes

per sub -

group:

10 minutes

max

Don’t worry to

much about look-

ing formal  -

focus on giving

everybody a

sense of what is

on the lists.
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Debrief:

A debrief is not needed at the end of this exercise. 

Feedback:

The individuals who took a lead role in either the sub-groups or the full group may want

to get together with a person in their group and ask the following questions:

1. Did I record what people said accurately?

Accurately means that the person speaking agrees that the words on the flip

chart capture the essence of what they were intending to communicate.

Accurate does not mean a word by work transcription.

2. Did I manage the pace of the meeting well?

3. Did I pick up everyone’s contribution?

Follow up:

1. There is no follow up. 
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Learning Package 2:

Using the Receive-Contribute Scale / Applying the
Meeting CSF’s
Objective:

To move you from understanding these concepts abstractly to using them in con-

crete ways. 

Book Reference:

Chapter 2 - Faciliation Foundations:

The Required Balance Between Facilitating Behaviours and Participating

Behaviours

and

Critical Success Factors for All Types of Meetings

Total Duration: 25 Minutes Format: Small group or sub-group, then

whole group if necessary

What supplies do you need?

1. A flip chart stand and flip chart paper, or wall cling flip chart paper, and

markers for each group or sub-group.  

2. Masking tape is may be helpful for the report out activity.

What kind of room space and layout do you need?

1. A room with enough space so that sub-groups can work independently, or

a small break room for each sub-group.   

2. The large room will be used when the sub-groups come back together dur-

ing the report out activity.
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Using the Receive-Contribute Scale / Applying the Meeting
CSF’s

Things to Consider:

1. This is really a discussion intended to help people make concrete sense out out

some abstract concepts.

2. Volunteering to be the designed meeting leader is an opportunity to practice

facilitating a simple structured meeting.
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Step Activity Who How long Notes

1 Break into sub groups if you need to ... ...

(equal size subgroups work better once

you have more than 8 participants)

Participants 2 minutes Do it quickly

2 1. Quickly appoint or nominate 1 person

as the meeting leader.

Participants 1  minutes Do it quickly

3 1. Analyze the 2 Meeting Case Histories

that follow on the 2 pages following

the page facing this one.

2. Answer the questions below for each

Case History.  

Come to a group decision. 

If there is no concensus in the group,

understand the reasons for the differ-

ences. 

Record your answers on flip chart

paper.

Participants 22 minutes:

best struc-

tured as 2

round of 10

minutes

each.

An idea:

Use different col-

ored markers on

each page

The Questions:

If a question is not relevant to a meeting situation on the following pages, ignore it

1. What was the balance between attendees making content contribution and

attendees receiving information in this meeting?  

2. Did all of the attendees have the same expectations or objectives for this

meeting?  How do you know?

3. Once the meeting started, did all of attendees have a common understanding

of how they were working together together in the meeting?

4. If there was a clear process or procedure being followed, was the right one

for this meeting?  Did it address the purpose of the meeting?  Did it suit the

content that was being worked on?

5. Did all of the attendees remain coordinated in how they were working togeth-

er?  If they did, how was this accomplished?  If they did not, how could it

have been accomplished?

6. Did everyone leave the meeting knowing what they were to do next?  How

do you know?
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Debrief:

A debrief is not needed at the end of this exercise.

Feedback:

The individuals who took a lead role in either the sub-groups or the full group may want

to get together with a person in their group and ask the following questions:

1. Did I manage the pace of the meeting well?

2. How did I handle differences of opinion in the group?

3. Did I get involved in the the content - analyzing the meeting situations as

opposed to facilitating the group. 

Follow up:

1. There is no follow up. 
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Source Material:

Meeting Case History One:
The Overfeld Web Project Meeting
Overfeld Corporation is going on the Web. After a long discussion involving all of the

operating heads of the various parts of the company, the CEO decided to get up a web

site. This site will put the companies’s catalogue of tractor and farm equipment parts up

for sale directly to end purchasers. Each order will be credited to the closest Overfeld

distributor and they will receive the regular commission, so they do not feel that the

company is undercutting their sales. 

An internal project team was formed. A web software development company was hired.

A project budget set. A project plan approved. Work started. It is now 3 months later.

The VP of marketing and sales, who is charge of the effort is deeply concerned. The

project seems to be in trouble. 

The VP met with the project director.  The project director said that the specifications

kept changing. More and more people at Overfeld wanted to be part of the project. Now

the various distribution companies asked to be included in the design.

The VP decided to hold a meeting to sort things out. Calling around, it was quickly

apparent that about 20 to 25 people wanted to attend. The VP decided that this is ok.

The VP thought that the meeting would go like this:

o  the project director will spend 10 minutes describing the original scope of the project,

o  each attendee will be given 5 minutes to state their needs of the project,

-  that makes 10 minutes plus about 25 times 5 minutes plus 5 minutes to start = 150 minutes

or 2.5 hours ... ...

o  another 30 mintues of discussion would lead to project rationalization.

The meeting, chaired by the VP, started on a Monday afternoon at 1PM in the board

room. It was scheduled to finish at 4.  By 2, it was apparent that things were out of con-

trol. The project director took 15 minutes instead of 10. The VP went next, and spent 10

minutes describing  the marketing and sales needs of the project. The finance represen-

tation also spent 10 minutes talking, but seemed to more to say about what was wrong

with project team than finance needs. The person after that started by disageeing with

what the finance person had just finished saying and then went on to talk about how the

commission system for the distributors was unfair. That caused 2 of the distributors rep-

resentatives to break in with their opposing views. Things just seemed to bog down

after that. People disagreed with one another continuously.  At times, the VP felt that it

was important to agree or disagee with some of the things being said in the hope that

this would move the meeting forward. However, it seemed to lead to more agrument

rather than help re-focus the meeting.

At 4, the VP got up, apologized to those who had not had a chance to present their

needs and stated that the problem would be referred to the executive committee for res-

olution.  The meeting ended with a lot of unhappy faces. 
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Source Material:

Meeting Case History Two:
Hilary’s Meeting
Hilary Asperwenty works for the Litchfield Brewing Company as the Executive Director,

Sales. She is about to call a meeting of all of the company’s 26 regional sales represen-

tatives to talk about the company’s steadily declining sales in the last 12 months.  It is

crisis time. Hilary’s boss, the VP of Marketing, has made it clear that the declining sales

figures must start to turn around next quarter or else. Hilary suspects that the “or else”

means that she will be out of a job. Everyone is flying into down on Monday next. Hilary

has booked suitable conference rooms in their hotel for an all day meeting on Tuesday.

On Tuesday meeting at 7:30 AM, Hilary calls the meeting to order. The reps take their

places around the round table that the hotel has set up for them. Hilary starts with a sin-

gle PowerPoint slide that states “We are here to understand why our sales are declining

and to come up with an action plan to turn these sales numbers around”. She then

introduces the VP of Marketing. The VP makes a 15 minute presentation covering the

history of Litchfield product development and sales in the past 36 months.  The VP con-

cludes by highlighting the declining sales figures figures. In a single dramatic chart, the

VP shows how a contintuation of this trend will lead to the bankruptcy of the company.

The VP asks for questions. There are none. Hilary thanks the VP, and indicates that

they will be making a presentation with their suggestions first thing tomorrow morning.

The VP leaves. 

Hilary then asks each of the 26 reps to make a brief statement describing their percep-

tion of the root cause of the declining sales figures. She requests that their comments

be limited to 5 minutes at this point. She states that the others are to simply listen, not

dialoguing with or questioning each person as they present. 

As each rep finishs, Hilary goes to the flip chart stand and tries to summarize what had

been said in a single sentence. She asks the speaker to indicate if this summary sen-

tence was reasonable. If not, she asked the person to suggest how to change it so that

is so. As flip chart sheets fill up, she tapes them on the wall. 

At several points during this process, individuals interpret the speaker with questions or

comments. In each case, Hilary politely but firmly intervenes and requests that dialogue

be put off until everyone has spoken. 

As this progresses, it becomes fairly clear that the summary statements can be grouped

into 5 major categories. Each category is an area that requires action of some kind.

Hilary suggests that the group break into 5 sub-groups for the rest of the morning. Each

sub-group is to take a problem category, discuss it and work towards a set of suggested

actions that will address it.

Hilary tells the group that she has arranged for 5 small conference rooms, each of

which has flip chart stands, flip chart papers, markers etc. She indicates that coffee and

drinks will arrive in each room at about 10:30. She suggests that each group pick one

person to more or less facilitate their meeting. The purpose of these meetings is to

develop possible actions and document them on flip chart paper so that they can be

reported to the whole group after lunch. Hilary asks if it was alright if she moves from
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sub-group meeting to meeting and listens in, rather than participate in any one. She

firmly indicats that no matter where they are, they will break for lunch in the main dining

room at 12:30. After that, they will be getting back together as a whole group at 2. In the

afternoon, they will listen to each sub-group’s ideas, and boil them all down to a single

set of recommendations they can present to the VP next morning.

After lunch, Hilary asks each sub-group faciliator to report out to the whole group.

Although it takes the best part of 90 minutes, they are lots of good ideas and many that

occurr in more than one sub-group. As each sub-group finishes, Hilary takes a few min-

utes to use bright markers to put symbols on flip charts what shows when action ideas

were similar or repeated. She then hangs the sub-group’s flip charts up on the wall over

the flip charts from the morning. 

In the last hour, Hilary leads the group in organizing the ideas from the sub-groups into

a single list. Once again, they are summarized on flip chart sheets that are mounted on

the walls. The ideas that were repeated most often, or had the largest number of similar

suggestions, come first.  As they work, 2 of the reps become more vocal, acting as

summarizers and idea connectors. Hilary concludes the meeting by asking all of the

reps if they was o.k. if she works with these two reps overnight to prepare a PowerPoint

presentation that the 3 of them can make to the VP in the morning. No one objects. The

group agrees to meet at 7AM to have a dress rehersal as a group before the VP shows

at 8:30.  With that, the meeting comes to an end. 
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Notes:
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Learning Package 3:

The Missing Cheque Meeting: Identifying Content
Behaviours

Objective:

Allow you to develop an applied understanding of various types of content beahi-

uours that occurs during a meeting. 

Book Reference:

Chapter 2 - Faciliation Foundations: Content Behaviours

Total Duration: 20 Minutes Format:  Working Teams of 2, although

the exercise can be done by a solitary

individual if necessary

What suppliers do you need?

1. Pen, paper for individuals.

2. A flip chart stand, flip chart paper and markers stand for each group or

sub-group.  Masking tape is usually helpful for the report out activity.

What kind of room space and layout do you need?

1. A room with enough space so that each team of 2 can work independently.
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The Missing Cheque Meeting: Identify Content Behaviours

Things to Consider:

1. This exercise does not really provide you with a chance to faciliate.  It is a sim-

ple working meeting between 2 people.

2. Choosing something with the same Development Style as yourself can lead to

this being a straight forward meeting. However, choosing to work with someone

who is different from you can increase your insight into the learning intended in

the exercise. 

That is,

1. if you have a Practical Active style, try to work with a person with a

Conceptual Reflective style or a person with a Conceptual Active style;

2. if you have a Practical Reflective style, try to work with a person with a

Conceptual Active style, or a person with a Conceptual Reflective style;

3. if you have a Conceptual Active style, try to work with a person with a

Practical Reflective style or a person with a Practical Active style;

4. if you have a Conceptual Reflective style, try to work with a person with a

Practical Active style or a person with a Practical Reflective style.
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Step Activity Who How long Notes

1 Go to the Missing Check Meeting dialogue

on the next few pages. 

Use the tabke given on each of the pages

facing the meeting’s dialogue to list all of

the types of content contribution in each

person’s statements. 

You may find it useful to make a copy of

the Content Behaviour Checklist in

Appendix 2 to help you. Alternatively, you

can refer back to the descriptions of

Content Behaviour and the Key to

Identifying Content Behaviours in Chapter

2. 

Participants 20 minutes
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Debrief:

1. If there is time left over, get together as a full group and discuss anything that

stood out for as a result of this exercise.

Feedback:

1. This exercise does not really require you to collect any feedback on your partici-

pation. 

Follow up:

1. There is no follow up. 
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Source Material:

Note:  The exchanges are numbered to help you in completing the analysis.

Title:  The Missing Cheque Meeting
A, B, C, and D work for Xpert Limited and are sitting around a table in a small confer-

ence room. They have gotten together to decide what to do about the theft of a cheque.

C passes around copies of a fax received from Wilson Hardware’s accounting depart-

ment showing the front and the back of a cashed cheque made out to Xpert Limited.

(1) A: So what are we going to do about the fact that someone stole the

Wilson Hardware cheque and cashed it?

(2) B: Do we know what happened?

(3) C. I followed up on things.  We invoiced Wilson Hardware for the work

that we did for them on April 1.  By May 15, we had not received

their payment cheque. I phoned Ahmad, our Wilson contact. He

called the central accounting office in the US. They checked and

got back to him. Their central accounting department mailed a

cheque to us on May 1. Their records show that the cheque was

cashed on May 7. I told Ahmad that we did not cash it. He told that

me that as far as their accounting department was concerned they

had met their obligations to us. It was now in our hands. I called

back and asked if they could fax us a copy of the front and back of

the cheque. It arrived this morning.

(4) D: I don’t think thats right. We never received our money. Wilson must

have some responsibility for this.

(5) C. Apparently not. They have shown us that they paid our invoice.

That’s it from their point of view.

(6) D: But we never got our money. That’s not fair.

(7) A: I don’t think fair counts. What counts is what we can do now.

(8) B. Can’t we contact the police and get some action?  I  looked at the

fax. It identifies the branch and the account to which the cheque

was deposited and the ABM that was used to do it. Whoever

cashed it can’t claim that the cheque was made to them. That’s

fraud. 

(9) A: Let me be clear. Our priority in this is getting our money. If the

police do something to the guy or gal who did this, that’s fine with

me. But it does not make up for getting our money back. That

comes first for me.

(10) B: I think that we have to do the following. First, we have to contact

the police and get them involved. Then, we have to get to the bank

that has the account to which this cheque was deposited and see

what they will do. They have got to take some responsibility for the

fact that whoever has this account is different from the payee
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Analysis of the Missing Cheque Meeting

Instructions:

For each person’s statements, list all of the kind of content contribu-

tions that they make. Identify the words that lead you to this conclu-

sion. 

Dialogue

Number

Type of Content

Contribution

Identifying Words

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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shown on this cheque. The bank is the only one in a position to

keep this kind of thing from happening. And we should talk to our

insurance company and see it we are covered for the loss in case

everything else fails.  

(11) D:So you are saying that getting the money is all that counts. We just let

who ever did this get away with it.

(12) A : Look, people do this kind of thing all the time and get away with it.

Don’t tell me that the police are going to put a lot of energy into a

$4000 cheque fraud. Beside, our time is worth money too. I want to

get our money with the minumum effort on our part. I don’t really

care where it comes from. It the bank ponies up, fine. If the cops

get it back for us, great. If we have to hit the insurance company,

kind of fine because they will probably jack our premiums as a

result of the claim. 

(13) B: Lets stay focused on action here.  Police first. C, will you contact

them right away. I guess you should contact the bank as well, since

you know all the details. Let me know how it goes and how I can

help. Are you o.k. with this?  C and I will let everyone know what

we find out, o.k.?

(14) D: I still think we should go after whoever did this. Otherwise, they will

get away with it.

(15) A: Lets see how things go with the police and the bank. Once we

know that much, we can talk about our next steps. 

Heads nod and the meeting ends.
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Dialogue

Number

Type of Content

Contribution

Identifying Words

10 

continued

11

12

13

14

15
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Appendix Two: 

Facilitation
Techniques
and Checklists
Objectives:

1. To provide all of the facilitation techniques and checklists men-

tioned in the book in one convenient reference location. 

The pages in this appendix are meant to be photocopied and used as

you need them.  You have permission to make copies of these appendix

pages as you need them to do your meeting facilitation.  This permission

does not extend to reproducing these pages in either paper or electronic

form in other publications, paper or electronic.  Please contact WCI if you

want to do this.  This permission also does not give you the right to make

copies of these pages (paper or electronic) for sale to others.  You may

only make copies for your own use. 

Thanks.  
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List of Checklist snd Facilitation Techniques

Meeting Facilitator Effectiveness Checklist 1 : 5

Meeting Type Determination Checklist 1 : 7

The Content Behaviour Checklist 1 : 9
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The Meeting Facilitator Effectiveness Checklist
The checklist on the facing page is for use by the meeting facilitator

after a meeting.  It provides a way of evaluating whether or not your

behaviour during the meeting shows some or all of the characteristics

of effective meeting facilitators.

Use it during your post meeting process reviews to structure your de-

brief and to get feedback on your facilitation effectiveness. 
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Meeting Facilitator Effectiveness Checklist

1.  Did the process and agenda I provided allow the attendees to work together

effectively?  Was it clearly communicated and easy to follow?

2.  Did I understand the point of view or the starting points of each of the atten-

dees? Could I stand in their shoes?

3. Did I stay out of the content and keep yourself to facilitating the process?

4. Did I intervene to “protect” individuals when other attendees behaved in ways

which attacked or put pressure on them?

5. Did I intervene to give individuals a chance to contribute when others

blocked them out inappropriately?

6. Did I carry out myfacilitator behaviours (giving instructions, using flip charts and

overheads, pacing the meeting ... ... ) effectively?

7. What would I do differently if I could facilitate this meeting again?

Not at all Completel

Not at all Completel

Not at all Completel

Not at all When

Not at all When

Not at all All of the
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The Meeting Type Determination Checklist
The checklist on the facing page is for use by the meeting facilitator

or designated meeting leader before a meeting.  By working through

it, you can determine what kind of meeting you will have.  As well,

you can decide if doing certain things before the meeting will help

make it a more effective one. 

The 5 Critical Success Factors for Meetings apply to all meet-

ings. As designated leader, you must take steps to ensure that all 5

are met before, during and after the meeting.  They are repeated

below.

`Ü~éíÉê=OW=c~Åáäáí~íáçå=cçìåÇ~íáçåë

PR

qÜÉ=cáîÉ=`êáíáÅ~ä=pìÅÅÉëë=c~Åíçêë=Ñçê=jÉÉíáåÖë

`pc=NW pÜ~êÉÇ=çÄàÉÅíáîÉë=çê=ÉñéÉÅí~íáçåë

^ää=çÑ=íÜÉ=ãÉÉíáåÖ=~ííÉåÇÉÉë=ãìëí=Ü~îÉ=Åçãé~íáÄäÉ=çÄàÉÅíáîÉë=ÑçêI=çê=ëáãáä~ê=ÉñéÉÅJ
í~íáçåë=çÑI=íÜÉ=ãÉÉíáåÖK

jÉ~ëìêÉW

^ííÉåÇÉÉë=ëí~íÉ=íÜÉáê=ÉñéÉÅí~íáçåë=ïÜÉå=~ëâÉÇ=çê=ÄÉÜ~îÉ=áå=ï~óë=íÜ~í=ã~âÉ
íÜÉáê=ÉñéÉÅí~íáçåë=ÅäÉ~êK==tÜÉå=~ëâÉÇI=íÜÉáê=ëí~íÉãÉåíë=~êÉ=ëáãáä~êK=lê=íÜÉó
ÄÉÜ~îÉ=~ë=ÉñéÉÅíÉÇK

`pc=OW==pÜ~êÉÇ=éêçÅÉëë

^ää=çÑ=íÜÉ=ãÉÉíáåÖ=~ííÉåÇÉÉë=ãìëí=ÄÉ=ÑçääçïáåÖ=íÜÉ=éêçÅÉÇìêÉI=~ÖÉåÇ~=çê=ïçêâáåÖ
ãÉíÜçÇçäçÖó=ÇìêáåÖ=íÜÉ=ãÉÉíáåÖK

jÉ~ëìêÉW

^ííÉåÇÉÉë=ÄÉÜ~îÉ=áå=~=ÅççêÇáå~íÉÇ=ï~ó=ÇìêáåÖ=íÜÉ=ãÉÉíáåÖK=lê=íÜÉêÉ=áë
ÉñéäáÅáí=Çá~äçÖìÉ=~Äçìí=íÜÉ=éêçÅÉëë=íç=ÄÉ=ìëÉÇI=~åÇ=~ííÉåÇÉÉë=~ÖêÉÉ=íç=ÑçäJ
äçï=áíK

`pc=PW ^ééêçéêá~íÉ=éêçÅÉëë

qÜÉ=éêçÅÉÇìêÉI=~ÖÉåÇ~=çê=ïçêâáåÖ=ãÉíÜçÇçäçÖó=ÄÉáåÖ=ÑçääçïÉÇ=ÇìêáåÖ=íÜÉ=ãÉÉíJ
áåÖ=ãìëí=ã~íÅÜ=~åÇ=ÄÉ=ÉÑÑÉÅíáîÉ=Ñçê=íÜÉ=ïçêâáåÖ=ÅçåíÉåí=çÑ=íÜÉ=ãÉÉíáåÖK

jÉ~ëìêÉW

qÜÉ=éêçÅÉëë=ïçêâëK==fí=áë=çÄîáçìë=íç=~ää=~ííÉåÇÉÉë=íÜ~í=éêçÖêÉëë=áë=ÄÉáåÖ=ã~ÇÉ
çå=íÜÉ=ÅçåíÉåí=ïçêâK

`pc=QW==`ççêÇáå~íÉÇ=éêçÅÉëë

bîÉêóçåÉ=ãìëí=ÄÉ=~í=íÜÉ=ë~ãÉ=éçáåí=áå=íÜÉ=éêçÅÉÇìêÉI=~ÖÉåÇ~=çê=ïçêâáåÖ=ãÉíÜçÇJ
çäçÖó=íÜ~í=áë=ÄÉáåÖ=ÑçääçïÉÇ=ÇìêáåÖ=íÜÉ=ãÉÉíáåÖK

jÉ~ëìêÉW

^ííÉåÇÉÉë=ÄÉÜ~îÉ=áå=~=ÅççêÇáå~íÉÇ=ï~ó=ÇìêáåÖ=íÜÉ=ãÉÉíáåÖK=
tÜÉå=ä~Åâ=çÑ=ÅççêÇáå~íáçå=áë=çÄîáçìë=çê=áë=ã~ÇÉ=ÉñéäáÅáí=Äó=íÜÉ=ãÉÉíáåÖ
Ñ~Åáäáí~íçêI=~ííÉåÇÉÉë=ÅÜ~åÖÉ=íÜÉáê=ÄÉÜ~îáçìê=íç=ÖÉí=Ä~Åâ=çå=íê~Åâ=ïáíÜ=íÜÉ
ëíÉéë=çÑ=íÜÉ=ÉñéäáÅáí=éêçÅÉëëK=

`pc=RW ^Åíáçå=cçääçï=ìé

b~ÅÜ=áåÇáîáÇì~ä=~ííÉåÇáåÖ=íÜÉ=ãÉÉíáåÖ=ãìëí=âåçï=ïÜ~í=íÜÉó=~êÉ=ÖçáåÖ=íç=Çç=~ë=~
êÉëìäí=çÑ=íÜÉ=ãÉÉíáåÖK

jÉ~ëìêÉW

b~ÅÜ=~ííÉåÇÉÉ=Å~å=ëí~íÉ=ïÜ~í=íÜÉó=ãìëí=Çç=~ÑíÉê=íÜÉ=ãÉÉíáåÖK
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Meeting Type Determination Checklist

1. Determine What Kind of Meeting You Wil Have ... ...

Will the attendees mostly listen to material presented by others or are they

expected to contribute to the results of the meeting?

Listen __________ Contribute __________ Both __________

If you ticked Contribute or Both in response to question 1, you will be having a

content creation meeting. 

2. Determine How Large a Meeting You Will Have ... ...

How many people are attending?

12 or less __________ 20 to 50 __________

13 to 20 __________ 50 to 100 __________

100 + __________

Any meeting with more than 12 people requires careful planning and prepara-

tion.  An information presentation meeting (one in which the attendees listen,

and perhaps asks questions of the presenters) gets more complicated as the

number of attendees increase. 

An content creation meeting with more than 12 people requires a carefully

thought out faciliation plan. Content creation meetings of more than 20 people

will involve sub-grouping in order to allow people to participate effectively.  This

may mean that more than 1 meeting facilitator is required. Facilitation teams

must work out their coordination before the meeting starts. Essentially, they

must jointly prepare the facilitation plan for the meeting.

3. Determining the Balance between Information Presentation and
Content Creation ... ... 

If you ticked both in response to question 1, determine where you are by plac-

ing a large X at the appropriate stop in the following schematic:

The closer your X is to the Attendees “Contribute” end of the box, the more

faciliatation energy it will take to meet the Shared Objectives, Shared Process,

Appropriate Process and Coordinated Process Meeting CSF’s.  

50%

90%

90%

10%

10%
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tt
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”

A
ttendees

“contribute”
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The Content Behaviour Checklist
The checklist on the facing page is for use by participants in meet-

ings and for observers who get a chance to observe behaviour in

meetings when they do not actively participate. 

It helps you identify the various types of content contributions that

individuals can make in a meeting. It is based on the following  page

from Chapter 2: Meeting Foundations.

`Ü~éíÉê=OW=c~Åáäáí~íáçå=cçìåÇ~íáçåë

QT

hÉóë=íç=fÇÉåíáÑóáåÖ=`çåíÉåí=_ÉÜ~îáçìêë

_ÉÜ~îáçìê páÖåë=íç=iççâ=cçê

pÉÉâ=fåÑçêã~íáçå NK=aáÇ=óçì=ÜÉ~ê=~=èìÉëíáçå\
OK=`~å=óçì=áÇÉåíáÑó=ïÜç=áí=ï~ë=ÇáêÉÅíÉÇ=íç\
PK=aáÇ=áí=~ëâ=íÜ~í=éÉêëçåEëF=Ñçê=Ñ~Åíì~ä=áåÑçêã~íáçå\

dáîÉ=fåÑçêã~íáçå NK=aáÇ=íÜÉ=éÉêëçå=ã~âÉ=~=ëí~íÉãÉåí\
OK=aáÇ=óçì=ÜÉ~ê=Ñ~Åíë\

pÉÉâ=léáåáçå NK=aáÇ=óçì=ÜÉ~ê=~=èìÉëíáçå\
OK=`~å=óçì=áÇÉåíáÑó=ïÜç=áí=ï~ë=ÇáêÉÅíÉÇ=íç\
PK=aáÇ=áí=~ëâ=íÜ~í=éÉêëçåEëF=ïÜ~í=íÜÉó=íÜáåâ=çê=ÄÉäáÉîÉ\

dáîÉ=léáåáçå NK=aáÇ=íÜÉ=éÉêëçå=ã~âÉ=~=ëí~íÉãÉåí\
OK=aáÇ=óçì=ÜÉ~ê=ïÜ~í=íÜÉ=éÉêëçå=íÜçìÖÜí=çê=ÄÉäáÉîÉë\

qÉëí=cÉ~ëáÄáäáíó NK=aáÇ=óçì=ÜÉ~ê=~=èìÉëíáçå=çê=~=ëìÖÖÉëíáçå\
OK=`~å=óçì=áÇÉåíáÑó=ïÜç=áí=ï~ë=ÇáêÉÅíÉÇ=íç\
PK=aáÇ=áí=~ëâ=íÜ~í=éÉêëçåEëF=íç=ÅçåëáÇÉê=éçëëáÄáäáíáÉë=çê=

éê~ÅíáÅ~äáíáÉë\=

`çåíÉåí=_ÉÜ~îáçìêë

NK pÉÉâ=fåÑçêã~íáçå
cçêãW== ^=èìÉëíáçå=ÇáêÉÅíÉÇ=~í=çåÉ=çê=ãçêÉ=~ííÉåÇÉÉëK
fåíÉåíW oÉèìÉëí=Ñ~Åíì~ä=çê=çíÜÉê=áåÑçêã~íáçå=~Äçìí=íÜÉ=ÅìêêÉåí=íçéáÅ=çê

çíÜÉê=ïçêâ=ÅçåíÉåíK
pÉÉâ=Åä~êáÑáÅ~íáçå=çÑ=ÅìêêÉåí=Çá~äçÖìÉ=çê=áëëìÉK

OK dáîÉ=fåÑçêã~íáçå
cçêãW fÒ ëí~íÉãÉåíK
fåíÉåíW dáîÉ=áåÑçêã~íáçå=çê=Ñ~ÅíëK

`ä~êáÑó=~=ëí~íÉãÉåíK

PK pÉÉâ=léáåáçå
cçêãW ^=èìÉëíáçå ÇáêÉÅíÉÇ=~í=çåÉ=çê=ãçêÉ=~ííÉåÇÉÉëK
fåíÉåíW ^ëâ=Ñçê=íÜÉ=çéáåáçå=çÑ=~åçíÜÉê=~ííÉåÇÉÉ=çå=íÜÉ=ÅìêêÉåí=íçéáÅK

QK dáîÉ=léáåáçå
cçêãW fÒ ëí~íÉãÉåíK
fåíÉåíW `çããìåáÅ~íÉ=~å=çéáåáçå=çê=ÄÉäáÉÑ=íç=çíÜÉê=~ííÉåÇÉÉëK

RK qÉëí=cÉ~ëáÄáäáíó
cçêãW ^=èìÉëíáçå=çê=ëìÖÖÉëíáçå=ÇáêÉÅíÉÇ=~í=çåÉ=çê=ãçêÉ=~ííÉåÇÉÉëK
fåíÉåíW nìÉëíáçå=íÜÉ=êÉ~äáëã=çÑ=~=éçëëáÄáäáíóI=~=ÅçåÅäìëáçå=çê=~=ÇÉÅáëáçåK

^ëâ=~=èìÉëíáçå=íÜ~í=ÅÜÉÅâë=çìí=íÜÉ=éê~ÅíáÅ~äáíó=çÑ=ëçãÉíÜáåÖK
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The Content Behaviour Checklist
Use the form below to classify meeting participants’ content contributions. 

Follow the sequence of the dialogue in the meeting. 

Use more copies of the form if necessary.

Who is 
speaking

Directed to:

(Individual 
or group)

Type of Contribution 
(use a tick mark)

S
E

E
K

S
IN

FO
R

M
A

-
G

IV
E

S
IN

FO
R

M
A

-
S

E
E

K
S

O
P

IN
IO

N
S

E
E

K
S

O
P

IN
IO

N
T

E
S

T
S

FE
A

S
IB

IO
LI

-

Notes:

Use initials or

first name

Keep enough information (a key word

or 2) to be able to orient yourself and

others in discussion or feedback after

the meeting when this is required 

Key:

Seeks Information: a question that asks for facts

Gives Information: a statement that gives facts

Seeks Opinion: a question that asks for opinions, beliefs or ideas 

Gives Opinion: a statement that presents opinions, beliefs or ideas 

Tests Feasibility: a question or a suggestion that tests  a possibility, a

conclusion or a decision.
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Appendix
Three: 

Some 
Useful 
Books

Objective:

1. To provide an annotated list of books that you may find useful. 
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List of Useful Books

1. The Critical Incident in Growth Groups: Theory and Technique

2. The Memory Jogger Plus

3. TQM Field Manual

4. How to Make Meetings Work: The New Interaction Method

5. Team Roles at Work

7. Groups: Leadership and Group Development

8. Competence At Work: Models for Superior Performance

9. Skill-Building for Self Directed Team Members

10. The Team Handbook: How to Use Teams to Improve Quality

11. Facilitation Skills for Team Leaders

12. Effective Presentation Skills

13. Teams in Action - 22 Tried and Tested Training Activities for

Developing Team Skills

14. How to Lead Work Teams: Facilitation Skills
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1. The Critical Incident in Growth Groups: Theory and

Technique

Arthur M Cohen and R. Douglas Smith

University Associates, La Jolla, California 1976

ISBN 0-88390-102-1

This book is presents a theory of group development, as well as

describing the critical incident technique for observing and identifying

critical points in a group's development over time.

Its biggest contribution to our understanding is the "What happens

next" technique for paying attention to the impact of our interventions

as facilitators.  

For the rest, it will be of interest to those who want a better under-

standing of the social psychology of groups.

2. The Memory Jogger Plus

Michael Brassard

Goal/QPC 1989  508-685-3900

ISBN 1-879364-02-6

This is a presentation of the seven management and planning tools

which have become part and parcel of Total Quality Management

programs.  They are:

1. Affinity Diagrams

2. Interrelationship Digraph

3. Tree Diagram

4. Prioritization Matrices

5. Matrix Diagram

6. Process Decision Program Chart

7. Activity Network Diagrams

The book does an excellent job of outlining how to do each of these

methods in a group context.

It has superb "pocket guides" to each of the techniques.  
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3. TQM Field Manual

James H. Saylor

McGraw Hill, Inc 19792

ISBN 0--8306-2409-0

A very nice summary of the various techniques and ideas which are

part of Total Quality Management, presented in a very readable fash-

ion.  It really is a 1 volume "how to" manual.  Saylor gets things

across in very pragmatic and understandable ways.  He concentrates

on the doing, and manages to place the theory into this context.  

4. How to Make Meetings Work: The New Interaction

Method

Michael Doyle and David Straus

Jove Books, 1982

ISBN 0-515-09048-4

This is a classic book first published in 1976.  It strongly introduces

the need to distinct between process and content in facilitating

groups.  It introduced the concept of having a "recorder" in addition to

the process facilitator.  It has a large number of good ideas which are

useful in many other group meeting situations which cannot be run

using a "formal facilitator".  

5. Team Roles at Work

Meredith Belbin

Butterworth-Heinemann Limited, Oxford, 1993

ISBN 0-7506-0925-7

A succinct and clear summary of Belbin's work on individual roles in

groups, along with clear ideas about how to relate these "individual

roles" to a wide variety of situations at work.  Clear extensions to

recruitment and other situations in the work place. 
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7. Groups: Leadership and Group Development

Hedley G. Dimock

University Associates California 1986

ISBN 0-88390-202-8

A lovely summary of main of the key ideas which you need to under-

stand in order to run groups well, written in a very clear manner.  I

studied with this man, and have always appreciated his ability to put

ideas into a form which made them readily available.  

This is an excellent summary of much of the work on group develop-

ment.  It translates it into skills and techniques which can be used by

anyone working with groups of any kind. 

8. Competence At Work: Models for Superior

Performance

Lyle M. Spencer, Jr. and Signe M. Spencer

John Wiley and Sons, Inc. 1993

ISBN 0-472-54809-X

This book summarizes and reports the work of the McBer group in

Boston on competency.  It provides 

° basic models of competency, 

° a description of the elements in their competency dictionary, 

° an overview of the methodology they used for defining compe-

tencies for various job groups,

° a listing of the competencies that they have found  as needed

for a number of jobs types.

The work is complete and systematic.  In many ways, it reads like a

research report.  But it will still come to be the basic reference work

for competency modeling.  Many people will say that they do this

work.  Only a few will do in the systematic way needed.  This book

defines that way. 
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9. Skill-Building for Self Directed Team Members

Ann and Bob Harper

MW Corporation, New York, 1992

A "handbook" of self learning, this book contains many concepts and

checklists that could be useful in facilitating and running meetings.

They have been organized in a way which allows you to find what

you need, and use it.  It covers many of the ideas needed to make

groups work effectively. 

10. The Team Handbook: How to Use Teams to Improve

Quality

Peter R. Scholtes

Joiner Associates, 1988

One more handbook, this one with a focus on quality improvement.

It collects many of the ideas and exercises useful to team work in

quality improvement efforts.  As a result, it is another useful resource

book for group facilitation.  The material may need some modification

to fit your particular circumstances, but it is often will worth modifying

or building on. 

11. Facilitation Skills for Team Leaders

Donald Hackett and Charles L. Martin

A 50 Minute Series Book - Crisp Publications, California, 1993

A short crisp presentation of facilitation skills in well motivated teams,

this book has be virtue of being short and designed to be read in 50

minutes.  It is cheap too.

12. Effective Presentation Skills

Steven Mandel

A 50 Minute Series Book - Crisp Publications, California, 1993

The same format and intent as the previous book, topic changed.
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13. Teams in Action - 22 Tried and Tested Training

Activities for Developing Team Skills

Owen-Stewart Performance Resources Inc.

Mississauga, Ontario

The techniques are truly tried and true.  It makes a good source book

of facilitation recipes for various kinds of problem solving meetings.  It

has prepared overheads for use in such situations, and is generally

very well done. 

14. How to Lead Work Teams: Facilitation Skills

Fran Rees

Pfeiffer and Company, San Diego, California, 1991

This book is largely directed towards leading participative teams. It

places emphasis on the development of consensus.  It describe\s the

“Lead” model for group leadership.

1. Lead with a clear purpose

2. Empower to participate

3. Aim for Consensus

4. Direct the process
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Before you start this booklet, read this:

There are two ways to work through this booklet.  If you start at the

beginning and move forward page by page, you will get a complete 

picture of what you are doing and why you are doing it.  It also will give

you a thorough introduction to the basis of the Development Styles self-

descriptive instrument. As well, you will get insight into your own

Development Style and those of others. 

If you just want to score the instrument, and understand your personal

results, there is a shorter path.  Be sure to follow it in the stated

sequence.

1.   Go to page 4:2 and read the instructions - find your scoring sheet on page 4:39.

2. Answer the questions on pages  4:4 to 4:7.

3. Follow scoring instructions on page 4:9 - 4:13 - they are simpler than the num-

ber of pages suggests.

4. Go to page 4:14 and locate your Development Style in the Contents / Page

table - follow  the directions to the Interpretation Guide pages for your

Development Style and read them. 

Appendix
Four:

The WCI
Development

Styles™
Instrument

You can complete this instrument on paper by following the instructions

below. 
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Freedom brings effectiveness.
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Introduction

Both experience and research have shown us that different people develop their professional competencies in different

ways. WCI’s Personal Professional Competency program, and the associated Competency Styles instruments, 

provide support to professionals engaged in self development.  They incorporate the idea of Development Styles.

Individuals are most effective in their developmental activities when developmental activities are structured to match the

way in which:

1. they normally make sense or meaning out of things,

2. they best use their learning energy.

This short self descriptive instrument helps you to discover your Development Style.  Once you have completed it, you

will be able to use your insight into this aspect of yourself to select development activities that work well for you. As with

all of WCI’s self descriptive instruments, this instrument is based on the idea of “personal competency”.  A personal 

competency is a repeating pattern of learned behaviour.  It is a “smart habit” which works for you. Smart habits are

behaviour you can use in situations without a lot of conscious thought and energy.  They allow you to respond quickly to

the immediate demands of a situation.  Smart habits allow you to use

your energy effectively. 

We all have smart habits and competencies, even if we have never

attended a professional development program.  Individuals develop habits

during the daily process of living.  It is a normal human thing to do.

Habits develop as you grow up. They change as you move through the

education system and gain life and work experience.  They are the result

of complex interaction between the factors shown in the Iceberg Model

shown to the right. As a result, you develop patterns of behaviour which

you use to react to things and to accomplish the objectives you want to

achieve.  These unconscious habits make up what other people see as

your personality or your style in interacting with them. Sometimes, these

habits, or patterns of competency, work for you.  Sometimes they may

not.  

We can also develop

smart habits and 

competencies as a

result of personal 

professional 

development.  This

process starts with

feedback.  It moves

through the cycle

shown to the left.

WCI’s approach to self development is based on several simple ideas.

1. During the course of life, people naturally develop patterns of preferred behaviour over time.  These will reflect

their genetically determined abilities, personality traits and motives / values.  

2. Everyone can get insight into their habits and competencies through self descriptive instruments and 360° 

feedback.

3. As well, everyone can learn new  habits or competencies and add them to their effectiveness repertoire. This

allows you to expand the range of your abilities far beyond those that result from your  genetically determined

abilities, personality traits and motives / values.
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Instructions:

1. Locate your blank answer form  - page 4 : 39.  Personalize it by entering your name and the date

at the top.

2. Use the answer form to complete the sample question below.  This will introduce you to the

process of completing this self descriptive instrument.

3. Once you have done this, turn the page and answer each of the questions. Record your choices

on the answer sheet. There are no right or wrong answers - just answers which describe you.

4. Do not skip any questions.

5. Each question on the following pages describes a situation.  You may have been in 

similar situations in the past or be in similar ones in the future.  Below the description, there are 2

possible ways in which you could behave in this situation.  Decide ... ... 

a. which one best describes how you typically  behave, - 

that is, how you normally behave ... ...,

b. which one is least like how you behave.

You may find that you behave in both ways. Remember, this self descriptive is all about how

you typically behave.  Choose your most likely or most normal response whenever both

options could apply to you. 

6. Place the letter of each choice (A or B) in the appropriate place on the answer sheet. That is, if

A is most like how you normally behave, enter A in the first column of the answer sheet next

to the question number.  If B is most like how you normally behave, enter B in the 

column of the answer sheet next to the question number. 
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Sometimes, you are asked to fill out questionnaires.  You ... ... 

carefully read all of

instructions, and then

start to answer the 

questions. 

A Look at the actual 

questions, referring back

to the instructions if what

needs to be done is not clear.

B

Sample

Please do not go beyond page 4 : 7  

until you have completed the questionnaire.

Scoring and interpretation guidelines follow page 4: 7.  If you read them first, you will

impact the way in which you answer the questions, and make this instrument less useful

to you.
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Freedom brings effectiveness.

You are a member of a task group at work responsible for finding ways of

improving the performance appraisal process.  
1

You interact energetically with the

other members of the group, 

clarifying your ideas and recommen-

dations through active dialogue.

A You listen carefully to the dialogue

in the group, reflecting on what you

hear.  You add your ideas when you

have thought them through to clarity.

4 : 4
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B

A co-worker is showing you a new way of completing a task for which you are

jointly responsible.
2

You relate what your co-worker is

doing to similar things that you

have done in the past.  This makes it

easier to learn what to do.

A You place this task into the context

of a larger pattern of work, making

it just one part of your overall work

flow. 

B

Your company is having a town hall meeting to talk about the potential 

acquisition of your company by a major conglomerate. 
3

You spend the meeting listening

and watching the reactions of your

fellow employees, trying to figure out if

most folks are for or against. 

A You take every chance you get to

speak with others in both the large

and small break out sessions, 

trying to assess the implications. 

B

A TV show host is interviewing a popular management “guru” who claims that his

management system will eliminate “politics” in the office. 
4

You compare what this “guru” is

saying to the other management

frameworks and models that you know

in order to figure out if this will work.

A You compare what this “guru” is

saying to your experience of people

in your work experience in order to 

figure out if this will work.

B

At the end of a professional development session, the leader offers you two

options for preparing a complex case study that will integrate your learning. 
5

You elect the “self work” option,

which will give you a chance to

reflect on what you have learned and

integrate it through preparing the case.

A You elect the “group work” option,

knowing that the dialogue and

exchange with others will help you to

consolidate what you have learned. 

B

On the train coming into work this morning, you overhead two strangers who

work together talking about the problems they were having with their boss.
6

While listening, you placed their sit-

uations into the boss-subordinate

frameworks and patterns you use to

make sense of these dynamics. 

A While listening, you compared their

experiences into your own

experiences with bosses over the

course of your career.

B
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Feedback brings awareness,

Awareness brings choice,

Choice brings freedom,

Freedom brings effectiveness.

Your boss asks you to work in pairs to create a new process to solve a problem

which has been re-occurring consistently in the work that your team does.  
7

You choose to work with a partner

who problem solves best by talking

through different approaches and 

possibilities. 

A You choose to work with a partner

who likes to start by thinking things

through quietly, exchanging ideas once

each person has clear first approaches.

4 : 5
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B

A vendor is trying to get your company to buy some expensive software. You are

one of the managers attending an all day presentation by the vendor’s staff.
8

During the day, you pay particular

attention to the case histories.  You

ask questions about other companies’

practical experience with the software.

A You focus on how the software will

fit into your organization’s way of

doing things. Your questions focus on

the software’s operating principles.

B

When you work in teams at work, others describe you as .. ... 9

energetic and verbal, helping to

clarify things through your 

participation in the team’s dialogue.

A attentive, listening and contributing

when you have clear thoughts and

ideas.  

B

A person who works for you has come to you for some advice on how to get

along with a difficult co-worker.  After listening carefully, you offer ideas ... ...
10

by linking this person’s problem to

your working model of how conflict

between people gets resolved.  That

way you can help this person in this 

situation, and future similar ones.

A based on your own interaction with

similar people in the past.  You

keep things practical, talking about

what you have gone through and know

to work from your own experience.

B

You have an opportunity to attend an industry conference that has both working

sessions and formal presentations. You have to design your agenda in advance.
11

You look for sessions where the

topics interest you, and the format

allows opportunity for you to engage in

an exchange of ideas and dialogue. 

A You look for sessions where the

topics interest you, and the format

allows you to step back and reflect on

what has been presented.

B

At a professional development session, the instructor is introducing you to a new

model about how people interact at work.
12

You relate this model to the 

patterns and principles by which

you understand human interaction in

general, seeing how it fits in. 

A You test the model out by fitting a

number of experiences that you

have had at work and in the rest of

your life into it, seeing if it holds up.

B
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Freedom brings effectiveness.

Your work team is meeting to discuss a particularly tough time that the team is

having meeting an important deadline.  The discussion gets intense.
13

You listen carefully to what is being

said, considering each person’s

ideas, and looking for opportunities to

contribute and move the team forward.

A You are actively involved in the

team dialogue.  You work hard to

clarify issues and to try to help the

team resolve the problems. 

4 : 6
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B

When you have to decide what is true, you ... ... 14

relate things to your past 

experience and knowledge in order

to sort out what is true and what is

false. 

A fit things in with the patterns and

principles that you have found 

reliable in determining what is true and

what is false.

B

You and your boss have built an excellent open working relationship over time.  15

Your exchange of ideas is lively.

Clarity often comes after you have

had a chance to verbally kick around

an idea or issue for a bit. 

You think on what your boss said,

and agree or disagree once you are

clear in your own mind.

A B

As a member of a company group responsible for running the annual company

picnic, you 
16

look into what people have done

and enjoyed in the past in order to

come up with ideas for this year’s

event. 

A start off by asking yourself and 

others just what broad goals you

want the picnic to achieve for both the

employees and the company.

B

You are reading a book on a topic area which is relevant to the work that you are

currently doing.  
17

The ideas in the book really come

alive for you as you apply them in

the thinking that you are doing about

your current problems at work.

A The material in the book really

comes alive for you when you 

discuss it with your co-workers as you

apply the book’s ideas to your job. 

B

When you read the trade journals and other industry magazines that are 

circulated in your office, you spend most time with ... ... 
18

articles that generalize over a 

number of experiences and develop

checklists and principles for others to

follow.  

A articles that explore specific case

histories and the lessons learned

from them.

B
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You are filling out an evaluation form at the end of a skills development course

that you have just attended.  Which type of sessions allow you to learn best?
19

Practice assignments which ask

you to take what you have learned

and personally apply it to realistic 

problems you will encounter at work.

A Role plays and case studies which

provide lots of opportunity to

participate in an exchange of ideas and

dialogue with others.

4 : 7
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B

Whenever you are in a new situation which contains unknown or confusing 

elements, you ... ... 
20

relate the things you are under-

going to your own past experiences

in order to sort out what is what, and

gain insight into how to respond. 

A bring frameworks and models that

you trust into play to sort out the

pieces.  This gives you perspective so

that you can consider your response.

B
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Thank you. 

The pages following this page cover two areas:

1. scoring, 

this helps you to convert your answers into a result on this self 

descriptive;

2. interpretation, 

this helps you understand what your scores mean. 

Please work through each in sequence now. 
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Scoring 

Your Results

Development

Styles
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General Scoring Instructions

1. Find your completed answer sheet - a blank sheet

looks like the page at the right. 

2. The Development Styles self-descriptive 

instrument is made up of two scales.  You will

need to score each one separately.  The answer

sheet is set up to facilitate this.  You will score the

odd numbered responses first (answers to the

left).  Then you will score the even numbered 

responses (answers to the right). 

3. The Development Styles self-descriptive 

instrument is based on two separate competency

scales.  This will become clearer in the

Interpretation Section that follows later.

However, this means that you first have to score

each of the scales independently of the other.  

4. You will score each scale by comparing your choices to a pre-determined pattern of

choices.  This pattern of choices is simply those made by a person who completely

prefers one end of the competency scale. 

5. Each time one of your choices matches a choice in this pre-determined pattern of

choices, you will score 1 for a match.  The first part of your score on each scale will

simply be the total number of matches.  Once you have this first part, you will 

subtract it from 10.  This will give you the number of choices that you made from

the other end of the scale.  These two numbers together form a composite which is

your score on the scale. 

6. Once you have done this for both scales, you will plot your results on a pictograph.

This pictograph will form the basis for the Interpretation Section which follows.
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Feedback brings awareness,

Awareness brings choice

Choice brings freedom,

Freedom brings effectiveness.
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Development Styles
Personal 

Answer Sheet

Completed By:

Completed On:

Sample

1 2

3 4

5 6

7 8

9 10

11 12

13 14

15 16

17 18

19 20

First Name

DD MM YYYY

Last Name
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Scoring the First Scale - The Active-Reflective Scale

1. Compare the left hand column of answers on your answer sheet to the

pre-determined pattern of choices shown at the right.  Each time your

choice matches the choice shown at the right, count one.  Get your

total number of matches.  This is your score on the Active 

portion of the Active-Reflective scale.  

That is, if your choices on the odd numbered questions matched the

choices shown at the right 4 times, your score on the Active portion of

the scale will equal 4. If you matched 7 times, your score will be 7

and so on. 

2. Subtract your Active portion score from 10 (e.g. 4 from 10 = 6).  This

gives your score on the Reflective portion of the Active-Reflective

scale.  If you score on the Active portion was 7, your score on the

Reflective portion will be 3, and so on.  Zero is possible.

3. Your final score on the Active Reflective scale consists of these two

portions combined into a composite.  That is, if your score on the

Active portion was 4, your score on the Reflective portion will be 6,

and your score on the entire scale will be 4 : 6 (active first, reflective

second.)

4. Write your final Active-

Reflective score here.

You will need it later.

1 A

3 B

5 A

7 A

9 A

11 A

13 B

15 A

17 A

19 A

Active Reflective

:
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Scoring the Second Scale - The Practical-Conceptual Scale

1. Compare the right hand column of answers on your answer sheet to

the pre-determined pattern of choices shown at the right.  Each time

your choice matches the choice shown at the right, count one.  Get

your total number of matches.  This is your score on the Practical

portion of the Practical-Conceptual scale.  

That is, if your choices on the even numbered questions matched the

choices shown at the right 4 times, your score on the Practical portion

of the scale will equal 4. If you matched 7 times, your score will be 7

and so on. 

2. Subtract your Practical portion score from 10 (e.g. 4 from 10 = 6).

This gives your score on the Conceptual portion of the Practical-

Conceptual scale.  If your score on the Practical portion was 7, your

score on the Conceptual portion will be 3, and so on. Zero is possible.

3. Your final score on the Practical-Conceptual scale consists of these

two portions combined into a composite.  That is, if your score on the

Practical portion was 4, your score on the Conceptual portion will be

6, and your score on the entire scale will be 4 : 6 (practical first, 

conceptual second.)

4. Write your final Practical-Conceptual score here.

You will need it later.

2 A

4 B

6 B

8 A

10 B

12 B

14 A

16 A

18 B

20 A

Practical Conceptual

:
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-
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Completing the Pictograph - Finding your Development Style

1. If it helps you, transfer your 2 composite scores to the boxes below. 

2. Plot your scores on each of the relevant axis in the pictograph below.  Use the

examples on the next page as a guide.

Active Reflective Practical Conceptual

10 - 0 9 - 1 8 - 2 7 - 3 6 - 4 5 - 5 4 - 6 3 - 7 2 - 8 9 - 1 0 - 10

Practical

Active

Conceptual

Reflective

Conceptual

Active

Practical

Reflective

: :



Practical

10-

0

9-1

8-2

7-3

4-6

3-7

2-8

1-9

0-

10

10 - 0 9 - 1 8 - 2 7 - 3 6 - 4 5 - 5 3 - 7 2 - 8 1 - 9 0 - 10
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Example One - John

7 3

Active

Active

Reflective

Reflective

2 8

Practical

Practical

Conceptual

Conceptual

10-

0

9-1

8-2

7-3

6-4

4-6

3-7

1-9

0-

10

Practical

Active

Practical

Reflective

Conceptual

Active

Conceptual

Reflective

Example Two - Marissa

4 6 6 4

X

X

Practical

Active

Practical

Reflective

Conceptual

Active

Conceptual

Reflective

Example Three - Vin Li

9 1 8 2

Practical

Active

Practical

Reflective

Conceptual

Active

Conceptual

Reflective

Example Four - Ahmed

5 5 4 6

Practical

Active

Practical

Reflective

Conceptual

Active

Conceptual

Reflective

: :
Active

Active

Reflective

Reflect-

ive

Practical

Conceptual

: :

Active

Active

Reflective

Reflective

Practical

Conceptual

: :

Conceptual

Conceptual Active

Active

Reflective Practical Conceptual

Conceptual

: :

10 - 0 9 - 1 8 - 2 6 - 4 5 - 5 4 - 6 3 - 7 2 - 8 1 - 9 0 - 10X

X
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0
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What is in this Interpretation Guide?

The purpose of this guide is to help you understand your results on the Development

Styles self descriptive.  At the same time, it will give you suggestions on how you can

act on your results to improve your personal professional development activities. 

This self descriptive is intended to give you insight into the very activity you are 

engaging in as you work through this instrument - self development.   Part of effective

self development is matching your development activities to your developmental smart

habits or competencies. But you cannot start to do this until you have at first insight the

structure of the Development Styles model in general. 

The first part of this guide is a general description of the underlying conceptual model

on which the Development Styles instrument is based.  Reading this type of theory

often appeals most to those individuals who have a Conceptual Reflective

Development Style.

Following this, you will find the 4 interpretative sections, one for each of the 4

Development Styles presented in the general model.  Although there is no reason not

to read all 4, it is probably best to start with the section which matches your

Development Style.  Once you have done this, read the other 3 to improve your

understanding of others who do not share your Style.

Each of these 4 sections has 4 parts.

1. Understanding Your Development Style.

2. Matching your Development Style to Professional Development Programs.

3. Working with Others During Professional Development Activities,

4. Validating Your Results on the Development Style Self-Descriptive Instrument.

The interpretation guide finishes with a short introduction to WCI’s Competency

Styles.  These instruments take advantage of the insight that you have gained in the

Development Style self-descriptive, and extend them to 4 key professional 

competency areas:

1. Gathering Information / Making Sense of It,

2. Structuring Personal Activity,

3. Interacting with Others,

4. Making Decisions.

The self descriptive and 360º versions of these instruments are the foundation of

WCI’s approach to developing your personal professional competencies.  They place

the many years of work done with the Myers-Briggs approach to personality types into

a behavioural competency framework and a work place context. 
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The Development Styles General Model

The Development Styles self-descriptive is based on two of the scales taken from 

WCI’s set of Competency Styles instruments. The first scale, from the Gathering

Information / Making Sense of IT part of WCI’s Competency Styles, covers ... ...

The process we use to construct knowledge 

or to make meaning out of our perceptions

The process we use to construct knowledge 

or to make meaning out of our perceptions

Your knowledge is 

validated by practical 

experience; 

experience is the 

primary criteria for truth

/ relevance for you ... ... 

You search for patterns in

what you perceive; 

you create meaning and

truth through such 

patterns, e.g. abstract 

principles, consistent

explanations,  theories, ...

... 

Your knowledge is 

validated by practical 

experience; 

experience is the 

primary criteria for truth /

relevance for you ... ... 

You search for patterns in

what you perceive; 

you create meaning and truth

through such patterns, e.g.

abstract principles, consistent 

explanations,  theories, ... ... 

People tend to do this in one of two very different ways.

By combining these elements, we create a self-descriptive scale which describes the

way that you make sense of the information that you work with during competency 

development activities.  

Most working individuals need to use their work place competencies in interpersonal or

group situations.  Professional development activities often take place in group or class-

room situations.  Consequently, it makes sense to add a second scale which covers this

dimension.  This second scale, taken from from the Interacting with Others part of WCI’s

Competency Styles, covers ... ...

How we interact with others 

when in group situations
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How we interact with others 

when in group situations

You are actively

involved in interactions

with others; you clarify

your thoughts and

ideas through active 

dialogue ... ... 

Your energy is directed

internally; you clarify your

thoughts and ideas

through internal reflection

on what you are hearing

and seeing ... ... ...

You are actively involved in

interactions with others; you

clarify your thoughts and

ideas through active 

dialogue ... ... 

Your energy is directed 

internally; you clarify your

thoughts and ideas through

internal reflection on what you

are hearing and seeing ... ... ...

Once again, there are people who tend to do this in one of two different ways.

By combining these elements, we create a second self-descriptive scale that describes

the way that you interact with others at work, including during competency develop-

ment activities.  

The final conceptual step is to combine the two scales into a single Development

Styles model.  The two scales are placed at 90 degrees to one another.  Four

Development Styles result, one at each corner of the conceptual box.  Each

Development Style represents the interaction of one way of behaving on the “How we

interact with others when in group situations” scale with one way of behaving on

the “The process we use to construct knowledge or to make meaning out of our

perceptions” scale.  The graphic on the next page (Figure 1) show this. 

Last, it is necessary to add the infrastructure needed to allow individuals to score

themselves to the model, and interpret the results.  This turns the conceptual model

into a pragmatically useful framework.  The final pictograph used in the Development

Styles self-descriptive instrument is shown on the page following the next one (Figure

2).  
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You are actively

involved in interactions

with others; you clarify

your thoughts and

ideas through active 

dialogue ... ...

Your energy is directed

internally; you clarify

your thoughts and

ideas through internal 

reflection on what you

are hearing and seeing

... ... 

Your knowledge is 

validated by practical 

experience; 

experience is the 

primary criteria for truth /

relevance for you ... ... 

You search for patterns

in what you perceive; 

you create meaning and

truth through such 

patterns, e.g. abstract 

principles, consistent

explanations,  theories,

... ... 

Practical 

Active

Practical

Reflective

Conceptual

Active

Conceptual

Reflective

Figure 1: 

The Final Development Styles Conceptual Model

resulting from the intersection of the two self-descriptive scales.

How we interact with others
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The Final Development Styles Framework

with the infrastructure added to allow individuals 

to score themselves and to identify their Development Style.
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The Practical Active

Development Style

1. Understanding your Development Style

Interpreting Your Scores and Your Plot

Your Development Style scoring results

have yielded a plot somewhere in the upper

left hand quadrant of the Development

Styles pictograph.

This indicates that you have a 

Practical Active Development Style.  

Your location within the quadrant will depend

on the number of times you chose Active

behaviour in Active - Reflective cases in the

questionnaire, and the number of times that

you chose Practical behaviour in the

Practical -  Conceptual cases. The more you chose Active and Practical

behaviours, the more your plot will be located to the upper left corner of the pictograph. 

What does this mean?  Some peoples’ competency styles are relatively clear.  Their

choice pattern in the questionnaire reflects this.  They choose the behaviours at one

end of the scale most or all of the time.  Other people have more mixed styles. Their

choice pattern in the questionnaire includes behaviours from both ends of the scale. 

Your plot reflects your choice pattern in the questionnaire.  For instance,  if you choose

all Active behaviours, your score on Active - Reflective scale would have been 10 :

0.  If you choose all Practical behaviours, your score on the Practical - Conceptual

scale would also have been 10 : 0.  You would have plotted yourself exactly in the

upper left hand corner of the quadrant.  In this case, your Development Style will be

very clear. The interpretation and suggestions on this and the next 3 pages may apply

very strongly to you.  

On the other hand, if you had chosen 5 Active choices, 5 Reflective choices, 5

Practical choices, and 5 Conceptual choices, your plot would have been in the exact

centre of the pictograph.  In this case, your Development Style would be equally 

balanced among all four Development Styles.  The interpretations for all four
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Development Styles may apply to you.

If you have an in-between plot, (like the example for Vin Li on the previous page), the 

interpretation for the Practical - Active style will apply to you.  But you may also want

to pay some attention to the other styles in understanding the way you develop your

professional competencies.  The closer you are to the center of the pictograph, the

more this will be the case.

Professional Development Behaviours Typical of Individuals 

with the Practical Active Style

As an individual with a Practical Active Development Style, you will tend to develop

your professional competencies best when you:

a. Engage in development activities which provide lots of time and 

opportunity for dialogue and verbal exchange with others.

b. Have the opportunity to apply the new competencies you are acquiring to

past experiences you have had at work, or to problems or cases that

strongly reflect your work environments and experiences.

2. Matching Your Development Style to Professional Development Programs

Given this, you will probably have the most success in professional development 

programs that have the following characteristics.

a. They involve other individuals and are structured to provide lots of 

opportunities to work together in verbal ways.

b. They are focused on “learning from experience” and applying new ideas

and skills to practical problems which reflect your actual working 

experience.  You can immediately relate the cases and problems to your

work situation.

c. They provide lots of opportunity to bring your experience into the picture

through the open discussion of current work issues and actual problems

from your work environment.
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3. Working with Others During Professional Development Activities

You will naturally move towards others who also have Practical Active style. They, like

you, clarify their ideas and determine what is useful and true through active dialogue

which brings in their experience.  Their approach will make natural sense to you.

Individuals who have a Practical Reflective style will share your energy for using 

experience to sort out the relevance of new skills and ideas.  Their internal focus may

frustrate you somewhat, as they may not have as much energy for verbal exploration

as you do.  You may have to give them “time” to just listen to the group

exchange and reflect on it before engaging them in dialogue. 

Individuals with a Conceptual Active style also use active verbal exchange with 

others to clarify their ideas and thoughts.  However, they may tend to talk about how

the issues or problems you are discussing relate to models, frameworks and general

principles.  This may sound very abstract to you. You may have to give them room

to analyze and to generalize over a number of practical examples, in order to

benefit from their contributions.

Individuals who have a Conceptual Reflective style are farthest removed from your

style.  Like the Practical Reflectives, you may have to give them “time” to just 

listen to the group exchange and reflect on it before engaging them in dialogue.

At the same time, like the Conceptual Actives, you may have to give them room to

analyze and to generalize over a number of practical examples, in order to 

benefit from their contributions.

What You Can Gain from Individuals Who have the Other Development Styles

From: What you can get from them:

Practical Reflectives Practical insight into patterns of confusion when your 

dialogue seems to be getting nowhere and going round in 

circles or becoming repetitive.

Conceptual Actives Dialogue which brings a number of experiences into line under the

insight and the organization provided by principles, models and

frameworks.

Conceptual Reflectives Break through insights and opinions when your dialogue seems to

be getting nowhere and cannot break out of the limits inherent in

the experiences of the individuals in the group.
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4. Validating Your Results on the Development Styles Self Descriptive

Instrument

No self-descriptive instument or competency model is as rich and as complete as your

personal experience or your awareness of yourself.  We use self-descriptive 

instruments to get insight into competency patterns or styles of which we have may

become unaware.  After all, smart habits are simply patterns of behaviour that operate

below the level of aware consciousness.  This allows us to respond rapidly to the

requirements of our environments. 

When you read the material in these pages describing the behaviour patterns of 

individuals with your Development Style, you may find yourself agreeing or 

disagreeing. If your sense is that these behaviours are a pretty good description

of some or all of your behaviours, then they probably are. Your results on this

instrument fit your behaviour very well. If you think they do not, try the following to help

sort things out.

1. Talk to one or more people who have been to a professional development 

program with you.  (More perspectives will give you better insight.)

> Ask them about your behaviour patterns.  

> Get feedback on your involvement in the verbal exchanges among the participants.  

> Probe to see if mostly you talked about how the skills and the knowledge you were 

acquiring applied to the on-the-job problems or situations.  

> Question them about whether or not your verbal contributions placed the material with which

you were working into the context of more general models, frameworks or principles. 

2. Reflect on your last involvement in a professional development experience.

> Remember the extent to which you were involved in the verbal exchanges - did you actively

participate or mostly listen to what was being said and make sense of it.

> Think about your contributions.  Did they involve practical application of the new material?

Did you compare it or tie it to other models, frameworks or principles that you are already

familar with?

3. Ask yourself which parts of professional development activities you most enjoy?

What parts teach you most?  Which parts do you find most boring or distancing?

Compare the information you uncover to the descriptions of typical behaviours in this

and the other 3 Development Style interpretation sections.  It will be your best guide

to validating your results on this instrument, and getting insight into your actual

Development Style. 
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The Practical Reflective

Development Style

1. Understanding your Development Style

Interpreting Your Scores and Your Plot

Your Development Style scoring results

have yielded a plot somewhere in the upper

right hand quadrant of the Development

Styles pictograph.

This indicates that you have a 

Practical Reflective Development Style.  

Your location within the quadrant will depend

on the number of times you chose Reflective

behaviour in Active - Reflective cases in the

questionnaire, and the number of times that

you chose Practical behaviour in the

Practical - Conceptual cases. The more you chose Reflective and Practical

behaviours, the more your plot will be located to the upper right corner.

What does this mean?  Some peoples’ competency styles are relatively clear.  Their

choice pattern in the questionnaire reflects this.  They choose the behaviours at one

end of the scale most or all of the time.  Other people have more mixed styles. Their

choice pattern in the questionnaire includes behaviours from both ends of the scale. 

Your plot reflects your choice pattern in the questionnaire.  For instance,  if you choose

all Reflective behaviours, your score on Active-Reflective scale would have been 0 :

10.  If you choose all Practical behaviours, your score on the Practical-Conceptual

scale would have been 10 : 0.  You would have plotted yourself exactly in the upper

right hand corner of the quadrant.  In this case, your Development Style will be very

clear. The interpretation and suggestions on this and the next 3 pages may apply very

strongly to you.  

On the other hand, if you had chosen 5 Active choices, 5 Reflective choices, 5

Practical choices, and 5 Conceptual choices, your plot would have been in the exact

centre of the pictograph.  In this case, your Development Style would be equally 

balanced among all four Development Styles.  The interpretations for all four
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Development Styles may apply to you.

If you have an in-between plot, (like the example for Marissa on the previous page),

the interpretation for the Practical - Reflective style will apply to you.  But you may

also want to pay some attention to the other styles in understanding the way you

develop your professional competencies.  The closer you are to the center of the picto-

graph, the more this will be the case. (Marissa will want to do this.)

Professional Development Behaviours Typical of Individuals 

with the Practical Reflective Style

As an individual with a Practical Reflective Development Style, you will tend to 

develop your professional competencies best when you:

a. Engage in development activities which provide lots of time and 

opportunity for reflection on what you are hearing, seeing and reading,

either as a quiet participant in what is going on, or as a listener to the

more formal presentation of material.

b. Have the opportunity to apply the new competencies you are acquiring to

past experiences you have had at work, or to problems or cases that

strongly reflect your work environments or experiences.

2. Matching Your Development Style to Professional Development Programs

Given this, you will probably have the most success in professional development 

programs that have the following characteristics.

a. They allow you to listen to formal presentations, read and ponder on 

material on your own time, or participate as an observer or relatively quiet 

participant in group activities like role plays and case preparation work.

b. They are focused on “learning from experience” and applying new ideas

and skills to practical problems which reflect your actual working 

experience.  You can immediately relate the the cases and the problems to

your work situation.

c. They provide lots of opportunity to bring your experience into the picture

through the open discussion of current work issues and actual problems

from your work environment.
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3. Working with Others During Professional Development Activities

You will naturally move towards others who also have Practical Reflective style. They,

like you, clarify their ideas and determine what is useful and true through reflection

upon what they are hearing, seeing and reading.  Their approach will make natural

sense to you.

Individuals who have a Practical Active style will share your energy for using 

experience to sort out the relevance of new skills and ideas.  However, their active 

verbal energy may frustrate you somewhat, particularly if they insist on engaging you

in dialogue when you would rather listen and think.   You may have to ask them to

give you room to contribute when you are ready to do so, rather than engaging 

verbally with you on a continuous basis. 

Individuals with a Conceptual Reflective style also use reflection to clarify to clarify

their ideas and thoughts.  However, they may tend to relate new material, issues or

problems to models, frameworks and general principles.  When they do contribute,

they are likely to talk about the results of this thinking. Your best approach to 

working with them to listen and to reflect upon how their contributions relate to

your practical experience.

Individuals who have a Conceptual Active style are the most different from you.  Like

Practical Actives, they clarify their thoughts and ideas through active verbal exchange

with others.  However, they tend to talk about how the issues or problems to models,

frameworks and general principles.  This may sound very abstract to you. Once again,

your best approach is to working with them to listen to them. Once you under-

stand their contribution, reflect on how it applies to your practical experience.

What You Can Gain from Individuals Who have the Other Development Styles

From: What you can get from them:

Practical Actives Dialogue which gives you information to think about and to relate

to your own experiences. Focus on pragmatic application and 

relevant issues at hand when dialogue strays or cycles.

Conceptual Actives Dialogue which brings a number of experiences into line under the

insight and the organization provided by principles, models and

frameworks.

Conceptual Reflectives Break through insights and frameworks when the group dialogue

seems to be getting nowhere and cannot break out of the limits

inherent in the experiences of the individuals in the group.
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4. Validating Your Results on the Development Styles Self Descriptive

Instrument

No self-descriptive instument or competency model is as rich and as complete as your

personal experience or your awareness of yourself.  We use self-descriptive 

instruments to get insight into competency patterns or styles of which we have may

become unaware.  After all, smart habits are simply patterns of behaviour that operate

below the level of aware consciousness.  This allows us to respond rapidly to the

requirements of our environments. 

When you read the material in these pages describing the behaviour patterns of 

individuals with your Development Style, you may find yourself agreeing or 

disagreeing. If your sense is that these behaviours are a pretty good description

of some or all of your behaviours, then they probably are. Your results on this

instrument fit your behaviour very well. If you think they do not, try the following to help

sort things out.

1. Talk to one or more people who have been to a professional development 

program with you.  (More perspectives will give you better insight.)

> Ask them about your behaviour patterns.  

> Get feedback on your involvement in the verbal exchanges among the participants.  

> Probe to see if mostly you talked about how the skills and the knowledge you were 

acquiring applied to the on-the-job problems or situations.  

> Question them about whether or not your verbal contributions placed the material with which

you were working into the context of more general models, frameworks or principles. 

2. Reflect on your last involvement in a professional development experience.

> Remember the extent to which you were involved in the verbal exchanges - did you actively

participate or mostly listen to what was being said and make sense of it.

> Think about your contributions.  Did they involve practical application of the new material?

Did you compare it or tie it to other models, frameworks or principles that you are already

familar with?

3. Ask yourself which parts of professional development activities you most enjoy?

What parts teach you most?  Which parts do you find most boring or distancing?

Compare the information you uncover to the descriptions of typical behaviours in this

and the other 3 Development Style interpretation sections.  It will be your best guide

to validating your results on this instrument, and getting insight into your actual

Development Style. 
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The Conceptual Active

Development Style

1. Understanding your Development Style

Interpreting Your Scores and Your Plot

Your Development Style scoring results

have yielded a plot somewhere in the lower

left hand quadrant of the Development

Styles pictograph.

This indicates that you have a 

Conceptual Active Development Style.  

Your location within the quadrant will depend

on the number of times you chose Active

behaviour in Active - Reflective cases in the

questionnaire, and the number of times that

you chose Conceptual behaviour in the

Practical -  Conceptual cases. The more you chose Active and Conceptual 

behaviours, the more your plot will be located to the upper left corner of the pictograph. 

What does this mean?  Some peoples’ competency styles are relatively clear.  Their

choice pattern in the questionnaire reflects this.  They choose the behaviours at one

end of the scale most or all of the time.  Other people have more mixed styles. Their

choice pattern in the questionnaire includes behaviours from both ends of the scale. 

Your plot reflects your choice pattern in the questionnaire.  For instance,  if you choose

all Active behaviours, your score on Active - Reflective scale would have been 10 :

0.  If you choose all Conceptual behaviours, your score on the Practical -

Conceptual scale would also have been 0 :10.  You would have plotted yourself

exactly in the lower left hand corner of the quadrant.  In this case, your Development

Style will be very clear. The interpretation and suggestions on this and the next 3

pages may apply very strongly to you.  

On the other hand, if you had chosen 5 Active choices, 5 Reflective choices, 5

Practical choices, and 5 Conceptual choices, your plot would have been in the exact

centre of the pictograph.  In this case, your Development Style would be equally 

balanced among all four Development Styles.  The interpretations for all four
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Development Styles may apply to you.

If you have an in-between plot, (like the example for John on the previous page), the 

interpretation for the Conceptual - Active style will apply to you.  But you may also

want to pay some attention to the other styles in understanding the way you develop

your professional competencies.  The closer you are to the center of the pictograph,

the more this will be the case.

Professional Development Behaviours Typical of Individuals 

with the Conceptual Active Style

As an individual with a Conceptual Active Development Style, you will tend to develop

your professional competencies best when you:

a. Engage in development activities which provide lots of time and 

opportunity for dialogue and verbal exchange with others.

b. Have the opportunity to relate the new competencies and the information

you are acquiring to general frameworks, models and principles that you

are already working with, either integrating the new material into existing

ones, or formulating new models or frameworks which integrate the two.

2. Matching Your Development Style to Professional Development Programs

Given this, you will probably have the most success in professional development 

programs that have the following characteristics.

a. They involve other individuals and are structured to provide lots of 

opportunities to work together in verbal ways.

b. They are focused on general principles and explanations of things.  They

provide frameworks which can be applied to many different specific 

problems and instances.  They provide general ways of doing things that

can be adapted to the requirements of specific problems or situations.

c. They provide lots of opportunity for theoretical and general discussion, so

that the frameworks, models and principles are thoroughly clarified and

integrated before they are applied to specific problems or situations. 
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3. Working with Others During Professional Development Activities

You will naturally move towards others who also have Conceptual Active style. They,

like you, clarify their ideas and determine what is useful and true through active 

dialogue. You are energized by the lively exchange of theory and concept with them.

Their approach will make natural sense to you.  

Individuals who have a Practical Active style also use active verbal exchange with 

others to clarify their ideas and thoughts.  However, their pragmatic and specific 

problem orientation may frustrate you somewhat.  To you, it often will seem that they

are moving to action and implementation before the conceptual work has been finished

and is robust.  You may have to give them “time” to work through the initial

attempts at practical application so that they can discover the limitations you

conceptually sense. 

Individuals with a Conceptual Reflective will share your energy for clarifying things

through conceptual frameworks, principles and models.  However, they tend to do so

through internal reflection and thought on what they are hearing, seeing and reading.

You may have to give them time to complete this process before engaging them

in further dialogue. 

Individuals who have Practical Reflective style are farthest removed from your style.

Like the Practical Actives, they are focused on practical applications, and make

sense of things through relating it to their experiences and specifc problems. Like

Conceptual Reflectives, they do so through internal processing of what they are 

seeing, hearing and reading. You may have to give them time to complete their

internal process before you can engage them in dialogue.  

What You Can Gain from Individuals Who have the Other Development Styles

From: What you can get from them:

Practical Reflectives Practical insight into patterns of confusion when your 

dialogue seems to be getting nowhere and going round in 

circles or becoming repetitive. Focus on pragmatic application and 

relevant issues at hand when dialoge strays or cycles.

Practical Actives Dialogue which enrichens the debate, and keeps it relevant by

tying it to concrete applications, real problems and specific 

situations.

Conceptual Reflectives Break through insights and frameworks when your dialogue seems

to be getting nowhere and cannot break out of the limits inherent in

the experiences of the individuals in the group.
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4. Validating Your Results on the Development Styles Self Descriptive

Instrument

No self-descriptive instument or competency model is as rich and as complete as your

personal experience or your awareness of yourself.  We use self-descriptive 

instruments to get insight into competency patterns or styles of which we have may

become unaware.  After all, smart habits are simply patterns of behaviour that operate

below the level of aware consciousness.  This allows us to respond rapidly to the

requirements of our environments. 

When you read the material in these pages describing the behaviour patterns of 

individuals with your Development Style, you may find yourself agreeing or 

disagreeing. If your sense is that these behaviours are a pretty good description

of some or all of your behaviours, then they probably are. Your results on this

instrument fit your behaviour very well. If you think they do not, try the following to help

sort things out.

1. Talk to one or more people who have been to a professional development 

program with you.  (More perspectives will give you better insight.).  

> Ask them about your behaviour patterns.  

> Get feedback on your involvement in the verbal exchanges among the participants.  

> Probe to see if mostly you talked about how the skills and the knowledge you were 

acquiring applied to the on-the-job problems or situations.  

> Question them about whether or not your verbal contributions placed the material with which

you were working into the context of more general models, frameworks or principles. 

2. Reflect on your last involvement in a professional development experience.

> Remember the extent to which you were involved in the verbal exchanges - did you actively

participate or mostly listen to what was being said and make sense of it.

> Think about your contributions.  Did they involve practical application of the new material?

Did you compare it or tie it to other models, frameworks or principles that you are already

familar with?

3. Ask yourself which parts of professional development activities you most enjoy?

What parts teach you most?  Which parts do you find most boring or distancing?

Compare the information you uncover to the descriptions of typical behaviours in this

and the other 3 Development Style interpretation sections.  It will be your best guide

to validating your results on this instrument, and getting insight into your actual

Development Style. 
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The Conceptual Reflective

Development Style

1. Understanding your Development Style

Interpreting Your Scores and Your Plot

Your Development Style scoring results

have yielded a plot somewhere in the lower

right hand quadrant of the Development

Styles pictograph.

This indicates that you have a 

Conceptual Reflective Development Style.  

Your location within the quadrant will depend

on the number of times you chose Reflective

behaviour in Active - Reflective cases in the

questionnaire, and the number of times that

you chose Conceptul behaviour in the

Practical - Conceptual cases. The more you chose Reflective and Conceptual

behaviours, the more your plot will be located to the upper right corner.

What does this mean?  Some peoples’ competency styles are relatively clear.  Their

choice pattern in the questionnaire reflects this.  They choose the behaviours at one

end of the scale most or all of the time.  Other people have more mixed styles. Their

choice pattern in the questionnaire includes behaviours from both ends of the scale. 

Your plot reflects your choice pattern in the questionnaire.  For instance,  if you choose

all Reflective behaviours, your score on Active-Reflective scale would have been 0 :

10.  If you choose all Conceptual behaviours, your score on the Practical-

Conceptual scale would have been 0 : 10.  You would have plotted yourself exactly in

the lower right hand corner of the quadrant.  In this case, your Development Style will

be very clear. The interpretation and suggestions on this and the next 3 pages may

apply very strongly to you.  

On the other hand, if you had chosen 5 Active choices, 5 Reflective choices, 5

Practical choices, and 5 Conceptual choices, your plot would have been in the exact

centre of the pictograph.  In this case, your Development Style would be equally 

balanced among all four Development Styles.  The interpretations for all four
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Development Styles may apply to you.

If you have an in-between plot, the interpretation for the Conceptual - Reflective style

will apply to you.  But you may also want to pay some attention to the other styles in

understanding the way you develop your professional competencies.  The closer you

are to the center of the pictograph, the more this will be the case. (Ahmed certainly will

want to do this.)

Professional Development Behaviours Typical of Individuals 

with the Conceptual Reflective Style

As an individual with a Conceptual Reflective Development Style, you will tend to 

develop your professional competencies best when you:

a. Engage in development activities which provide lots of time and 

opportunity for reflection on what you are hearing and seeing, either as a

quiet participant in what is going on, or as a listener to the more formal

presentation of material.

b. Have the opportunity to relate the new competencies and the information

you are acquiring to general framework, models and principles that your

are already working with, either integrating the new material into existing

ones or formulating new models or frameworks which integrate the two.

2. Matching Your Development Style to Professional Development Programs

Given this, you will probably have the most success in professional development 

programs that have the following characteristics.

a. They allow you to listen to formal presentations, read and ponder on 

material on your own time, or participate as an observer or relatively quiet 

participant in group activities like role plays and case preparation work.

b. They are focused on general principles and explanations of things.  They

provide frameworks which can be applied to many different specific 

problems and instances.  They provide general ways of doing things that

can be adapted to the requirements of specific problems or situations.

c. They provide lots of opportunity for theoretical and general reflection and

thought, so that the frameworks, models and principles are thoroughly

clarified and integrated before they applied to specific problems or 

situations.
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3. Working with Others During Professional Development Activities

You will naturally move towards others who also have Conceptual Reflective style.

They, like you, clarify their ideas and determine what is useful and true through the

internal conceptual processing of  what they are hearing, seeing and reading.  Their

approach will make natural sense to you.

Individuals who have a Conceptual Active style will share your energy for clarifying

things through conceptual frameworks, principles and models.  However, their active 

verbal energy may frustrate you somewhat, particularly if they insist on engaging you

in dialogue when you would rather listen and think.   You may have to ask them to

give room to contribute when you are ready to do so, rather than engaging 

verbally with you on a continuous basis. 

Individuals with a Practical Reflective style also use internal processing to clarify their

ideas and thoughts.  However, they may tend to relate new material, issues or prob-

lems to their practical experience and specific issues and problems.  When they do

contribute, they are likely to talk about the applied results of this thinking. Your best

approach to working with them to listen and to reflect upon how their contribute

to your thinking about general concepts and framework. 

Individuals who have a Practical Active style are farthest removed from your style.

However, their pragmatic and specific problem orientation may frustrate you some-

what.  To you, it often will seem that they are moving to action and implementation

before the conceptual work has been finished and is robust.  You may have to give

them “time” to work through the initial attempts at practical application so that

they can discover the limitations you conceptually sense. 

What You Can Gain from Individuals Who have the Other Development Styles

From: What you can get from them:

Practical Reflectives Practical insight into patterns of confusion when your 

dialogue seems to be getting nowhere and going round in 

circles or becoming repetitive. Focus on pragmatic application and 

relevant issues at hand when dialoge strays or cycles.

Conceptual Actives Dialogue which brings a number of experiences into line under the

insight and the organization provided by principles, models and

frameworks.

Practical Actives Dialogue which enrichens the debate, and keeps it relevant by

tying it to concrete applications, real problems and specific 

situations.
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4. Validating Your Results on the Development Styles Self Descriptive

Instrument

No self-descriptive instument or competency model is as rich and as complete as your

personal experience or your awareness of yourself.  We use self-descriptive instru-

ments to get insight into competency patterns or styles of which we have may become

unaware.  After all, smart habits are simply patterns of behaviour that operate below

the level of aware consciousness.  This allows us to respond rapidly to the require-

ments of our 

environments. 

When you read the material in these pages describing the behaviour patterns of 

individuals with your Development Style, you may find yourself agreeing or 

disagreeing. If your sense is that these behaviours are a pretty good description

of some or all of your behaviours, then they probably are. Your results on this

instrument fit your behaviour very well. If you think they do not, try the following to help

sort things out.

1. Talk to one or more people who have been to a professional development 

program with you.  (More perspectives will give you better insight.)  

> Ask them about your behaviour patterns.  

> Get feedback on your involvement in the verbal exchanges among the participants.  

> Probe to see if mostly you talked about how the skills and the knowledge you were 

acquiring applied to the on-the-job problems or situations.  

> Question them about whether or not your verbal contributions placed the material with which

you were working into the context of more general models, frameworks or principles. 

2. Reflect on your last involvement in a professional development experience.

> Remember the extent to which you were involved in the verbal exchanges - did you actively

participate or mostly listen to what was being said and make sense of it.

> Think about your contributions.  Did they involve practical application of the new material?

Did you compare it or tie it to other models, frameworks or principles that you are already

familar with?

3. Ask yourself which parts of professional development activities you most enjoy?

What parts teach you most?  Which parts do you find most boring or distancing?

Compare the information you uncover to the descriptions of typical behaviours in this

and the other 3 Development Style interpretation sections.  It will be your best guide

to validating your results on this instrument, and getting insight into your actual

Development Style. 
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What Do I Do Next?

To some extent this will depend upon your Development Style. Remember that 

working your way through the Development Styles self -descriptive instrument is in

itself a professional development experience.  Consequently, your next steps may be

dependent on how you best engage in professional development activities.  

You can choose to follow your Development Style or “stretch” your development 

competencies.  If you choose to follow your style, the table below may have some 

suggestions which make sense to you.  If you choose to “stretch” your competencies,

you will consciously choose suggestions that are “out of style”.  This seems to work

best if at first you choose suggestions that are close to your style, rather than farthest

from it.  Remember the following.

A development style is simply a competency  - a behaviour pattern

or smart habit.  You are not limited to it.  You can do the 

behaviours used by other people who do not share your

Development Style.  You may do so today.  The closer your plot is to

the center of the pictograph, the more likely this is.   

Development Style Suggestion

Practical Active

Find someone who are comfortable with to talk with about

your results.   The best person is someone who is also

working through personal results on Development Styles,

or is prepared to read your Interpretation Section before

talking with you. Discuss practical applications.

Start to apply what you are discovering to specific situations

in which you are currently developing yourself, or have done

so in the past.  Think about how your experience compares

with what are discovering.

Conceptual Active

Find someone with whom you are comfortable. Talk with

about your results.  The best person is someone who is also 

working through personal results on Development Styles,

or prepared to read your Interpretation Sections before

talking with you.  Work towards increasing your general

understanding of how this works for you and others.

Conceptual Reflective

Start to apply what you are reading to your general 

understanding of how you develop yourself, and how 

others develop themselves.  Work towards increasing your

general understanding of how this works for you and others. 

Practical Reflective
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Development Styles and WCI’s Competency Styles

An individual’s public interpersonal behaviour patterns are observed by others.  It is

possible to ask an individual’s co-workers to describe a person’s behaviour on the

same instrument that individual uses to describe their own behaviour patterns.  This

presents an individual with self and 360º pictures of their behaviour patterns.  This is a

solid base on which to plan interpersonal competency development. 

The Development Styles self-descriptive you have just completed is based on two of

the scales from parts of WCI’s Competency Styles self-descriptive instruments.

These instruments come in self-descriptive and 360º feedback versions. Combining

both self-descriptive with 360º feedback from others will give you powerful data about

how you work with other people in the work place.  

The purpose of the Competency Styles instruments is to give you insight into your

Personal Professional Competencies.  Every professional must utilize both technical 

competencies and interpersonal competencies in order to be effective. Professional

training programs often focus on the technical side of your skill suite.  Competency

Styles addresses the interpersonal. 

Competency Styles is a set of 4 related WCI instruments. The complete set covers

the following areas of behaviour.  

1. Gathering Information - Making Sense of It.

2. Structuring Personal Activity.

3. Interacting with Others.

4. Making Decisions.

Each self-descriptive covers 5 competency patterns. The full Competency Styles set

of instruments give individuals insight into 20 interpersonal competency patterns. Self 

development can be based on any one of these instruments, or all four. They can be

taken in any sequence.  This program takes advantage of the fact that some people

will have completed the Development Style self-descriptive tool.  Specific suggestions

for actions to develop interpersonal competencies reference the different approaches

which work best for different individual Development Styles. 

Contact WCI for more information.
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Thank you.

Now that you have spent some time reviewing the feedback contained in these pages, you

may want to take some next steps to improve your effectiveness.  All WCI’s feedback tools

are based on the following premise:

Feedback brings awareness,

Awareness brings choice,

Choice brings freedom,

Freedom brings effectiveness.

You have taken the first step in this process - by reviewing your own results.  You may have

moved further and started to become clear about the differences between your own

Development Style and those of others. You have added explicit knowledge to your implicit

awareness of what type of professional development programs and activities work best for

you.  You can now take steps to explain to others why you prefer to attend some programs

and not others.  You can focus your energy in such programs on the activities which best

match your Development Style.  

But you can also move beyond this. Professional development, especially in groups, often

involves conflict.  As we know, some of this conflict is healthy. People have different ideas,

experiences and approaches to bring to any developmental experience.  Resolving these 

differences, and taking advantage of the synergy possible to move beyond them is part of

what makes professional development in groups so productive. Productive dialogue can

improve your insight into situations and deepen your personal learning.  It can improve the

quality of what you learn. It can generate the commitment needed to implement personal

change.

However, some conflict in these activities is simply the result of different individuals having

different Development Styles.  If you become aware of the Development Styles of the

other individuals sharing your professional development experiences, you can adapt

to and work with their approaches to expanding your professional competencies.

One simple and powerful way to implement what you have learned in this instrument is to

become explicitly aware of the Development Styles of the other people with whom share 

professional development experiences. Does their style match your own? You probably find

individuals like this easy to work with.  Is their style different from yours? Can you take

advantage of the similarities and differences to deepen your learning?   If you can recognize

a difference in style, and work with it, you can contribute to producing a deeper learning

experience for both the other person and yourself.  That is the social wisdom underlying the

fact that human beings do so much professional development in groups.  WCI hopes that our

Development Styles tool will help you in this achieving this. 
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Answer Sheet

Completed By:

Completed On:

Sample

1 2

3 4

5 6

7 8

9 10

11 12

13 14

15 16

17 18

19 20

First Name

DD MM YYYY

Last Name
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